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Letter From the Chairman

W

elcome to the Distribution Business
Management Associations’ fifth annual
Supply Chain Leaders in Action business forum being held in Arizona at the Scottsdale
Resort and Conference Center. On behalf of the
Board of Directors of DBMA, the Corporate
Advisory Board and the Executive Committee of
the SCLA we thank you for your support and continued interest in this outstanding business venue.
We are glad to report that the SCLA continues to
grow in membership. New corporate members for
2010 include BJs, Gap, Medline, Safeway,
ServiceMaster, Starbucks, Toys R Us and Werner.

Value for
Today’s New
Normal

DBMA is dedicated to offering strong value to our
members. New for 2010 is a three part corporate
package that is included with the three year SCLA
corporate membership. (1) As most of you know,
we have turned our January Executive Committee
meeting into a special program for the top representative from each of our member companies
mainly EVP’S, SVP’S & COO’S. This power-packed
program features key speakers, extensive executive
interaction and high level discussions of the most
pressing supply chain issues and trends. It is at this
meeting that the agenda for our annual SCLA
Business Forum is finalized. (2) In our second program, our annual SCLA May business forum, top
executives join their executive staffs in peer group
interaction in a teambuilding environment that provides much needed life lines giving both insight
and education. (3) New for 2010 is a third program
called the Supply Chain of the Future.
On September 26th to the 29th in San Diego CA,
we are joining forces with CSCMP in presenting the
Supply Chain of the Future Lab. This is a 100,000
sq ft display that tells the story of supply chain
from product inception to order fulfillment and features twenty four informative conference sessions.
We start off the program with a grand reception on
Sunday night in the Lab, with drinks and food as
well as an opportunity to meet thousands of supply
chain professionals. Monday and Tuesday are
packed with sessions and activities focused on the
supply chain story followed by another reception
Monday night. This third offering for the SCLA is
focused on training and education for mid-level
management. The third event is distinctly different
from the January and May programs which are for
executives only.
Several members of the SCLA have helped us put
this Lab together, members such as Don Ralph and
Don Walker and their teams from Staples &
McKesson. Their help along with others like Deverl
Maserang with Chiquita, was not in vain, because
over the next three years 2010- 2012, all member
corporations of the SCLA will have the opportunity
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to send their company members to this
September educational activity as part of your
SCLA membership. SCLA members will get a special Lab admittance badge that will entitle you to
the Sunday grand reception and the Monday and
Tuesday night networking receptions. In addition,
our SCLA members can walk through the Lab, as
well as attend any sessions in the Lab that interest
them on Monday and Tuesday. Some of your mid
level staff might want to attend for one day or the
whole time, the choice is up to you. If they wish to
attend the entire CSCMP conference which is outside the Lab, then they will have to join CSCMP, as
well as pay their conference fee. CSCMP offers
yearly membership with local chapters to your staff
that will give them the opportunity to grow professionally. We hope that this joint project between
DBMA, SCLA & CSCMP will increase the awareness of both groups to the professionals in the field
of supply chain. This third addition to the SCLA
membership package completes a full range of
offerings for our SCLA members.
The three-in-one SCLA package is an example of
what companies can accomplish professionally by
working together. There is sure to be many great
things ahead for the SCLA as it continues to be
innovative, adaptive and a proven source of insight.
For more information on the Supply Chain of the
Future lab go to www.dcenter.com, www.cscmpconference.org , www.supplychainlab.org or call
Amy Marie Yoder at DBMA 717-295-0033.
Finally, I would like to thank Don Walker, SVP
Distribution and Operations, McKesson, this year’s
Chairman, Bill Leonard, Director of Supply Chain
Strategy, The Hershey Company, Educational
Subcommittee Chair, and Amy Thorn, DBM’s
Executive Director for putting this excellent program together. In addition, our new Director of
Administration Amy Marie Yoder, who has joined
the small but mighty staff at DBMA/ SCLA, and the
help of countless loyal members and our incoming
Chairman for 2011, Jim Malvaso, CEO, Toyota
North America material handling division. We, at
DBMA/SCLA join together to thank each of you
attending for your support, enthusiasm and constructive participation. We are glad you have joined
with us in exploring great ideas in supply chain.

John T. Thorn, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Board, DBM Association
Vice Chair, SCLA Membership
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his issue of the DBM
Journal features the 2010
Supply Chain Leaders in
Action (SCLA) business forum and
thought leadership articles that
will help you and your company
prosper in the new normal economy. Regardless of your company
size, stage or industry everyone
has felt some impact from the
recent years’ economic turmoil.
In the article, “Leading in the New
Normal” supply chain thought
leaders share their insights on
how to create long term supply
chain plans that provide the flexibility needed to survive crises and
thrive.
Supply chain success stories
from the most resilient companies are referenced in the article
“Chain Gangs and Boardrooms:
How Working Together Can
Benefit Everyone.” Real world collaborations are sited proving that
trading partners can operate their
supply chains as if they were one
company.

T

Prospering In
The New
Normal:
A Blueprint
For Success

What is your company doing
differently to take advantage of
the opportunity to change?
One thing is certain you’re not
going to move ahead using outdated models and obsolete strategies. Jack Buffington’s article,
“Designing 21st Supply Chains
Using Complex Adaptive System
(CAS) Strategies” offers a fresh
perspective on how to achieve
supply chain transformation over
the next decade.
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No matter how you look at it
leading companies continuously
improve their performance
through best practice strategy
and operational efficiency. A
growing trend discussed in this
issue is how sustainability is
impacting strategy and operations. In 2010 the SCLA launched
a longitudinal study in this area
and the initial findings of the
study are highlighted in the article
“Sustainability -The Long View:
The Importance for Your Company,
Your Children, Their Children
and Our Planet.”
Today every executive is under
pressure to perform. To be successful it is not enough to have
the right strategy you also need
the right mix of people, processes
and technologies to execute that
strategy. So whether you find a
blueprint for success in the pages
of this issue of the DBM Journal
or by attending the 2010 SCLA
Executive Forum we hope you,
like this year’s Circle of
Excellence recipient, Hershey Co.,
experience the sweetness of
success.

Amy Thorn,
Editorial Director

Special Report:

Critical Mass:
The Self-Sustaining
Growth of Global
Trade
By Walter Kemmsies, Chief Economist, Moffatt & Nichol

O

ver the last six decades,
global trade has consistently grown faster than
world GDP and despite the recent
near-depression experience, the
trends that underpinned this longterm phenomenon remain in place.
While the global economic recovery
is not yet self-sustaining, that is,
dependent on expansionary monetary and fiscal policy, it is gaining
traction. Even though global economic growth remains vulnerable to
policy error or raw-material supply
shocks, it is important today to take
advantage of slackness and prepare
for an even more globally integrated
economy. As the trends that have
contributed to globalization continue
to unfold, it will become increasingly
difficult to maintain competitively
positioned logistics because among

other things, America’s trade
remains unbalanced.

1. Historical Prospective
It is helpful to get a high-level,
long-term view of trade as shown in
the chart below, which depicts
trends and fluctuations in the
Global Manufactured Goods
Exports and World GDP volume
indexes. During the nearly six
decades covered in this chart, there
have been major incidences of
geopolitical tensions, oil shocks and
global recessions. These events
have caused fluctuations in the volume of global trade but the trend
itself remains intact.
Largely as a result of the financial
meltdown in OECD countries,
world trade declined about 12 percent in 2009, according to the

Figure 1 – Global Manufactured Goods Trade, Real GDP
and Ports Reporting Container Volumes
Source: World Trade Organization, Containerisation International,
Moffatt & Nichol
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WTO, which forecasts 9.5 percent
growth in 2010. However, aside
from these fluctuations, it is important to notice two features in this
chart:
– The underlying trend has
remained intact
– Global trade in manufactured
goods has consistently grown
twice as fast as world GDP
These observations indicate that
world economic growth or growth
in consumer spending is not sufficient to explain the high trade
growth. If anything, growth in trade
is likely to be a driver of economic
growth because it allows countries
to dedicate their resources to production of goods where they have
a comparative advantage. That
allows the global economy to reach
a higher level of output.
2. Structural Factors Are
Responsible For Global
Trade Growth
Trends in global economic and
trade growth are more likely driven
by structural trends rather than
cyclical factors such as consumer
spending. Among the various structural elements, the most prominent
are:
– Global and regional trade
agreements
– Containerization of trade
– Information and communication
technology developments
– Demographics
The first of these drivers is fairly
obvious. Since the mid 1940s, the
World Trade Organization has held
eight successful rounds of agreements on trade and tariffs with a
ninth, referred to as the Doha
Round, in progress. The number of
Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) has
more than doubled in the last 10
years. Today, more than 50 percent
of world trade takes place under
FTAs. Resolution of the Doha
Round and a number of FTAs currently being negotiated indicates
that trade barriers are set to fall farther. Even though China is under
pressure to amend its controversial
currency policy and debatable trade
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Free Trade Agreement Facts
FTAs negotiated globally ............................................Approximately 300
FTAs negotiated since 2002 in Asia-Pacific ..............119
Percentage of world trade occurring
through FTAs................................................................50 percent
Countries with which China is negotiating or
has proposed FTAs......................................................28
EU FTAs........................................................................22
US FTAs........................................................................11
Source: Business Roundtable, Moffatt & Nichol

practices, its officials have clearly
recognized the importance of supporting global trade for their own
economic progress.
In the first chart, the number of
ports reporting container volumes,
as published by Containerisation
International, is shown to have
increased from 75 in 1970 when
containerization began, to more
than 550 in the last few years. It is
well known that containerization of
marine-bound cargo, which
accounts for the vast majority of
global trade, significantly lowers the
cost of trade because among other
things it allows ships to spend less
time in port. Containerization of
cargo has farther to go. Currently
only 38 percent of imports-byweight are containerized, up from
28 percent in 2003. For exports,
only 23 percent are containerized,
up from 18 percent during the same
period.
At the end of the Cold War a significant amount of information and
communication technology was
developed, resulting in the World
Wide Web and a host of software
applications. Among these applications are enterprise resource management programs (ERM) that,
thanks to the Internet, allows a
company to make production and
distribution decisions using real-time
data anywhere in the world. This
has allowed companies to globally
organize, or globalize, their operations. Use of the Internet and ERM
software is well established among
major multinational enterprises but
has a long way to go before reaching saturation. Companies like SAP,
Oracle and Microsoft are competing

heavily to reach mid- and small-size
companies.
While changes in government
trade policy, transportation technology and information/communication technology have made international trade more feasible, without
economic necessity for structural
change these factors would not
have resulted in as much trade
growth as they have. Underlying
the need for structural change is
demographic shift. The chart below
shows the growth in the proportion
of major developed economies’
populations of retirement age (older
than 55). In the U.S. alone, the number of people in this group will be
more than 100 million by 2030,
almost 2.5 times the approximately
40 million in 1990. This is not news,
but it is a trend that has been

unfolding at a rapid pace in the last
several decades.
The aging population has had an
effect on the structure of the U.S.
economy already. Older people
spend proportionately more on services than on goods. Since the late
1960s, more than 50 percent of
American consumer expenditures
have been on services; before,
most were on goods. In 1960,
about 30 percent of the labor force
was employed in manufacturing, in
2007 before the recession, that figure stood at just 10 percent. As
demand for services increased,
footloose industries had to relocate
to lower-cost locations, a practice
most often dubbed outsourcing.
Falling trade costs enabled and
encouraged these moves.
However, most outsourcing was
and continues to be profit-motivated as opposed to simple cost
reduction.
Developing economies have
younger populations than those of
industrialized nations. Younger people are paid less than older people
and also spend more of their
income on goods than on services.
Companies operating in aging,
developed economies needed to
shift their operations to countries
with younger populations because
those markets were growing faster.
Also, it is difficult to sell products

Figure 2 – Percentage of Population Over 55 Years of Age in North
America and Europe

Source: US Census Bureau, Statistics Canada, Eurostat, Moffatt & Nichol
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Figure 3 – 2008 International Comparison of Annual Manufacturing
Salaries in $US At Prevailing Exchange Rates

Source: UN-ILO, Business Monitor, Moffatt & Nichol

produced with expensive developed-market labor to workers in
emerging markets earning far lower
wages, as illustrated in the chart
below. Companies that have moved
their production operations offshore
to access faster-growing markets
have also been able to increase their
profits by importing their foreignmade goods into the U.S. They have
been able to do so thanks to declining transportation costs and increasing reliability of supply chains.
Even if emerging markets countries continue to grow twice or
three times as fast as developed
economies, it will still take decades
for wage differentials to close.
Meanwhile, many industries in the
U.S. have only recently begun to
outsource their operations. In short,
this trend has much farther to run.
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3. A Lot of Change Ahead
It is no surprise that logistics management is one of the fastest growing industries in the U.S. Taken
together, the trends for the four
structural factors discussed here
indicate that world trade is likely to
continue growing faster than GDP
for a long time. Some of this trade
may not be marine-based, as many
companies are likely to find that it is
better to near-source production,
that is, outsource production closer
to home, like in Mexico or Central
America, as opposed to Asia. This
may also occur as a result of rising
energy costs and/or environmental
legislation. One or both of these
factors will have a major effect on
freight movement costs because
the transportation sector is biggest
producer of carbon emissions,
8

according to the Environmental
Protection Agency.
However, as a result of the trends
discussed here, the U.S. has developed a significant trade deficit.
Eventually, America will have to
increase its exports to pay for
imported goods, a topic for further
exploration another time. Thus, the
costs of carbon reduction or offsetting may be reduced by declining
freight rates if U.S. trade balances:
Rather than hauling empty containers from the U.S., the backhaul has a
higher proportion of payload cargo.
In addition to these factors, logistics managers also have to consider
regional migration in the U.S., which
will also impact freight costs and
optimal distribution network layouts
as some population centers grow
quickly and others decline.

Industry Article:

Designing 21st
Century Supply
Chains Using Complex
Adaptive System
(CAS) Strategies
By Jack Buffington, Department of Industrial
Marketing, e-Commerce and Logistics, Lulea University
of Technology, Lulea, Sweden
1. Introduction
Today’s business environment is
increasingly characterized as turbulent, complex, global and stochastic, requiring supply chains to possess a different set of competencies than in the past. Historically,
linear representations of supply
chain networks have been useful
(such as the use of the SCOR
model, illustrated in Figure 1).
However, these models are
increasingly restrictive with respect
to today’s nuanced supply chain
environments. If the purpose of
business is to create and keep a
customer1, it should be assumed
that these complexities are complimentary to a consumer-based
economy, not in contrast to it.
Despite the emerging topic of
complexity in the supply chain
industry, today’s supply chain

research methodologies remain
largely consistent to the past, with
34.6 percent of research being
conducted in surveys, 16.1 percent
in case studies, 10.4 percent with
mathematical models, and only 5
percent using simulation modeling
techniques2. Similarly, many supply chains (and their processes,
organizations, and systems) follow
deterministic and reductionist
processes and algorithms that
simplify solutions and discard
unexplainable variances as errors
rather than identifying stochastic,
or random, variables. As a result,
these techniques in both research
and practice assume there is only
one possible solution to a problem, and that market environments
produce repeatable and predictable outcomes.
To be able to use new tools that
measure stochastic variables

Figure 1 – SCOR Model

Supply Chain Council, 2007
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instead of reducing them, users
must first achieve a foundational
understanding of the business
environment to properly diagnose,
design and analyze these problems. The purpose of this paper is
to address the theoretical underpinnings of Complex Adaptive
System (CAS) theory, and its
importance in the design of supply
chain strategies. Three aspects
necessary for laying the CAS foundation will be discussed: One, the
firm must possess openness within its entire business ecosystem,
not just its supply chain. Two, the
supply chain must be flexible
enough to support the randomness of a non-linear supply chain,
and finally, a supply chain environment and its agents must possess
adaptiveness to achieve an optimal solution.
2. The Complex Adaptive
System (CAS)
The earliest theorists of system
thinking sought to understand science not as a closed conglomeration rather a process to open
interactions to examine larger and
larger slices of nature3. Theories
in system thinking became more
useful after John Holland’s
famous work, “Adaptation in
Natural and Artificial Systems”
(1992), advocating use of computer simulation that defined physical systems as possessing nonlinear qualities. Through the emergence of nonlinear equations,
simulation software, and the
exponential growth of computing
power, the CAS concept became
increasingly relevant to the physical sciences, and is emerging in
the social sciences as well. By
definition, a complex adaptive
system is a dynamic network of
agents acting and reacting in parallel to what each other is doing,
as is illustrated in Figure 2. Key
to this model is the role of the
agent in a nonlinear and path
dependent process not mathematically tractable using traditional techniques4.

Figure 2 – Complex Adaptive System

In contrast to this holistic view
of a business ecosystem, traditional supply chain models have
been represented by linearity and
reductionism: the concept that
complex problems can be understood through reducing them to
the interaction and/or isolation of
individual components. Research
has found that while this
approach has been very successful in physical sciences such as
physics, chemistry and biology, its
practical applications have been
less useful in the social sciences.
In business, enterprise-resource
planning (ERP) software companies have often used reductionism in forecasting and supply
chain planning, seeking to eliminate rather than enhance
unplanned variations in order to
adhere to a linear process5, a
counterintuitive proposition in a
dynamic and non-linear business
environment, and one not validated through research.
Schneider and Somers (2006) in
their conceptual framework development of “Organizations as
Complex Adaptive Systems”
found how organizations are
adaptive for the sake of their own

self-preservation but not at the
expense of other agents in their
environment6. These organizations are ‘poised at the end of
chaos for optimal buffering and
adaptability,’ but if chaos is not
managed, the firm will become
frozen non-adaptive, unable to
change. Through the concept of
a CAS, homeostasis leads to both
progress and self-preservation
through a balance in the environment achieved with other agents.
Without such a balance, the firm
has the possibility of being unwilling or unable to adapt (frozen
non-adaptive) or too willing to
change (chaotic non-adaptive),
both of which are sub-optimal.
Therefore, the present consumer-driven market and supply
chain is defined as a complex
adaptive system rather than a
Schumpeterian 20th-century system, in which brute force and
power were the primary means to
achieve innovation and growth.
The recent collapse of America’s
Big Three automakers is perhaps
the best known example of how
such Schumpeterian systems will
fail if they cannot adapt to their
environment. Microsoft’s fortress
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mentality, ignoring the opportunities and threats associated with
upstarts, such as Google, is another example. Dick Brass, a former
Microsoft vice president, wrote an
op-ed for the New York Times in
which he spoke of an internal system that thwarted innovation
through ‘internal competition that
required ideas to compete.’
The nature of a 20th-century
supply chain model is to simplify
and eliminate chaos and disorder,
assuming that what cannot be
defined within a linear equation
must be identified as an error
(acknowledged or unacknowledged). Linear models also draw
discrete and deterministic relationships between factors, often
neglecting emerging or latent variables. The traditional supply chain
structures remain largely controlled around a static definition of
supply chain partners; a CAS supply chain model assumes openness to be defined within less static roles and partnerships. In a
CAS model, a retailer may take on
manufacturing/assembly attributes, a manufacturer may become a
retailer, and a customer may
become a co-producer, all defined
within the unique supply chain
environment8.
3. 21st Century Solutions
In a CAS environment, innovations can come from any department in the firm, agent in the
supply chain network, or practically any association within a
business ecosystem. The stochastic nature of the solution
demands more than one optimal
strategy, and the openness of
the business environment
enables the firms to adapt in
the manner best suited for itself
and the overall supply chain.
Agents in the supply chain are
adaptive, meaning that the
results of the models can evolve
through a slow convergence of
good social outcomes (rather
than the theory of one best outcome). In this environment, if a
firm is non-adaptive to change, it

Figure 3- Nonlinear Representation of CAS Supply Chain
Environment

may slowly become irrelevant in
the market (i.e., the Big Three),
thereby making it practically
impossible for this firm to innovate
in a dynamic market economy.
This CAS concept more closely
resembles how agents engage in
a social structure, which leads to
convergence and adaptiveness.
Computational models have
opened up vast new frontiers for
exploring the learning behavior of
agents;9 the sheer complexity
associated with calculating possible solutions was beyond the
capabilities of man’s mind and his
mathematical formulas. In a conventional supply chain system,
Firm A is chained to Firm B to Firm
C to Firm X in a deterministic, predictable and linear representation.
Many firms still organize themselves in a linear manner (supply
chain wholly segregated from marketing, operations and sales),
including the determinist definitions of ERP systems and linear
supply chain relationships (Firm B
interacts with Firm A and Firm C,
but not Firm X in the continuum).
Figure 3 provides an illustration of
a nonlinear representation of a
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CAS supply chain environment.
Before firms can properly use
agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) tools, they must conduct a complete assessment of
their existing relationships both
within and outside the firm, since
the CAS supply chain system is
founded upon the notion that the
whole of many systems or organizations is greater than the simple
sum of its constituent parts.10 As
an example, researchers and practitioners have acknowledged the
necessity of understanding the
dynamics between marketing and
operations, despite being unsuccessful in doing so11.
Conceptually, ERP systems are
intended to bring together the
parts into the wholeness of the
organization, but ERP attemptes to
do so through a structured and
deterministic rule set that does not
enable a dynamic and open structure within social systems. In contrast, a CAS/ABMS approach
seeks to model the complexities
of the relationships rather than
reduce them. In this case, the
usefulness of computer simulation
takes the place when mathematics
12

fails,12 but not before the firm
accepts and understands the
notion of the CAS concept within
its supply chain. Both research
and practice have significant
opportunities in understanding this
concept.
Not only have supply chains
been viewed as linear representations, the concept of innovation in
the marketplace has as well.
Following a linear path of pure and
applied research and then development, the 20th-century made
strides in the execution of pure science. However, the concept of
innovation in today’s dynamic consumer-based economy must not
only study what happened in a
present business situation, but
also what might have happened.
In reality, innovation within a supply chain can follow a variety of
paths, and must do so by its very
nature. Innovation will progressively become defined in terms of
multiple possible solutions rather
than the one right answer, as is
defined within Apple’s closed system of an auteur model of innovation. Therefore, supply chain systems must be able to support an
innovation, New Product
Development (NPD), and fulfillment process that enables multiple optimal solutions. Further, as
consumers desire customization
more so than standard design,
more complex, decentralized, nonlinear models of new product
development must be established
through ABMS, including the consumer as a co-producer in the supply chain process.
Beyond its use in NPD, the use
of agent based modeling tools in a
CAS concept presents enormous
opportunities to assist firms in
their supply chain planning and
forecasting processes. Today’s
ERP system tools largely possess
deterministic, black-box algorithms
hard-coded into the software, minimizing the user’s opportunity to
respond adaptively to a discrete
data set. Agent data received in
the forecasting process defines
the agents as static rather than

path dependent, contradictory to
how consumers, retailers, distributors and manufacturers respond to
one another in a social structure.
Therefore, the agents in the supply
chain are defined as believing in
one best approach without understanding the results of all agents
undertaking a similar approach of
self-interest (as illustrated through
the MIT ‘Beer Game’ simulation).
This, of course, leads to the bullwhip effect with the supply chain,
as is illustrated in Figure 4.
Implementing a system design
that will allow each of the supply
chain agents (manufacturer, retailer, consumer, etc.) to be adaptive
agents will enable a path-dependent approach that seeks to define
a supply chain plan based upon
the social interactiveness between
firms in the supply chain, responses to and from competitors, as
well as different interactions within
the firm. Despite the allure of
using the CAS concept in supply
chain planning, researchers and
practitioners often conclude that
such efforts are riddled with subjectivity, so why bother? Probably
for most firms, deployment of this
CAS concept seems more daunting than its potential benefit.
Without knowledge of how a supply chain must be structured and
understood to undertake the CAS
concept, this is certainly true.
Therefore, before firms seek to

implement the CAS concept, or
start using ABMS tools, they must
understand the implications and
changes that must first occur within the firm
4. Conclusions
The future of supply chain systems will be defined within
Complex Adaptive Systems rather
than linear models; however, it is
unclear as to when this future will
arrive. The CAS concept and
ABMS tools have largely contributed to successes in other
fields of research and practice, and
are just beginning to emerge within social sciences, such as marketing and supply chain. Given the
dynamic and unpredictable nature
of today’s supply chains, it is a reasonable conclusion that firms, supply chains, software providers and
others will gain competitive advantages through the proper use of
this concept. Yet as supply chain
researchers and practice leaders
continue to congregate around traditional techniques and tools, the
question is not when most firms
will be ready for the CAS concept
as a function of their supply
chains, but rather when they will
design their people, processes,
and technologies in order to
accommodate it.
The greatest concern is that
researchers and practitioners will
focus their efforts on using ABMS

1Drucker,

Peter, http://www.druckerinstitute.com/
A., & Datta, S. (2005). Review of supply chain management and logistics research. International Journal of Physical
Distribution & Logistics Management. 35 (9), 664-705.
3Bertalanffy, L. v. (1968). General system theory: Foundations,
development, applications.
4Miller, John H. and Page, Scott E. (2007) Complex Adaptive
Systems: An Introduction to Computational Models of Social Life
5Lengnick-Hall, et. al.. "The role of social and intellectual capital in
achieving competitive advantage through enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems". Journal of Engineering and Technology
Management: JET-M. 21 (4): 307.
6Schneider, M., & Somers, M. (2006). Organizations as complex
adaptive systems: Implications of Complexity Theory for leadership research. The Leadership Quarterly. 17 (4), 351.
7Brass, Dick, “Microsoft’s Creative Destruction”, New York Times,
February 4, 2010.
8For more on this concept, see Buffington and Amini’s (2010)
Mass Customized Supply Chain Conceptual Framework, (under
review).
9Miller, John H. and Page, Scott E. (2007) Complex Adaptive
Systems: An Introduction to Computational Models of Social Life.
10North, M.J. and Macal C. (2007). Managing Business
Complexity.
11Swink, M., & Song, M. (2007). Effects of marketing-manufacturing integration on new product development time and competitive
advantage. Journal of Operations Management. 25 (1), 203.
12Ruelle, D. (1991). Chance and Chaos.
2Sachan,

Figure 4 – Beer Game Illustration
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tools before they understand the
foundation of the CAS concept;
this would be a mistake, and
would likely lead to the use of
these stochastic processes in a
deterministic, traditional supply
chain manner. This concern
relates not only to supply chain
researchers and practitioners, but
software providers as well, particularly given research on the definition of a fixed algorithm in a software tool that the user doesn’t
understand.
Supply chain researchers and
practitioners must understand the
elements needed to develop a
CAS supply chain strategy and its
impact on the cultures of the firm
and the supply chain network
before they launch an ABMS
effort. Similarly, software
providers must learn from implementation gaps between the functionality of their ERP tools and
how the end user and the corresponding business processes
interfaced with the tool. With
greater opportunity, the CAS supply chain offers greater risk; however, given the increasingly dynamic, complex and uncertain environment, practitioners and
researchers would be wise to take
these risks and realize perhaps the
greatest chance for supply chain
transformation over the next
decade.
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Thought Leadership Editorial:

Leading the
Supply Chain in
the “New Normal”
By Thomas Dolan
hat is the new normal
and how is it being
shaped by the financial
crisis, government and new compliance policies? Supply-chain
thought leaders have shared their
strategies and insights on how to
create flexible, long-term supply
chain plans for future scenarios
and develop tools for promoting
and developing the resiliency needed to survive crises and succeed in
the new normal.
"What was the normal business
environment for supply chain management in the past is no longer
normal today," says Deverl
Maserang, Chiquita’s vice president of national product supply.
"What's normal now is a volatility
we have not seen in the history of
the world. The range of possible
future scenarios confronting business is great. Companies that promote and develop flexibility, awareness and resiliency are more likely
to survive and succeed."
“The ongoing economic crisis
has been a powerful force in creating the new normal,” Maserang
continues. “One significant factor
is that borrowing is no longer seen
as a beneficial component of
growth.” The perception now is,
Maserang says, "Cash is king."
Maserang also points to
increased government regulations
and requirements as an engine
powering growth of the new normal. These demand a new method
of planning and setting goals. "The
traditional way has been along the
lines of, 'Ok, we've had five percent
growth over the past two years.
Next year we'll see something similar,’ says Maserang.
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“But this will no longer be adequate,” he continues. “It's not
enough to simply gather historical
data and project into the future.
There's too much change and
uncertainty. Good leaders will have
to handle the grey areas of ambiguity. This will take a mindset more
expansive than what is usually
found in engineering and research
and development. It will take a
sense of the humanities and liberal
arts to take an encompassing
holistic view."
Globalization has galvanized the
need for this new thought process,
says Mahender Singh, Ph.D. Singh,
research director for the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Center for
Transportation and Logistics, suggests the volatility of U.S. market
forces makes it imperative for
companies to create supply-chain
strategies to handle unpredictability. He has created a three-scenario
thought exercise to help supply
chain professionals learn to work
with uncertainty rather than try to
eliminate it, and develop a more
robust strategy to identify and confront future challenges.
Focusing on international trade,
Singh’s three scenarios are Alien
Nations, Spin City and
Synchronicity.
1. Alien Nations "Citizens of the
Alien Nations would think and act
locally," Singh says. "Foreign people
and governments are mistrusted or
even disdained; globalization does
not even warrant lip service from a
political establishment driven by
nationalism. Energy is a hot-button
issue because their countries are
in competition for dwindling natur16

al resources. Conservation and
energy-efficiency policies are pursued with vigor. The lack of standardization across global trading
and commercial systems in this
scenario makes international
expansion risky and expensive.
Trade barriers are strewn across
the world and companies focus on
national markets. Major threats to
world stability are unsynchronized
business cycles and investment
strategies, a byproduct of the lack
of global unity. Nationalistic attitudes obstruct emigration, even
though there is a high demand for
younger migrant workers in many
countries. In the Alien Nations scenario, charity begins - and ends - at
home."
2. Spin City "Trust and national
security issues dominate political
and corporate agendas," says
Singh. "Globalization remains a
powerful force, but it is hindered
by a complex web of conflicting
regulations. Governments are intervening more and more to strengthen security, while paying less
attention to their markets in an
increasingly complex trading environment. As a result, market efficiency suffers. Managing everchanging trade rules becomes a
major challenge. Trust is a distinct
competitive advantage. To compete globally, companies have to
build solid reputations. Highly innovative enterprises that can exploit
the new (but fleeting) business
opportunities around this fastchanging world are in a strong
competitive position. The conflict
at the heart of the Spin City scenario is: Should regulation or market forces be the advocate for trust
and physical security?"
3. Synchronicity "Democratic
ideals have taken hold across the
globe," Singh says. "And intrinsic to
these ideals is the notion that all
parties — whether individuals,
companies, or governments —
must trust each other. In this
world, trust does not impede business or societal relationships; it
promotes them. In the wake of this
accord, untrammeled global com-
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merce flourishes in the
Synchronicity World, becoming
responsive enough to deftly weather shifting market demands and
technological challenges. People in
this society will change jobs frequently — another challenge for
companies that increasingly rely on
'knowledge workers' to create the
customized products and services
in demand. Environmental protection has become a universal
aspiration."
The leadership skills needed in
any of these scenarios can't be limited to the top leaders of any particular company, but must be nurtured and developed throughout
the organization. Maserang insists
the skills needed to manage in a
highly volatile business environment are changing.
"Management is going to have to
redefine job descriptions and the
skills necessary to fulfill those
jobs," Maserang says. "Training has
to be provided and opportunities
created for the best people to
move up. It's not enough now just
to be smart, or to link quantitative
data to get specific results. The
workforce must be inspired to high
performance and incentives provided for new creative thinking that
will balance with business
imperatives."
Though Singh acknowledges
that the global economic downturn
led to the idea of the new normal,
he cautions that it "should not
become a label indicating we are
in danger of being overwhelmed
by change and so become overly
alarmed.” Singh says that, "Though
we cannot be in control of events,
we can be in control of the effects
those events have on us."
Singh characterizes traditional
planning as "thin thinking," which
aims for a complete solution and
is usually based on quantitative,
high-tech methods. This no longer
works in the new normal. Instead
Singh calls for "thick thinking,"
aiming for an 80 percent solution,
which takes into account all
variables.
Singh says, "People have to
change their attitude from, 'I don't

believe it unless I see it,’ to, 'If I
believe it, I'll be able to see it.' We
can't change the world, but we can
choose what we want and thus
control our destinies."
In agreement is Deborah Dean,
Spherion senior vice president of
strategic accounts and supplier
diversity. "It will be those who will
be able to deploy and utilize their
human assets to the fullest advantage who will survive and thrive in
the new normal," she says.
"Back in the 1980s, the mantra
was, 'Our most valuable asset is
our people,’ “Dean continues. "But
somewhere in the 1990s we lost
that perspective. People felt less
secure in their jobs with fewer
opportunities to move up. Then, at
the end of 2008 and through 2009
when the recession came, it all
came crashing down resulting in a
high unemployment rate."
“People need work,” Dean says.
“But companies also need workers
who can perform at a high level,
and must develop strategies for
recruiting, training and motivating
these people. "Sometimes managers forget that people are the
assets who fuel revenues in the
economic engine.”
"I talked to one trucking firm that
said the average age of its drivers
is 56 years old," says Dean. "[This]
represents a big problem to this
manager who worries about where
he’s going to get his next truck driver, since it’s not a high-paying
job." This is different from a
decade ago, Dean continues. At
one time, a student graduating
from high school either went into
the armed services, to college or
to work as a laborer – like a truck
driver. But now the landscape is
more complex. More young people face unemployment, and those
who can find jobs often do in service industries.
To counteract this, human
resource departments "need to
become more strategic and less
tactical,” Dean says.
“Understanding the work environment is paramount to helping
source the right labor. People have
to be treated as assets, not simply
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as commodities." Human
resources needs to do more to
help the company articulate its
overall personnel needs, and initiate the broad-based strategies that
attract, develop and retain employees on a long-term basis.
Dean says that for too long,
many managers have regarded
supply chain activities as simply a
matter of logistics, to which quantitative measures are applied to
reduce costs and improve efficiency. Dean believes that this perspective only takes into account half the
picture. “The other, more important, half is the importance of people power. But this isn't always
easy since machines are predictable but humans are complex."
Adding to the complexity, Dean
continues, is that, "For the first
time in history, we have a multigenerational workforce which is
very different from the previous
multigenerational workforce."
Today, the multigenerational mix
includes older workers who
expected to retire soon, but,
because of financial pressures, find
they cannot. While the younger
generation faces one of America’s
bleakest job markets ever, it largely
does not want a traditional, 40hour work week, preferring more
personal flexibility. This does not
necessarily mean they don't work
as hard. They often work more
hours because they’re wired into
the 24/7 workplace. They are also
masters of multi-tasking.
“Compounding the generational
differences is a shift in accepted
modes of communication,” Dean
says. “The oldest generation communicates in person, or on the
phone. The younger workforce
relies on e-mail, mobile phones
and social networking sites, such
as Facebook and Twitter.”
In other words, when it comes to
the best way to lead employees
through the new normal, Dean
says, "One size doesn't fit all.
Companies have to adapt to these
new realities or they will miss the
boat and not get the talent they
need to succeed."

Refereed Article:

Getting Back to
Basics - Evaluate
Your Total
Logistics Cost
By Garland Chow, Associate Professor, Logistics and Supply Chain
Management; and Director, Bureau of Intelligent Transportation
Systems and Freight Security at Sauder School of Business

otal Logistics Cost (TLC)
has been a unifying principle in logistics ever since
Lewis, Culliton and Steel introduced the concept of a full distribution cost approach to explain the
justification for using air cargo in
1956. They recognized that the
higher costs of air cargo could be
offset by lower transit, cycle stock
and safety stock inventory carrying costs. TLC continues to be an
important framework for evaluating transportation choices in a
changing environment.
• Rail intermodal service transit
times and reliability has been
improving. At the same time, fuel
price increases and labor shortages have impacted rail less. This
has resulted in lowering both the
transportation and inventory costs
using rail as opposed to trucks,
leading shippers to reexamine
their choices.
• New transportation service
options with different cost-service
tradeoffs are constantly being
developed and offered. Recent
offerings include direct-to-market
distribution that bypasses intermediate distribution centers and
time-definite ocean–to-truck service. Both are door-to-door delivery of international freight faster
than traditional ocean service but
slower than air freight. Both new
services are offered at price
points higher than ocean but
lower than air only. A good total
logistics cost analysis may discover that the higher transportation
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costs are more than offset by
lower in-transit costs, lower safety-stock-inventory carrying costs
and reduced customer service
costs.
• Imports from East Asia traditionally enter North America from
West Coast ports and move by
rail or truck to markets in the central and eastern U.S. and Canada.
The high price of fuel has
increased the cost of surface
transportation portion, leading to
a shift to all-water routing via the
Panama and Suez canals.
Shippers are minimizing their
transportation costs at the
expense of longer transit times
and in-transit costs. Careful consideration needs to be made of
the tradeoffs.
• Gateways such as Vancouver,
Halifax, Los Angeles/Long Beach
and New York/New Jersey compete on the basis of the density
of shipping lines calling at their
port, distance from other ports
and proximity to destination markets within North America. In
recent years, congestion, weather, labor strife and capacity have
caused delays at these entry
points. Shippers need to consider
the transportation cost, inventory
and service impacts of delayed
shipments when they port shop.
The tradeoff between transportation and inventory costs has
also been the core motivation for
centralizing distribution networks.
By reducing the number of distribution centers and centralizing
18

inventory, lower stocks and inventory costs would result, but for
the increased expense of shipping small shipments over long
distances. But deregulation
reduced long distance transportation costs skewing the tradeoff to
favor of fewer locations. That
trend is now being reversed as
fuel, driver and other costs of
trucking have increased substantially. Transportation as a percentage of total logistics cost in the
U.S. rose from 45 percent in 1981
to 61 percent in 2007 [1]. Many
organizations are moving back to
decentralized stocking locations
to reduce transportation costs at
the expense of inventory cost.
The total logistics cost concept
expanded with the advent of supply chain management.
Transportation/manufacturing
tradeoffs are another total cost
application at the heart of
demand-driven, customer-responsive manufacturing supply chains.
JIT Manufacturing reduced factory inventory holdings in exchange
for faster, reliable and frequent
movement of just enough materials for current production. The
delicate balance between these
costs continues to drive JIT
strategies. Meanwhile, firms that
have gone to demand-driven supply chains have developed dual
distribution networks where transportation speed is balanced with
manufacturing capability. When it
is advantageous to delay manufacturing to minimize manufacturing costs, the delay cost can be
recouped with faster transportation from expedited ground and
air cargo delivery. The tradeoff
between manufacturing efficiency
and transportation is monitored in
real time and choices made
dynamically.
Low cost country sourcing
(LCCS) has made the evaluation
of total logistics costs even more
important. Many firms are attracted to LCCS because of the low
cost of the purchased products.
Total landed costs include logistics components such as trans-

port costs, customs and inventory, as well as overhead and risk
costs. Industry Canada found that
62 percent of large Canadian
manufacturing firms have
reduced their total landed cost via
LCCS while only 39 percent of
medium-size manufacturers and
less than half of small manufacturers were able to decrease total
landed costs using the same
process. In fact, about half the
Canadian firms that have gone to
LCCS have experienced increases
in total landed cost [2]. Many
firms were unable to reduce the
total landed cost because of offsetting logistics costs from longer
and more uncertain lead times
from off-shore sources. Industry
Canada found, for example, that

the minimum lead time for products sourced from China was
approximately three times that of
products produced in North
America. At the same time, more
than 70 percent of manufacturers
achieve on-time shipments of
Canadian and U.S. products, but
less than 10 percent of manufacturers achieve this through LCCS
[2]. More than 80 percent of the
firms that increased inventory to
offset variability and longer lead
times ended up increasing their
total landed costs. In contrast,
more than 80 percent of the firms
which employed Total Landed
Cost Analysis reduced their total
landed cost [2]. Logistics costs
and risks play a large part in this
calculation.

Taking the total-logistics-costs
approach to transportation, sourcing, logistic network and manufacturing strategy decisions
becomes ever more important as
organizations confront changing
cost relationships, rising fuel
costs and off-shore manufacturing alternatives. Firms must
reevaluate these decisions to
remain cost- and service-competitive. Get back to basics and take
a good look at your total logistics
costs.
[1] 1981 statistics calculated from “Logistics
Costs and U.S. Gross Domestic Product,” U.S.
Department of Transportation, August, 2005;
2007 statistic calculated from “The 19th Annual
State of Logistics Report” CSCMP, June 2008.
[2] “Low Cost Country Sourcing: A Canadian
Manufacturing Perspective,” Industry Canada,
Sept. 2007.
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Welcome
Attendees
elcome to the fifth
Supply Chain Leaders in
Action annual conference.
For those who are returning attendees,
welcome back. For our new attendees,
a very special welcome. I appreciate
you being here in Scottsdale, joining
supply chain colleagues as we focus
on this year’s theme, “Prospering in
the New Normal Economy.” I hope
that you’re all excited and ready to
talk. If not, the conference sessions
might get a bit dull. But I’m sure we’ll
be fine.
Economists continue to report that
the recession is not over, but there is
evidence of a slow turn-around.
Maybe you see light on the horizon,
but these same economists insist it will
be another year before we will see
real, solid economic growth. The main
message the experts keep repeating is,
“Things will not be the same.” There
will be a “new normal.”
Maybe I’m blinded by the old-normal way I see things, but there doesn’t
seem to be too much agreement on
what exactly this “new normal” will
look like and the exact changes it will
demand. The past 18-24 months have
shown that innovative, operationally
excellent companies will continue to
thrive. Innovation and Operational
Excellence are core competencies of
great Supply Chain Leaders, so we
should expect our companies to lean
on us to lead the charge in creating
prosperous new ways to conduct business. The pressure is on for supply
chain leaders to be at the top of our
game, a daunting challenge for us all.
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Supply Chain Leaders in Action and
this conference is focused on helping
you meet this challenge. We have
gathered industry practitioners and
academic thought leaders to provide a
forum of collaboration, debate and
exchange on key topics common to
multiple industries. Conference sessions have been designed and developed to provide you an opportunity to
engage. Come prepared to challenge
your assumptions and explore new
ideas to apply to your business. Be
prepared to share your successes and
failures, and to step out and seek solid,
practical advice from those who have
been down the path before.
This is a unique opportunity for all
us to grab control of our own destinies
and create and define this New
Normal. Let’s use this gathering to
help us toward that end.
I hope you enjoy yourselves and I
look forward to seeing you around the
conference.
Sincerely,

Don Walker
2010 Chairman,
SCLA Executive Committee

General
Information
Conference Hours:

Registration Hours:

Tuesday, May 25, 2010..............7:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 ........7:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Thursday, May 27, 2010 ............7:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.

Monday, May 24, 2010 ............1:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 ............7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 ........7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 27, 2010 ............7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
The registration desk will be located in the Main
Lobby/Vista Sol.

Keynote Sessions
All keynote sessions will be held in Grand Coronado.
Super Sessions & Breakouts
Innovating the Supply Chain through Collaboration Super Session track will be held in Arizona II & III.
Leading the Supply Chain in the New Normal Super Session track will be held in Pueblo.
Macroeconomic Factors Affecting the New Normal Super Session track will be held in Arizona I.
Research & Benchmarking track will be held in Grand Coronado on Tuesday & Wednesday and Pima on Thursday.
Peer Groups will meet in the following rooms:
Customer Relationships – Papago I
Demand Planning Responsiveness – Apache I
Distribution Design, Material Handling & Support - Yuma
Human Resources - Hopi
Inventory Management & Information Technology - Treaty
Logistics Strategy – Maricopa II & III
Order Fulfillment & Distribution – Apache II
Process Improvement – Papago II
Senior Executive – Maricopa I
Sourcing, Procurement & Manufacturing – Apache III & IV
Supplier Collaboration - Council
Sustainability – Board Room
Transportation & Carrier Management - Pima
Welcome Reception & Meals
The Welcome Reception on Monday evening will be held in The Courtyard.
Breakfasts & lunches will be held in Grand Coronado on Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday,
including the Circle of Excellence Awards Luncheon.
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Continuing Education

Lehigh University and
the Center for Value
Chain Research
Lehigh University has been chosen to award the
2010 Certificate of Advanced Education for the
Supply Chain Leaders in Action Business Forum
By Joel Sutherland, Managing Director, Center for
Value Chain Research, Lehigh University
ince its founding in 1865, Lehigh
University has fostered a rigorous
academic culture that seamlessly
blends science discovery with a well-rounded
liberal arts education. An entrepreneurial spirit
and inspired thinking have long been hallmarks
of a Lehigh community that is 70,000 alumni
strong.
Among those alumni are pioneers and
visionaries, individuals who have left indelible
marks on communities in over 130 countries
and whose ingenuity has lead to the the creation of the first escalator, the construction of
the Golden Gate Bridge and the first
implantable working artificial heart. Lehigh
graduates ambitiously helped mold America’s
industrial heritage and have become Wall
Street legends and CEO executives of Fortune
500 companies.
The inquisitive nature of the Lehigh community is reflected in the spirit of nearly 6,500 students. The university boasts a highly integrated
research infrastructure in which 21 research
centers work in partnership with each other
and national agencies.
Located in Bethlehem, Pa.—a historically rich
and ethnically diverse city that continues a striking renaissance—Lehigh is strategically located
just 75 miles west of New York City, the
world’s financial and cultural hub, and 60 miles
north of cosmopolitan Philadelphia, Pa.
Lehigh’s regional neighbors both have left their
mark on a 1,600 acre campus widely regarded
as one of the most beautiful in the United
States.

S

The Center for Value Chain
Research (CVCR)
While Lehigh strives to leave its intellectual
footprint in the global business arena, its crossdisciplinary approach to globalization and, in particular, international supply chain issues has also
garnered industry attention. The university’s
Center for Value Chain Research (CVCR) has distinguished itself as a thought-leader in bridging
the economic and engineering divide so often
found in academia.

DBMJ

Lehigh offers access to notable scholars
and researchers who are widely recognized
throughout the industry. In the past few years,
business and engineering faculty associated
with the Center for Value Chain Research have
regularly been cited in such leading media outlets as the Wall Street Journal, The Economist,
Industry Week, Forbes, Inbound Logistics,
Supply Chain Quarterly, and Supply Chain
Management Review.
CVCR Objectives
The CVCR’s objective is to provide a multidisciplinary approach to value chain research
and education, creating opportunities for innovation by integrating analytical and quantitative
engineering approaches with process-driven
and field-based business research. The CVCR
is committed to pursuing a broad range of
knowledge creation and dissemination activities, with the aim of providing an umbrella
under which researchers and practitioners can
both understand and advance the cutting
edge of knowledge in value- and supply-chain
management.
Research Activities
The CVCR’s research activities fall into three
categories: faculty-led research, empirical
research, and student projects. There are
strong synergies among the research activities
listed below. For example, student projects
may lead to full-scale company-sponsored
research projects; company-sponsored
research projects may lead to independent faculty research; and mini-surveys may lead to
supplier satisfaction surveys.
Faculty-Led Research
• Company-Sponsored Research. The CVCR
conducts customized research projects for its
Research Member companies. These projects typically last one or more years and are
conducted by a faculty member and one or
more students.
• Research Incubator Sessions. CVCR symposiums include “research incubator” sessions in
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which faculty members provide a brief
overview of their research and companies can
provide a brief overview of the problems they
are currently facing. The objective is to foster
research collaborations between faculty and
industry.
Empirical Research
• Supplier Satisfaction Research Surveys. The
CVCR conducts supplier-satisfaction surveys
for companies. These surveys provide a wide
range of measures that describe the level of
satisfaction that the company’s suppliers have
when doing business with the company.
• Mini Surveys. These surveys are conducted
prior to seminars held at companies. They collect data on the company’s current practices,
and the results are reported to the attendees
at the seminar. They provide valuable feedback for the company and valuable research
experience for students, who will be involved
in the survey.
Student Projects
The CVCR provides supply chain related
projects from both member and non-member
companies that are suitable for student teams,
supervised by faculty members or research
staff. These are experiential projects, for credit, and are organized and managed by the
CVCR.
Lehigh’s Supply Chain
Management Programs
As a relatively small university with a powerful research infrastructure, Lehigh boasts a
vibrant academic culture. The university was
recently cited by The New York Times as “a
new Ivy,” so named because of its rapidly
increasing student selectivity. That’s because
of its highly collaborative approach to education and research—an approach that works
well in the study of the global value chain.
The transparent integration of the two disciplines was the reason Inbound Logistics
magazine recognized Lehigh’s supply chain
program as one of the top 25 smart choices
in the nation, describing the program as a
“creative, hands-on environment that uses
case studies and industry experts.” AMR
Research also highlighted the supply chain
management program as one of the nation’s
top 19 programs that are best preparing students for work in global supply chain organizations. Lehigh was one of only two private
universities to have been included in the survey, and was also the smallest of the 19 participating institutions.
Lehigh’s robust supply chain program
begins with the supply chain management
major, which emphasizes advanced cost
analysis, negotiation, product development,
and e-business.

DBMJ
Supply Chain Management Major
The Supply Chain Management major
equips students with the knowledge, skills
and abilities necessary for success in today’s
complex business environment. This innovative program:
• Provides solid exposure to supply management, logistics, business-to-business marketing, and operations management topics.
• Develops cross-functional team skills by integrating Supply Chain Management students
with engineering students.
• Emphasizes advanced cost analysis, negotiation, product development, and e-business.
• Integrates core business courses with supply chain major courses.

• Provides field study and experiential learning
opportunities.
Part-Time MBA
The part-time Lehigh MBA, ranked by
Bloomberg BusinessWeek as one of the top five
in the Mid-Atlantic region, features a rigorous
supply chain concentration that relies heavily on
industry professionals and extensive student collaboration on real projects. The MBA program
also provides for a popular supply chain certificate program focused on global operations.
MBA Supply Chain Management
Concentration and Certificate
The Lehigh MBA program offers supply chain

management as an area of concentration as
well as a certificate option. Through in-depth
study of an organization’s value chain, the
Supply Chain Management concentration
demonstrates how these activities are linked
both internally and externally. In a creative,
hands-on environment that uses case studies
and industry experts, students explore the multiple factors that have impact on a company’s
supply chain.
For More Information
For more information regarding the Center for
Value Chain Research, as well as supply chain
management education at Lehigh University,
contact Joel Sutherland
(joel.sutherland@lehigh.edu).

In appreciation of Lehigh University and the Center for Value Chain Research
for awarding the 2010 Certificate of Advanced Education and continuing education credits.
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Floor
Plans
Ground Level
Registration
Desk

The Welcome Reception on Monday –
The Courtyard
Breakfast/Lunches/Circle of Excellence
Awards Luncheon
Grand Coronado
Keynote Sessions

– Grand Coronado

Super Sessions & Breakouts
Innovating the Supply Chain through Collaboration
Arizona II & III.
Leading the Supply Chain in the New Normal – Pueblo
Macroeconomic Factors Affecting the New Normal
Arizona I.
Research & Benchmarking –
Tuesday & Wednesday – Grand Coronado
Thursday – Pima
Peer Groups Meetings
Transportation & Carrier Management – Pima
Distribution Design, Material Handling & Support – Yuma
Sustainability – Board Room
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Peer Groups Meetings
Sourcing, Procurement & Manufacturing
Apache III & IV
Order Fulfillment & Distribution
Apache II
Demand Planning Responsiveness
Apache I
Supplier Collaboration - Council
Human Resources - Hopi
Inventory Management & Information
Technology - Treaty
Customer Relationships – Papago I
Process Improvement – Papago II
Logistics Strategy – Maricopa II & III
Senior Executive – Maricopa I
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Profiles of Excellence:

The Sweetness of Success
The Distribution Business Management Association Names
Hershey the 2010 Winner of the Circle of Excellence Award
By Michael Schwartz

hen it’s 85 and sunny
on an April day in
Pennsylvania, most people
could be excused for wanting to
leave the office. When you’re working
at The Hershey Co., staying in can be
just as warm.
“We have a passionate employee
base,” said Jason Reiman, Hershey’s
vice president of global customer service/planning and logistics. “There’s a
very strong sense of wanting to
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protect what’s been built and ensurcommunity outreach programs.
ing it’ll be around for years to come.”
This dedication to giving back to the
“It’s much more than a job or a
community began over 100 years
career,” Reiman continued. “I love
ago with its founder, Milton Hershey.
this place. You feel like you’re part of
Milton Hershey’s work lives on
something bigger.”
through not just The Hershey Co.,
For 14 years, Reiman has worked
but also the Hershey Trust, which
at the chocolate company, nestled in
oversees the Milton Hershey School,
the rolling hills of
established in 1909. Its
south-central
mission remains
“It’s a big milestone for us,”
unchanged: Provide a
Pennsylvania. He
Leonard continued. “It shows
world-class education
talked about
that programs we’ve put in
for underprivileged stuHershey, and its
place are working, and it’s
dents. Hershey
founder, Milton
extremely gratifying to build
bequeathed almost his
Hershey, in respectupon the Milton Hershey
entire fortune to the
ful terms.
culture and heritage, to
school, which today
“Everyone is pasexecute his vision.”
has an enrollment of
sionate and
almost 2,000 students
engaged,” he said.
“Not just because of quality products, and an endowment of nearly $8
but a higher purpose, part of the aura billion.
In 1963, the same foundation that
created by Milton Hershey himself.”
administers the school’s funds conFounded in 1894, The Hershey Co.
tributed $50 million to Penn State
employs more than 13,000 people
University to build a medical school
and posted a profit of $436 million in
and teaching hospital in Hershey, Pa.
2009. At 2 million square feet, its
Hershey, Pa. chocolate factory stands In 2008, The Penn State Milton S.
as the world’s largest. It also operHershey Medical Center treated
ates plants in Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
almost a million patients at the hospiChina and India, and sells its wares in tal and outpatient clinics operated by
more than 90 countries.
the Center.
The Hershey Company takes great
Hershey partnered with Nestle,
pride in their supply chain profile. “We Godiva, Kraft and dozens of others to
generate over 170,000 outbound finform the World Cocoa Foundation in
ished goods refrigerated truckloads
2000. The non-profit WCF aims to
per year and our inbound freight is
promote “social and economic develmade up of approximately 27,000
opment as well as environmental
truckloads of commodities and packstewardship in cocoa-growing comaging materials,” said Bill Leonard,
munities,” according to its mission
director of supply chain strategy at
statement. About 50 million people
Hershey. With eleven plants worldaround the world earn their living
wide, The Hershey Company is proud from cocoa farming, often in the politto produce 80 million Hershey Kisses
ically unstable countries that line the
daily and believe they have the recipe
equator and provide the only environfor success in regards to their supply
ment suitable to cocoa cultivation.
chain management.
A Responsibility to
Beyond the Hershey
Tomorrow Today
Company
Hershey has distilled its belief in a
The Hershey Company has always
moral imperative to use its resources
been known for its exceptional
for good: “Building on Milton
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Hershey’s legacy of commitment to
consumers, communities and children, we provide high-quality
Hershey products while conducting
our business in a socially responsible and environmentally sustainable
manner.”
Focusing on environment, community, marketplace and workplace,
Hershey’s corporate-social responsibility strategies range from modest to bold. For example, the firm
encourages employee volunteerism.
It has also built a recycling plant in
the town of Hershey that reclaims
more than 80 million pounds of
would-be trash annually.
Its Hazelton, Pa. plant uses a system that captures methane from
wastewater, which it then burns,
providing 65 percent of the site’s
energy needs. In Hilo, Hawaii, the
Hershey factory has found a novel
source of power: burning
macadamia nut shells.
Focused and applied research has
led the company to use 4.5 million
fewer pounds of packaging than it
did just several years ago, demonstrating the potential harmony
between financially and environmentally prudent practices.
Hershey has also analyzed its
shipping costs as part of what it
dubbed “Project Overdrive.” Bill
Leonard, Hershey’s director of supply chain strategy, described the
effort as part of a “bigger focus on
continuous improvement.”
Following “Overdrive,” Hershey
reduced its number of empty-truck
miles 17 percent, equivalent to circumnavigating the globe 287 times.
This increased efficiency also kept
28 million pounds of carbon dioxide
out of the atmosphere, roughly the
carbon footprint of 1,800 homes per
year.
The company has also introduced
another climate-friendly measure,
installing new, energy-efficient lighting in its distribution center. The dollar savings will vary with the price of
electricity, but the power- and carbon-savings figures are absolute:
The center uses 26 million kilowatt
hours less electricity annually,
amounting to a 27 million pound
reduction in CO2 emissions (roughly
the amount produced by 2,341 cars).

Circle of Excellence Award
Corporate-social responsibility is a
cornerstone of Hershey’s governing
philosophy, and the firm strives to
help the neediest, both at home and
abroad.
Because the Hershey Co.’s standard
operating procedure demands not just
profit, but beneficence; because its
commitment to the values espoused
by its founder, Milton Hershey, has
never wavered — and, we suspect,
never will — the Distribution Business
Management Association is awarding
the 2010 Circle of Excellence Award
to the Hershey Co.
Since its founding, DBMA has
sought to celebrate those companies
that thrive by recognizing a dual bottom line: profit for the business and
for the world that allows that business
to flourish.
The Circle of Excellence Award honors those firms whose practices make

them sleek, efficient and responsible.
Business is not charity, and private
gains need not also be public ones.
However, companies such as Hershey
demonstrate that private and public
interests are not mutually exclusive,
but complimentary: Effect positive
change for all and reap the rewards of
a robust marketplace.
Said Hershey’s Bill Leonard, “How
did we feel about winning? Honored,
proud. It feels good to be part of an
award winning group of other leading, very respectable companies.”
“It’s a big milestone for us,”
Leonard continued. “It shows that
programs we’ve put in place are
working, and it’s extremely gratifying
to build upon the Milton Hershey
culture and heritage, to execute his
vision.”
“What more could you ask for?”
Leonard asked. DBMJ can’t think of
a single thing.

Chiquita Brands Honored with
2009 Circle of Excellence Award
Chiquita Recognized for Global Supply Chain Management
and Carbon Foot Printing by International University Panel
Chiquita was honored with the 2009
Circle of Excellence Award for their
multi-year collaboration with the MIT
Center for Transportation & Logistics
(CTL) to recognize the challenges of
carbon footprint measurement and to
determine the correct information and
methodology needed from supply
chains to support ongoing corporate
responsibility and sustainability efforts.
The award was accepted by Manuel
Rodriguez, senior vice president and
corporate responsibility officer at
Chiquita, at last year’s SCLA annual
business forum. “It was my pleasure
to accept this award on behalf of the
Chiquita global organization,” said
Rodriguez. “Our focus on practical
accomplishments in sustainability over
the past 10 years has helped transform the company into a CSR leader.
We’re excited about the future as we
collaborate with top organizations and
universities on the challenges ahead in
sustaining our natural resources and
caring for our environment.” Chiquita
has continued its ongoing effort to collaborate with top organizations and
universities on the challenges in sustaining natural resources and caring
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for the environment.
Additionally, Congresswoman Jean
Schmidt congratulated Chiquita for
receiving the 2009 Circle of Excellence
Award, presenting a copy of the
Congressional Record statement she
made on the floor of the U.S. House of
Representative honoring Chiquita’s
achievement. “This award shows what
I already knew about Chiquita – they
are a model corporate citizen – always
looking for innovative and sustainable
ways to bring products to the marketplace,” said Congresswoman Schmidt.

Pictured from right to left is Representative
Schmidt presenting Congressional Record to
Chiquita CEO, Fernando Aguirre, Manuel
Rodriquez and Deverl Masserang.

”Prospering in the New Normal Economy”
Innovating the
Supply Chain through
Collaboration

Leading the Supply
Chain in the New
Normal

Macroeconomic
Factors Affecting the
New Normal

Super Session Chair
David Klavsons,
VP of Field Customer Service &
Logistics, Kraft

Super Session Chair
Waheed Zaman, SVP,
Product Supply, Chiquita

Super Session Chair
Don Ralph, SVP,
Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples

Research &
Benchmarking
Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Central
Michigan University, &
Garland Chow, Ph.D.,
University of British Columbia

Monday, May 24, 2010
1:00 pm 6:30 pm

Registration
Location: Main Lobby/Vista Sol

6:30 pm 8:30 pm

Welcome Reception
Hors d'ouvres & cocktails will be provided
Location: The Courtyard

Tuesday, May 25, 2010
7:00 am 5:00 pm

Registration
Location: Main Lobby/Vista Sol

7:00 am 8:00 am

Breakfast Buffet
Location: Grand Coronado

8:00 am 8:15 am

Welcome: Amy Thorn, Executive Director, DBM Association
Opening Remarks: Don Walker, SVP, Distribution Operations, McKesson & 2010 SCLA Chair
Location: Grand Coronado

8:15 am 9:15 am

Opening Keynote: “Outlook for 2010 & Beyond: Global Rebalancing,” Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D.,
Chief Economist, Moffatt & Nichol
Location: Grand Coronado

9:15 am 9:30 am
9:30 am 12:00 pm

Break
Arizona II & III

Pueblo

Arizona I

Grand Coronado

INNOVATING THE SUPPLY
CHAIN THROUGH
COLLABORATION

LEADING THE SUPPLY CHAIN
IN THE NEW NORMAL

MACROECONOMIC FACTORS
AFFECTING THE NEW NORMAL

RESEARCH &
BENCHMARKING

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

David Klavsons,
VP, Field Customer Service &
Logistics, Kraft

Waheed Zaman, SVP,
Product Supply,
Chiquita

Don Ralph, SVP,
Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples

Academic Perspective

Historical Perspective &
Scenario Planning Overview

Theory & Forecasting

Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D.,
Chief Economist,
Moffatt & Nichol

Mahender Singh, Ph.D., MIT

Mike Kilgore, President & CEO,
Chainalytics
10:15 am 10:30 am

Break
The Collaborative Supply
Chain: Inbound Freight
Management Solution – A
Case Study
Paul Neurauter, Director,
Transportation Commercialization
NA, Kraft
Derek Leathers, COO,
Werner Enterprises

Panel Discussion - “Managing
through Uncertainty”
Moderator:
Deverl Maserang, VP, NA Product
Supply & Logistics, Chiquita
Panelists:
George Duggan, VP,
Domestic Intermodal,
BNSF Railway

Panel Discussion
Moderator:
Don Ralph, Staples
Panelists:
Rick Sather, VP,
Customer Supply Chain,
Kimberly-Clark
Don Walker, SVP, Distribution
Operations, McKesson
Jim Humrichouse, President,
Pinnacle
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Tuesday, May 25, 2010
9:30 am 12:00 pm
(cont’d)

ArizonaII & III

Pueblo

Arizona I

Dedicated Distribution:
Making the Supply Chain
Work for you, not the
Industry –
A Case Study

John Lucas, President,
Transportation Division,
NYK Logistics

Tom Perdue, CEO, Vision Logistics

Brian Walker, Director of Logistics,
Darden
Panel Discussion

Rahquel Purcell, Director,
Product Supply Operations – NA,
Procter & Gamble

Grand Coronado

Interactive Session:
Walt Shill,
Managing Director – Strategy,
Accenture
Robert Thomas, Ph.D.,
Executive Director,
Accenture

Deborah Dean, SVP, Strategic
Accounts & Supplier Diversity,
Spherion

Moderator:
David Klavsons, Kraft
Panelists:
Mike Kilgore, Chainalytics
Brian Walker, Darden
Paul Neurauter, Kraft
Derek Leathers, Werner
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky
Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
David Klavsons, Kraft

Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
Waheed Zaman, Chiquita

Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
Don Ralph, Staples

12:00 pm1:30 pm

Networking Lunch

1:30 pm2:45 pm

Peer Group Meetings

2:45 pm3:15 pm

Break

3:15 pm4:45 pm

Developing a multi-Channel
Retailing Supply Chain Model
– A Case Study
Tim McAreavey,
Director of Supply Chain,
Cabela’s

Plan for the Known &
Prepare for the Unknown
Mahender Singh, Ph.D., MIT

Cost Management Tools in a
Dynamic Commodity
Environment
Tom Knoll, VP,
Worldwide Supply Management &
Logistics,
Deere & Co.

Sustainability -The Long
View: The Importance
for Your Company, Your
Children, Their Children
and Our Planet
Keith Helferich, Ph.D.,
Central Michigan University
Jim Moore, VP,
Supply Chain Solutions,
Ryder

6:00 pm9:30 pm

Executive Committee Cocktail reception
followed by individual company dinners with senior executives
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”Prospering in the New Normal Economy”

Wednesday, May 26, 2010

Innovating the
Supply Chain through
Collaboration

Leading the Supply
Chain in the New
Normal

Macroeconomic
Factors Affecting the
New Normal

Super Session Chair
David Klavsons,
VP of Field Customer Service &
Logistics, Kraft

Super Session Chair
Waheed Zaman, SVP,
Product Supply, Chiquita

Super Session Chair
Don Ralph, SVP,
Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples

Research &
Benchmarking
Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Central
Michigan University, &
Garland Chow, Ph.D.,
University of British Columbia

7:00 am 5:00 pm

Registration
Location: Main Lobby/Vista Sol

7:00 am 8:00 am

Breakfast Buffet
Location: Grand Coronado

8:00 am 9:00 am

Keynote: “A View Across our Supply Chain Horizon: Perspectives from Preeminent Academic Thought Leaders”
Moderator: Tom Goldsby, Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Panelists: Dave Closs, Ph.D., Michigan State University, Doug Lambert, Ph.D., The Ohio State University &
Mahender Singh, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Location: Grand Coronado

9:00 am 9:15 am

Break

9:30 am 12:00 pm

Arizona II & III

Pueblo

Arizona I

Grand Coronado

INNOVATING THE SUPPLY
CHAIN THROUGH
COLLABORATION

LEADING THE SUPPLY CHAIN
IN THE NEW NORMAL

MACROECONOMIC FACTORS
AFFECTING THE NEW NORMAL

RESEARCH &
BENCHMARKING

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

Opening Remarks &
Introduction

David Klavsons,
VP, Field Customer Service &
Logistics, Kraft

Waheed Zaman,
SVP, Product Supply,
Chiquita

Don Ralph, SVP,
Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples

Academic Perspective

Historical Perspective &
Scenario Planning Overview

Theory & Forecasting

Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

Mahender Singh, Ph.D., MIT

Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D., Chief
Economist, Moffatt & Nichol

Mike Kilgore, President & CEO,
Chainalytics
10:15 am 10:30 am

Break
Hershey’s Global Supply
Chain Transformation
Program – A Case Study

Panel Discussion “Managing through
Uncertainty”

Greg Kaiser, VP,
Operations Strategy &
Commercial Integration,
Hershey’s

Moderator:
Waheed Zaman, Chiquita

Best Practices in
Collaboration: How Kraft
Foods is Eliminating Costs in
their Transportation Network
– A Case Study
Mike Cole, Director, N.A.
Transportation, Kraft

Panel Discussion
Moderator:
Don Ralph, Staples

Panelists:
Ana Lucia Alonzo, Director,
Network Planning, Chiquita
Jim Moore, VP, Supply Chain
Solutions, Ryder
Deborah Dean, SVP, Strategic
Accounts & Supplier Diversity,
Spherion
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Panelists:
Peter Amalfi, SVP,
Logistics & CIO,
BJs
Jim Humrichouse, President,
Pinnacle Technical Resources
Craig Tallman, SVP – YRC Sales,
YRCW
Lance Whitacre,
Director of Logistics,
Andersen Corporation

Wednesday, May 26, 2010
9:30 am 12:00 pm
(cont’d)

Arizona II & III

Pueblo

Arizona I

Mike Eaton, Principal,
Transportation Practice,
Chainalytics

Panel Discussion “Managing through
Uncertainty”

Interactive Session:
Walt Shill,
Managing Director – Strategy,
Accenture

Panel Discussion and
Q&A Session

Moderator:
Waheed Zaman, Chiquita

Moderator:
David Klavsons, Kraft

Panelists:
Ana Lucia Alonzo, Director,
Network Planning, Chiquita

Panelists:
Mike Eaton, Chainalytics

Jim Moore, VP, Supply Chain
Solutions, Ryder

Mike Kilgore, Chainalytics

Deborah Dean, SVP, Strategic
Accounts & Supplier Diversity,
Spherion

Greg Kaiser, Hershey’s

Grand Coronado

Robert Thomas, Ph.D.,
Executive Director, Accenture

Mike Cole, Kraft
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky
Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
David Klavsons, Kraft
12:00 pm1:30 pm

Circle of Excellence Keynote Luncheon:
The Business of Building a Better World: Supply Chain Execution and Corporate Social Responsibility
Speakers: Bruce Hancock, Director, Customer Supply Chain Management & Bill Leonard, Director, Supply Chain Strategy, The Hershey Company
Location: Grand Coronado

1:30 pm2:45 pm

Peer Group Meetings
Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
Waheed Zaman, Chiquita
Break

2:45 pm3:15 pm
3:15 pm4:45 pm

Wrap-up & Closing Remarks
Don Ralph, Staples

Innovating with Business
Process Improvement
Moderator:
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D., University of
Kentucky

The Emerging Workforce
Loretta Penn, President
Spherion Staffing Services Group,
Spherion Corporation

Panelists:
George Duggan, VP, Domestic
Intermodal, BNSF Railway

Blueprints for Success:
Secrets to Prospering in the
New Normal
Moderator:
Kevin Smith, Retired, SVP Supply
Chain & Logistics, CVS
Panelists:
Tim Byrd, Director – Logistics,
DuPont

Conor Keane, SVP, Global 360
Dan Marous, VP, Supply Chain,
Staples

Jim Pleiman, VP, CHC Supply
Chain for Merck, Schering-Plough

Rod Van Bebber, SVP, Operations,
Unified Grocers
D.G. MacPherson, SVP Supply
Chain, W.W. Grainger
6:30 pm9:30 pm

Executive Comittee Dinner
Location: Reception-Sunset Plaza & Dinner-Grand Coronado IV & V
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Benchmarking Supply
ChainProcesses: Lessons
from a Non-Competitive
Consortium Approach
W. Skip Grenoble, Ph.D.,
Penn State University
Richard Young, Ph.D.,
Penn State University

”Prospering in the New Normal Economy”
Thursday, May 27, 2010
7:00 am 12:00 pm

Registration
Location: Main Lobby/Vista Sol

7:00 am 8:00 am

Breakfast Buffet
Location: Grand Coronado

8:00 am 9:00 am

Peer Group Meetings

9:00 am 9:15 am

Break

9:15 am 10:15 am

Arizona II & III
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

Pueblo
Steven Dunn, Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Arizona I
Steven Dunn, Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Pima
Keith Helferich, Ph.D.,
Garland Chow, Ph.D.,

Performance with Purpose:
Pepsico’s Strategy for
Sustainability – A Case Study

Power Marketing: The Future
for Supply Chain Professionals

Navigating Global Logistics &
Cross Border Regulatory
Compliance

Risk Management in Today’s
Changing Economy

John Phillips, VP,
Customer Supply Chain,
PepsiCo

Jack Buffington, Director of Plant
Logistics, MillerCoors

Moderator:
Chris Jones, EVP, Solutions &
Services, Descartes

Don Klock, Ph.D.,
Rutgers University

Panelists:
Bill Anderson, Group Director –
Int’l. Safety, Health & Security,
Ryder
Tony Delgado, Department of
Homeland Security
Michael Ginn, Department of
Homeland Security
Ron Marotta, EVP, Int’l. Network,
NYK
10:15 am 10:30 am
10:30 am 11:30 am

Break
Unified Grocers Achieves
Sustainability & ROI
Milestones Using Liquid Fuel
Cell Technology
Mark Allison, Executive Director,
Logistics, Unified Grocers
Sanjiv Malhotra, Ph.D.,
Founder and CEO,
Oorja Protronic

Leading in the New World
Moderator:
Tim Stratman, President,
Timbre Executive Coaching
Panelists:
Jim Malvaso, President & CEO,
Toyota Material Handling NA

11:45 am 1:00 pm

Right Sourcing: Rethinking
Off Shore Sourcing

Moderator:
David Menachof, Ph.D.,
University of Hull

Garland Chow, Ph.D.,
University of British Columbia

Panelists:
Anthony Chiarello,
President, NYK

Don Ralph, Staples

Ben Cook, Director of Int’l.
Transportation & B2B, KimberlyClark

Kevin Smith, CVS, Retired

11:30 am 11:45 am

How Secure is your Supply
Chain?

Break
Closing Keynote Luncheon: Competing in the Future
Speaker: Amy Oberg, Futurist & Managing Partner, Future-In-Sight, LLC
Location: Grand Coronado
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Resource Members

Accenture
200 Public Square, Suite 1900
Cleveland, OH 44114
Contact: Bill Read
Title: Managing Director, North
American Supply Chain Service Line
Ph: (216) 965-3565
Email: bill.read@accenture.com
Web: www.accenture.com/
supplychain
The Accenture Supply Chain
Management service line works with
clients across a broad range of industries to develop and execute operational strategies that enable profitable
growth in new and existing markets.
Committed to helping clients achieve
high performance through supply
chain mastery, we combine global
industry expertise and skills in supply
chain strategy, sourcing and procurement, supply chain planning, manufacturing, product development, fulfillment, and service management to
help organizations transform their
supply chain capabilities. We collaborate with clients to implement innovative consulting and outsourcing solutions that align operating models to
support business strategies, optimize
global operations, enable profitable
product launches, and enhance the
skills and capabilities of the supply
chain workforce.
Chainalytics
2500 Cumberland Parkway, Suite 550
Atlanta, GA 30339
Contact: Mike Kilgore
Title: President & CEO
Ph: (770) 433-1566
Email: mkilgore@chainalytics.com
Web: www.chainalytics.com

by the world's most advanced decision sciences tools and techniques.
Chainalytics serves enterprises with
highly complex supply chains across
a number of industries.
Descartes Systems Group
120 Randall Drive
Waterloo, ON N2V 1C6
Contact: Nicole German
Title: Vice President, Marketing and
Communications
Phone: (519) 746-8110
Toll Free: (800) 419-8495
Email: info@descartes.com
Web: www.descartes.com
Descartes is making the world a better place by enabling global organizations with logistics-intensive businesses to save money by improving
the productivity and performance of
their operations. Underlying
Descartes’ offerings is the Descartes
Global Logistics Network (GLN), one
of the world’s most extensive multimodal business applications network.
Descartes’ logistics management
solutions provide messaging services
between logistics trading partners,
shipment management services to
help manage third party carriers, global customs filing and compliance services to meet regulatory requirements
and private fleet management services for organizations of all sizes.
Descartes’ hosted, transactional and
packaged solutions deliver repeatable, measurable results and fast
time-to-value.

Global 360, Inc.
One Lincoln Centre
5400 LBJ Freeway, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75240
Chainalytics "fact-based decision mak- Contact: Deborah Miller
ing" approach improves and innovates Title: Director, Market Development
Phone: (214) 520-1660
our clients' supply chain strategies
Email:
and tactics with emphasis on supply
deborah.miller@global360.com
chain design, transportation strateWebsite: www.global360.com
gies, inventory strategies, and product/customer portfolio planning and
profitability analysis. We deliver sub- Global 360 helps companies streamstantial results via a unique combina- line processes, such as procure-topay and order-to-cash, and remove
tion of domain expertise, resilient
costs from the supply chain. With
methodologies, and exclusive
our business process and document
research and content - all supported
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management solutions, companies
can identify and resolve problems
through real-time performance data,
reduce cycle times and improve service levels. Global 360’s BPM software suite is profiled as a leader in
the Gartner Magic Quadrant and
Forrester Wave reports.
Headquartered in Texas with operations in North America, Europe, and
the Pacific Rim, Global 360 serves
more than 2,000 customers in 134
countries.
Spherion Corporation
2050 Spectrum Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Contact: Deborah Dean
Title: SVP, Strategic Accounts &
Supplier Diversity
Ph: (954) 308-4459
Mobile: (586) 295-9792
Email: deborah.dean@spherion.com
Website: www.spherion.com
Spherion combines unique expertise
and knowledge with a commitment
to service excellence and a history of
innovation to integrate seamlessly
within any client organization, providing integrated and specialized workforce solutions that improve business
performance and profitability. As an
industry pioneer for more than 60
years, Spherion has sourced,
screened and placed millions of job
candidates. Spherion’s integrated
approach seamlessly blends client
needs, culture and realities with the
right skills, service and technology to
deliver measurable results at both the
local and national level.

Session
Abstracts
Doug Evans,
Director, Supply Chain Development,
Kraft Foods, Inc.

DAY ONE TUESDAY, MAY 25, 2010
Opening Keynote:
Outlook for 2010 & Beyond:
Global Rebalancing
8:15 am to 9:15 am
Room: Grand Coronado

Jim Thomas, VP,
Supply Management,
Darden Restaurants

Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D.,
Chief Economist,
Moffatt & Nichol

Speaker:

Abstract:
This interactive presentation will de-mystify near and long
term trends that are driving the patterns in global trade, and
especially within the US. The near term global outlook begins
with a discussion of why mature industrialized economies
have been circling the drain and is based on prospects for US
economic recovery weighed against policy choices made by
other major economies such as China. Long term prospects
for global trade continue to be supported by demographic
trends, enhanced by major improvements to transportation
infrastructure, such as the expansion of the Panama Canal.
Within that context, the likelihood of “near-sourcing” growing
at the expense of “out-sourcing to Asia, as well as the potential for repatriation of production, will also be addressed. The
need for investment to support exports infrastructure will also
be discussed as it is in the interest of all elements of the supply
chain for the world trade to become more balanced.

Super Sessions
Tuesday, May 25 &
Wednesday, May 26, 2010
9:30 am to 12:00 pm
1. Innovating the Supply Chain
through Collaboration
Room: Arizona II & III
Leadership Team:
David Klavsons,
VP, Field Customer Service
& Logistics,
Kraft Foods, Inc.

Mike Kilgore,
President & CEO,
Chainalytics

Abstract:
This session applies to multiple industries and the organizations
within them. It begins with an academic perspective that provides a broad, strategic framework about collaboration. Explored
will be specific levels under the collaboration umbrella such as
partnerships, alliances, and joint-ventures. Also discussed will be
how these business relationships drive the connectivity and
resources needed for success.
Winning case studies will be presented by senior executives such
as, Tim McAreavey, Director of Logistics, Cabela’s, Brian Walker,
Director of Logistics, Darden Restaurants, Greg Kaiser, VP
Operations Strategy & Commercial Integration, Hershey Foods,
Doug Evans, Mike Cole, Director, NA Transportation, Kraft Foods,
Director of Supply Chain Development, Kraft Foods, Paul
Neurauter, Director, Transportation Commercialization NA,
Kraft,John Phillips, VP, Customer Supply Chain & Logistics,
PepsiCo, Rob Houston, Senior Director Americas Supply, Pfizer,
and Derek Leathers, Chief Operating Officer, Werner Enterprises.
Star strategies will be shared on how to collaborate effectively to
achieve benefits across transportation, warehousing, network
design, product supply, and sustainability.
Industry leaders will share their “real-world” experiences and
pointers on how to innovate the supply chain through
collaboration.
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Innovating the Supply Chain
through Collaboration Case Studies:
Tuesday, May 25th
1. The Collaborative Supply Chain:
Inbound Freight Management Solution
Paul Neurauter,
Director, Transportation
Commercialization NA,
Kraft Foods, Inc.
Derek Leathers,
Chief Operating Officer,
Werner Enterprises

Abstract:
Today, more than ever, transportation and logistics executives are focused on driving efficiencies in their supply
chains. Cost pressures and an ever-increasing competitive
landscape have focused new approaches as it relates to supply chain management and strategy. These pressures are
often the catalyst to transform traditional networks to
demand-driven value chains. Kraft Foods and Werner
Enterprises have created a successful template for supply
chain collaboration success that meets both near-term savings and long-term vision and continuous improvement by
engaging one another as partners instead of participants.
Kraft Foods and Werner Enterprises partnered on an
Inbound Freight Management program that commenced in
September of 2006. Kraft’s collect inbound spend, in the
range of $130M with an estimate of prepaid freight in the
range of $150M, was largely managed by their supplier
community. Kraft’s business model at the time was one
that historically focused on outbound finished goods freight
while leaving the transport management of inbound materials with their suppliers and vendors. Their supply chain
management processes were synchronized for finished
goods movements, but were substandard for raw materials
and packaging shipments.
Werner Enterprises was selected as Kraft’s 3PL to provide
inbound transportation management services. The main
goal for this relationship was to accelerate Kraft’s ability to
control, manage and optimize its inbound transportation
network to reduce costs, while at the same time, laying the
groundwork for a more cooperative approach to inbound
freight strategies. This collaborative strategy allowed Kraft
to reap the benefits of Werner’s logistics talent, proprietary
logistics systems and varied capacity solutions, while Werner

gains Kraft network visibility to better align themselves as a
core transportation provider for one of the most respected
companies in the food industry. This is a clear example of
collaborative outsourcing and creating an environment of
joint value creation between 3PL and Customer. This is a
story of transforming Kraft into the industry leader in
Transportation Supply Chain Management, and Werner
Enterprises leveraging the relationship to further expand
their logistics service offerings and capabilities with this
prestigious anchor client.

2. Dedicated Distribution:
Making the Supply Chain Work
for You, Not the Industry
Brian Walker,
Director of Logistics,
Darden Restaurants

Abstrct:
Due to continued supply chain disruption, Darden worked
with existing distributors in its network to create a “new
model” for distribution. This new model, piloted in 2006
and under rollout currently, was designed to provide protection of supply to Darden, and eliminate financial risk to
suppliers. The elimination of financial risk would be passed
to Darden, providing a financial incentive for the network,
as well.
Protection – Protection of supply came from lease mechanisms that kicked in if the 3PL managing the distribution
had a financial meltdown. If that occurred, lease reverts to
Darden, and a new operator is inserted.
Financial protection – Since suppliers would be dealing
directly with Darden financially, a publicly traded company,
the risk of loss from dealing with a privately help company
was eliminated. This meant lower cost to suppliers, and
financial gain to Darden.

3. Developing a Multi-Channel Retailing
Supply Chain Model
Tim McAreavey,
Director of Supply Chain,
Cabela’s

Abstract:
Retailing in the 21st century has moved beyond simple brickand-mortar fulfillment processes to keep the shelves stocked.
Leveraging a multi-channel retail model delivers shopping
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Abstracts
options to your consumers and creates a seamless experience
in person, over the phone, and online. A multi-channel retailer’s supply chain must support that approach. Cabela’s, the
World’s Foremost Outfitter, will discuss its multi-channel supply chain model and the keys to success in:
• Customer service, cross-channel visibility, and analytics
• Multi-channel distribution, fulfillment and supply chain
management

Wednesday, May 26th
4. Hershey’s Global Supply Chain
Transformation Program
Greg Kaiser, VP,
Operations Strategy & Commercial
Integration,
The Hershey Company
Abstract:
Hershey’s legacy supply chain was composed of “built” and
acquired assets. Processes and capabilities were dispersed
across plants. The legacy supply chain was costly, inefficient
and unable to adapt to future commercial needs. Gross
margin expansion was slow and needed to be addressed. A
comprehensive assessment of alternatives was developed
and yielded a powerful approach to deliver quality at a
lower cost. Results of the Global Supply Chain
Transformation program, which concluded in December
2009, are delivering $175Million in annual savings,
enabling reinvestment in core brands and innovation.

5. Best Practices in Collaboration: How
Kraft Foods is Eliminating Costs in Their
Transportation Network
Mike Cole,
Director, N.A. Transportation,
Kraft Foods, Inc.

Mike Eaton, Principal,
Transportation Practice,
Chainalytics

implementing various collaborative transportation initiatives
with their supply chain partners. At a high-level, the
approach entailed identifying lanes where transportation
collaboration would be cost beneficial, specifically reverse
shipping lanes of sufficient volume that met certain criteria.
This approach took costs out of the network instead of shifting costs from one partner to another. Specifically thousands of empty miles have been identified for elimination
from Kraft’s transportation network with anticipated costs
savings to Kraft and their partners in the millions of dollars.
Kraft continues to reap the benefits of this project; having
worked through the planning process with three supply
chain partners to date and is planning similar analyses with
several other partners in the near-term. Attendees in this
session will gain an understanding of how to resolve operational issues as well as the modeling approach to identify
areas of opportunity for collaborative initiatives.

Thursday, May 27th
6. Performance with Purpose: PepsiCo’s
Strategy for Sustainability
John Phillips, VP,
Customer Supply Chain,
PepsiCo

Abstract:
This Session provides an overview of PepsiCo’s
“Performance with Purpose” strategy defining three areas of
sustainability focus: Human, Environment, and Talent
Sustainability.
In this session, detailed examples of Environmental sustainability efforts from across PepsiCo’s global supply chain are
highlighted. High tech and simple process changes as well
as the engagement and creativity of employees are shared.
The principle of “Setting a Big Challenge” is illustrated by
showing PepsiCo’s progress toward reducing water consumption by 20%, electricity consumption by 20% and fuel
consumption by 25% by 2015. Areas of collaboration with
universities, retail trading partners and governmental agencies are also shared.

Abstract:
Kraft Foods, Inc. wanted to eliminate waste in its extended
network by reducing transportation costs and improving
service levels; utilizing fleet assets where appropriate and
beneficial. Kraft will discuss how they designed and are
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2. Leading the Supply Chain
in the New Normal
Room: Pueblo

Jim Moore, VP,
Supply Chain Solutions,
Ryder Systems, Inc.

Leadership Team:

Rahquel Purcell,
Director, Product Supply Operations – NA,
Procter & Gamble

Waheed Zaman,
SVP, Product Supply,
Chiquita Brands International

Deverl Maserang, VP,
NA Product Supply & Logistics,
Chiquita Brands International

Speakers:
Mahender Singh, Ph.D.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Loretta Penn, President,
Spherion Staffing Services Group,
Spherion Corporation

Panelists:
Ana Lucia Alonzo,
Director, Network Planning,
Chiquita Brands International

Abstract:
This session will help to define what the new normal is and
how it is being shaped by the financial crisis, government and
new compliance policies. Attendees will learn strategies on
how to create flexible, long-term supply chain plans for future
scenarios and discover tools for promoting and developing
the resiliency needed to survive crises and succeed.
Gain best practices from executive panelists: George Duggan,
VP, Domestic Intermodal, BNSF Railway, Ana Lucia Alonzo,
Director of Network Planning, Chiquita Brands, John Lucas,
President Transportation Division, NYK Logistics (Americas)
Inc., Rahquel Purcell, Director, Product Supply Operations –
NA, Procter & Gamble, Jim Moore, VP, Supply Chain
Solutions, Ryder Systems and Deborah Dean, Corporate VP,
Strategic Accounts, Spherion.
Insights, ideas and methodologies on how to lead through
uncertainty and leverage scenario planning in the new normal
will be divulged.

3. Macroeconomic Factors Affecting
the New Normal
Room: Arizona I
Leadership Team:
Don Ralph, SVP,
Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples, Inc.

Deborah Dean, SVP,
Strategic Accounts & Supplier Diversity,
Spherion Corporation

George Duggan, VP,
Domestic Intermodal,
BNSF Railway

Speakers:
Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D.,
Chief Economist,
Moffatt & Nichol

John Lucas,
President, Transportation Division,
NYK Logistics (Americas), Inc.
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Abstracts
Tom Knoll, VP,
Worldwide Supply Management &
Logistics,
Deere & Company

Lance Whitacre,
Director of Logistics,
Andersen Corporation

Walt Shill,
Managing Director - Strategy,
Accenture

Abstract:
Today we see signs that the economy is changing, but as
economists are fond of saying, are these signs “green shoots”
or “yellow weeds”? Is this the beginning of a period of sustained growth? Or a burst of spending brought on by a long
period of austerity? The credit crisis and ensuing global recession have fundamentally changed the way business is conducted. Moreover, this downturn has developed unprecedented behaviors that have led to a “reset” in the way the
world works, a “New Normal”.

Robert Thomas, Ph.D.,
Executive Director,
Accenture

During this session attendees will learn how to create successful business models and the thought leadership skills necessary
to move forward and prosper. Plus gain insight into how to
respond to new buyer values and shifting consumption patterns, the impact on globalization, the role of government
and financial regulations, investments in infrastructure, and
security.

Panelists:
Peter Amalfi,
SVP, Logistics & CIO,
BJs Wholesale

Panelists include Lance Whitacre, Director of Logistics,
Andersen Corporation, Peter Amalfi, SVP, Logistics & Chief
Information Officer, BJs Wholesale, Rick Sather, VP, Customer
Supply Chain, Kimberly-Clark, Don Walker, SVP, Distribution
Operations, McKesson, Jim Humrichouse, President, Pinnacle
Technical Resources, Tom Perdue, Chief Executive Officer,
Vision Logistics, D.G. MacPherson, SVP Supply Chain, W.W.
Grainger and Craig Tallman, SVP – YRC Sales, YRC Worldwide.

Jim Humrichouse,
President,
Pinnacle Technical Resource

Tom Perdue,
CEO,
Vision Logistics

Breakout Sessions
Rick Sather, VP,
Customer Supply Chain,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Developing a Multi-Channel Retailing
Supply Chain Model – A Case Study
Room: Arizona II & III

Craig Tallman,
SVP – YRC Sales,
YRC Worldwide

Speaker:
Tim McAreavey,
Director of Supply Chain,
Cabela’s

Don Walker, SVP,
Distribution Operations,
McKesson & 2010 SCLA Chairman

Abstract:
Retailing in the 21st century has moved beyond simple brickand-mortar fulfillment processes to keep the shelves stocked.
Leveraging a multi-channel retail model delivers shopping
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options to your consumers and creates a seamless experience
in person, over the phone, and online. A multi-channel retailer’s supply chain must support that approach. Cabela’s, the
World’s Foremost Outfitter, will discuss its multi-channel supply chain model and the keys to success in:

It is crucially important that executives look past these hidden
assumptions and be open to multiple possibilities rather than
just the ones that are rooted in their past experience.

• Customer service, cross-channel visibility, and analytics

Cost Management Tolls in a Dynamic
Commodity Environment
Room: Arizona I

• Multi-channel distribution, fulfillment and supply chain
management

Speaker:

Plan for the Known & Prepare
for the Unknown
Room: Pueblo

Tom Knoll, VP,
Worldwide Supply Management &
Logistics,
Deere & Company

Speaker:

Abstract:
Over the last 5-6 years commodity changes have been very
dynamic with swings of 100% or more not uncommon
depending on the commodity.

Mahender Singh, Ph.D.,
Massachusetts Institute for Technology

Our strategic sourcing specialists cannot control the price of
steel, oil, resins, natural rubber, etc., however, we can give
them the best tools possible to manage these swings.

Abstract:
Developing a robust and flexible supply chain strategy is a
challenging undertaking that requires a careful assessment of
the future business environment in the long run. Significant
step changes (i.e. drastic, sudden changes) can alter the fundamental nature of the competition within a short period of
time, which may necessitate a very different type of supply
chain footprint. Scenario planning can help companies develop robust and flexible strategies to suit an unpredictable environment in which a forecast driven mindset that locks the
decision maker into a single view of the future is not effective.
By design, scenarios forces decision makers to consider several
diverse plausible futures and prepare its supply chain accordingly. The method emphasizes the detection of early signs of
change as such information can lead to powerful and timely
actions.

This session will focus on some of the global web-based tools
we have developed on indexing, contract management, automatic triggers, price change management, and total cost solutions to enable our strategic sourcing teams to manage these
changes competitively.

Sustainability -The Long View:
The Importance for Your Company,
Your Children, Their Children and
Our Planet
Room: Grand Coronado
Speakers:

Simulating possible outcomes through scenario planning
reveals both the kinds of uncertainty that companies face and
potential courses of action. The scenarios can be constructed
to explore particular business issues and environments or they
can be more generic in nature. A powerful outcome of the
exercise is the identification of trends and market developments that the company should be monitoring. More importantly, scenario thinking helps executives challenge their hidden assumptions. A major impediment to competing successfully in the face of uncertainty is that company leaders
become tethered to established beliefs and accepted wisdom.

Keith Helferich, Ph.D.,
Central Michigan University

Jim Moore, VP,
Supply Chain Solutions,
Ryder Systems
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Abstract:
Leading companies continuously improve performance
through best practice strategy and operational efficiency. A
trend that has grown in interest that impacts strategy and
operations is sustainability. Since the 1980’s, business leaders
used the word sustainability to mean a company’s ability to
steadily increase its earnings over time. However, currently
sustainability is a broader concept that takes into account
every dimension of the business. The growing number of
publications, consultant offerings, university programs, and
industry coalitions is testament to the interest in sustainability. While sustainability initiatives have numerous benefits,
many are intended to reduce waste, differentiate products
or services by making them more “green”, improve employee morale, ensure adequate working environments, or some
combination of the above. Despite its potential benefits, little is known about the extent to which firms engage in sustainability initiatives and the actual cost/benefit of these initiatives. In this context sustainability applies to the Triple
Bottom Line concept that considers economics, environment, and social/cultural responsibilities of an enterprise.

DAY TWO
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 2010
Keynote Session:
A View Across our Supply Chain
Horizon: Perspectives from
Preeminent Academic Thought Leaders
8:00 am to 9:00 am
Room: Grand Coronado
Moderator:
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

The objective of this session is to provide an overview of the
DBMA Longitudinal Sustainability research initiative. The
outcome of the annual Sustainability Longitudinal Study is
to provide a benchmark and assess best practices with a
focus on the tradeoffs of economical and environmental
opportunities. The session initially explains the DBM objectives that led to the launch of the Sustainability Longitudinal
effort based on government guides- ISO 14001 using the
model- Plan, Do, Check, and Act. Discussion of the design is
followed with a summary of the preliminary findings based
on the pilot survey conducted in spring 2010. The final session segment covers the launch and analysis plans for the
full annual longitudinal study for the DBM SCLA member
organizations.

Panelists:
Dave Closs, Ph.D.,
Michigan State University

Doug Lambert, Ph.D.,
The Ohio State University

Mahender Singh, Ph.D.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The results of this Longitudinal Sustainability initiative are
anticipated to benefit DBMA and its members from both an
operational and promotional standpoint. Sustainability can
no longer be viewed simply as a method used by niche
firms to differentiate their products and services. The future
of sustainability holds opportunities for organizations of all
sizes to reduce their environmental impact while simultaneously improving the bottom line. The first step in beginning
a sustainability program is ascertaining those actions that are
of greatest benefit.

Abstract:
Logistics and supply chain management have experienced
unprecedented change and weathered considerable tumult in
recent years. What does the future hold? This session features thought leaders who have proven instrumental in the
development and recognition of the logistics and supply chain
disciplines. Hear what these leaders of thought and action
believe is in store for the 2010's and the role of supply chain
professionals in shaping this future.
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(Super Sessions details see page 40/44)

Conor Keane, SVP,
Global 360

Circle of Excellence Luncheon –
The Business of Building a Better
World: Supply Chain Execution and
Corporate Social Responsibility
12:00 pm to 1:30 pm
Room: Grand Coronado

Jim Pleiman, VP, CHC,
Supply Chain for Merck,
Schering-Plough

Speakers:
Bruce Hancock, Director,
Supply Chain Strategy,
The Hershey Company

Bill Leonard, Director,
Customer Supply Chain Mangement,
The Hershey Company

Since its founding, DBMA has sought to celebrate those companies that thrive by recognizing a dual bottom line: profit for
the business and for the world that allows that business to
flourish. The Circle of Excellence Award honors those firms
whose sustainable practices make them sleek, efficient and
responsible. The Hershey Company is the 2010 recipient of
the award.

Breakout Sessions
Innovating with Business Process
Improvement
Room: Arizona II & III
Moderator:
Tom Goldsby, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky

Abstract:
What can business process improvement contribute to your
supply chain? In the new normal economy, winning on the
basis of your supply chain has never been more important. To
do this you need to change the game – innovate to move
your supply chain beyond incremental cost center efficiencies
to delivering strategic value to your customers. Experts agree
that continuous process improvement can help drive that
innovation within and across your supply chain, but it will
require collaboration.
Individual functional organizations tasked exclusively to drive
suppliers to lowest possible cost, or dispatch trucks only when
100% full, or run plants solely to maximize utilization are illequipped to solve business problems in a mutually beneficial
way. Instead, for innovative improvements supply chains need
to look to collaboration, span the functions, operate at multiple layers, speak a common business language, and operate to
earn trust.
This panel will discuss real world experiences of how to balance people, change management disciplines, and collaborative technologies to drive supply chain innovation for the
greatest business impact. Each will present proven case study
examples of process improvement projects, discuss the best
ways to begin and sustain innovative transformations, and
share best practices and lessons learned.

The Emerging Workforce Study
Room: Pueblo
Speaker:
Loretta Penn, President,
Spherion Staffing Services Group,
Spherion Corporation

Panelists:
George Duggan, VP,
Domestic Intermodal,
BNSF Railway
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Abstract:
More than 12 years ago, Spherion® consulted with international polling firm Harris Interactive to launch the Emerging
Workforce® Study, a research initiative, designed to provide a
comprehensive portrait of changes in the American workforce
in the context of on-going social and economic events.
Spherion® has continued to track and study the changing attitudes of the American workforce and the resulting implications for U.S. employers through subsequent studies conducted in 1997, 1999, 2003, 2005, 2007 and 2009.

Senior leaders from WW Grainger, Unified Grocers, Staples
and DuPont will discuss how they have been able to remain
true to their strategies while making the tactical adjustments
required to deal with the economic factors that all companies
are dealing with today.

Benchmarking Supply Chain Processes:
Lessons from a Non-Competitive
Consortium Approach
Room: Grand Coronado

Blueprints for Success: Secrets to
Prospering in the New Normal
Room: Arizona I

Speakers:
W. Skip Grenoble, Ph.D.,
Penn State University

Moderator:
Kevin Smith, Retired,
SVP of Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS

Richard Young, Ph.D.,
Penn State University

Panelists:
Tim Byrd,
Director – Logistics,
DuPont

Abstract:
Benchmarking of supply chain activities has been around for
30 years and is generally believed to have been formally
applied by Robert Camp at Xerox. The argument for using
benchmarking became more compelling with the advent of
the quality revolution of the 1980’s, however, there were
many failures stemming from an unwillingness to share information in a true give and take manner, the lack of a carefully
defined process to be benchmarked, and an inability to desensitize confidential information.

D.G. MacPherson,
SVP, Supply Chain,
W.W. Grainger

Dan Marous,
VP, Supply Chain,
Staples, Inc.

This session begins with some leading questions posed to participants about what they need to know, how they would
attempt to learn it from others, and a look at how this might
be done as well as the impediments to its success.

Rod Van Bebber,
SVP, Operations,
Unified Grocers

The remainder of the session will explain the Penn State
methodology as it has evolved over nearly 20 years. How
Penn State’s approach overcomes most of the obstacles that
the participants discover through the initial breakout groups
will be highlighted as well as how firms endeavor to find new
ways to look at different at different supply chain processes.

Abstract:
The objective of this panel discussion is to discover how four
great companies have dealt with the economic realities of the
past 18 months while uncovering opportunities that will allow
them to take part in the recovery and continue to grow their
businesses.
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Power Marketing: The Future for
Supply Chain Professionals
Room: Pueblo

DAY THREE –
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 2010
Breakout Sessions
Thursday, May 27, 2010
9:15 am to 10:15 am
Room: Arizona II & III

Speaker:
Jack Buffington,
Director of Plant Logistics,
MillerCoors

Performance with Purpose:
PepsiCo’s Strategy for Sustainability –
A Case Study

Abstract:

Speaker:
John Phillips, VP,
Customer Supply Chain,
PepsiCo

Abstract:
This Session would provide an overview of PepsiCo’s
“Performance with Purpose” strategy defining three areas of
sustainability focus: Human, Environment, and Talent
Sustainability. In this session, detailed examples of
Environmental sustainability efforts from across PepsiCo’s global supply chain are highlighted. High tech and simple process
changes as well as the engagement and creativity of employees are shared. The principle of “Setting a Big Challenge” is
illustrated by showing PepsiCo’s progress toward reducing
water consumption by 20%, electricity consumption by 20%
and fuel consumption by 25% by 2015. Areas of collaboration with universities, retail trading partners and governmental
agencies are also shared.

In theory, supply chain and marketers are intended to be
equal partners in the ‘product lifecycle development’ process,
but infrequently this is the case. Typically, supply chain professionals feel like they are ‘under the gun’ to execute marketing ideas after the decision, instead of being an equal partner
at the table. Jack Buffington shares his cutting edge research
for how this will all change in the future; instead of supply
chain managers chasing marketing concepts, they will be driving them. The concept described by Jack has the potential
to not only change the nature of this relationship, but how
companies market their products as well.

Navigating Global Logistics & Cross
Border Regulatory Compliance
Room: Arizona I
Moderator:
Chris Jones, EVP,
Solutions & Services,
Descartes

Panelists:
William (Bill) Anderson,
Group Director – International Safety,
Health & Security,
Ryder Systems, Inc.
Antonio (Tony) Delgado,
Department of Homeland Security
Michael Ginn,
Department of Homeland Security
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Session
Abstracts
Thursday, May 27, 2010
10:30 am to 11:30 am

Ron Marotta, EVP,
International Network,
NYK Logistics (Americas), Inc.

Unified Grocers Achieves Sustainability
and ROI Milestones Using Liquid Fuel
Cell Technology
Room: Arizona II & III

Abstract:
Globally, countries are adopting more stringent import and
export filing requirements, increasing the complexity of international logistics and potentially leading to higher costs and
less flexible global supply chains. This session will outline the
current and pending regulatory changes and discuss how
enterprises are integrating their customs strategies with their
global logistics operations to keep their global supply chains
operating efficiently and effectively.

Speakers:
Mark Allison,
Executive Director Logistics,
Unified Grocers

Sanjiv Malhotra, Ph.D.,
Founder and CEO,
Oorja Protronics

Risk Management in Today’s
Changing Economy
Room: Pima
Speaker:

Abstract:

Don Klock, Ph.D.,
Rutgers University

Oorja’s liquid Methanol Fuel Cells are the only commercially
available product that offers a very attractive payback along
with green benefits. Oorja’s liquid fuel cell systems have been
operating for more than 2 years in the field, keeping industrial
motive equipment free of grid-charging.

Abstract:

The benefits of methanol fuel over various incumbent solutions such as hydrogen fuel will also be addressed.

Warren Buffet famously said that "risk comes from not knowing what you're doing". Although this is certainly true, it falls
short of explaining the plethora of risks modern businesses
and their procurement functions face - suppliers and supply
chains can stretch globally, opening them to anything from
natural disasters to terrorist attacks. For the Supply Chain, risk
management represents the process of measuring or assessing
risk and then developing the right strategies. Often, however
the strategies are inadequate to cope. They are designed as
mere continuity plans and filed away. Supply Chain
Management leaders need to address risk management head
on, incorporating it within corporate strategies, integrating it
within the business and defining its importance across the
organization.
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Leading in the New World
10:30 am to 11:30 am
Room: Pueblo

How Secure is Your Supply Chain?
Room: Arizona I
Moderator:

Moderator:

David Menachof, Ph.D.,
University of Hull

Tim Stratman,
President,
Timbre Executive Coaching

Panelists:
Panelists:

Anthony Chiarello,
President,
NYK Logistics (Americas), Inc.

Jim Malvaso,
President & CEO,
Toyota Material Handling NA

Ben Cook,
Director of International
Transportation & B2B,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Don Ralph,
SVP, Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples, Inc.
Kevin Smith,
Retired, SVP of Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS

Abstract:
Supply Chain Security is no longer an optional part of your
supply chain. It must be proactively designed as part of your
supply chain. Are you doing enough to keep your supply
chain secure? When more than 400 ships were subjected to
piracy attacks in 2009, is your company able to say that it has
never had a shipment of goods go missing? Do your inventory counts repeatedly end up short? Have your shipments
had “a little something extra” added in making you an accessory to smuggling?

Abstract:
Our goal is to create rich discussion and insight generation
across the followiing topic areas:
• Having reached the top job, now what? How can senior
SCM Leaders continue to grow leadership effectiveness,
organizational impact, and professional options in the new
world?
• How can refinement of the personal Leadership Brand
enhance the senior SCM leader team’s contribution as
perceived by the enterprise? How can the leadership brand
to shape perceptions?
• How does the SCM senior leader ensure an enduring
personal legacy at the end of his career? How can he plan
for that legacy today?
• How can senior supply chain leadership become a more
recognized pipeline for General Management and CEOtalent?

Are your products being counterfeited and costing you sales
and reputation? Counterfeiting accounts for between 5 - 7%
of world trade, worth an estimated $600 billion a year. How
much of that has your logo on it? Under new European proposals drugmakers could be held accountable for the actions
of counterfeiters, according to experts in EU regulation and
law. Are you using the latest security tagging/marking/authentication methods to prevent your goods from being easily
counterfeited?
This session will discuss current best practice in Supply Chain
Security and let you benchmark your performance with your
competitors. Best practice incorporating all of the new legislation will inevitably mean changes are needed.

These are topics that don’t get discussed enough. Specifically,
developmental discussions relating to C-level skill sets and
impact are often reserved for GM’s to the exclusion of key
Functional Leaders. This is a unique opportunity to challenge
that exclusion, formulate new mindsets, and further the
opportunities of SCM senior leaders and their organizations.

Using a panel discussion format, the presenters will take questions from the floor and explain their experiences in adapting
to a more secure supply chain. Carriers, shippers and academics will bring together their knowledge and are prepared
bear all and discuss the successes and the failures in security
that we can all learn from.
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Session
Abstracts
Right Sourcing: Rethinking
Off Shore Sourcing
Room: Pima

Closing Keynote Luncheon:
Competing in the Future
11:30 am to 1:00 pm
Room: Grand Coronado

Speaker:
Speaker:

Garland Chow, Ph.D.,
University of British Columbia

Amy Oberg,
Futurist & Managing Partner,
Future-In-Sight, LLC

Abstract:
The environment in which firms have made an off shore
sourcing decision in the past has changed and will continue to
change. This may call for a rethinking of sourcing strategy
and firms may find a domestic or near sourcing/near shoring
strategy beneficial to the firm. Some near shoring is justified
by the recognition that the greater the market’s overall uncertainty, the closer to the market the product should be in order
to remain competitive. Sourcing closer to the market can also
help restore a supply chain’s agility and makes it less vulnerable to outside influences. Finally cost related factors have also
changed to the degree that North American sourcing has
become more competitive. This session reviews recent trends
and consolidates several research studies from a variety of
sources to help firms evaluate whether firms should reconsider
off shore sourcing strategy.
Topics in this presentation include:
• What is near sourcing and near shoring and what is
the trend?
• Who is practicing near shoring? What are the
characteristics of industry sectors or products that are
moving back all or some production to North America?
• How well can Canada, USA and Mexico compete for the
near shoring dollar?
• What are the factors that need to be considered in an
expanded Total Landed Cost framework. Factors include
demand uncertainty, the cost of fuel, port congestion, the
length of a supply chain, freight security, environmental
concerns and sustainability, exchange rate fluctuation and
quality risk.
• Where are these factors moving in the next 5 years?

Abstract:
This session provides a look into the emerging social and political trends that will shape the global competitive environment
over the next decade.
There’s no doubt about it - today’s “new normal” business
environment is amazingly complex and competitive. Over the
course of the next decade, however, complexity and competitiveness will increase and competing successfully in the future
will become even more of a challenge.
How can you prepare to compete in the coming decade? By
understanding the emerging social and political trends that
are poised to shape the future.
In Competing In The Future, Futurist, Amy Oberg, will
describe the most significant social and political trends that
will emerge over the next decade and provide insights into
their impacts on the competitive environment and supply
chain of the future. We’ll consider social trends such as the
changes in consumerism, global values, migration, and demographic forces; and potential political shifts, emerging geopolitical powers, and the probability of a new world order.
By the end of the presentation, participants will understand
how to compete more successfully in 2020.

The session will end with a demonstration of a Total Landed
Cost model that incorporates consideration of these factors.
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Garland Chow, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Operations & Logistics,
University of British Columbia

Douglas M. Lambert, Ph.D.
Raymond E. Mason Chair in Transportation and
Logistics, Professor of Marketing & Logistics and
Director, the Global Supply Chain Forum, the
Ohio State University

David J. Closs, Ph.D.
John H. McConnell Chaired Professor of Business
Administration, Department Marketing /Supply
Chain Management at Michigan State University

David Menachof, Ph.D.
Peter Thompson Chair in Port Logistics,
University of Hull

Steve Dunn, Ph.D.
Professor of Supply Chain & Operations,
Management, University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Terry Pohlen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Logistics,
University of North Texas

Thomas J. Goldsby, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Supply Chain Management,
University of Kentucky

Mahender Singh, Ph.D.
Research Director, 2020 Supply Chain Project,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

William L. (Skip) Grenoble, Ph.D.
Executive Director & Senior Research Associate
for the Center for Supply Chain Research (CSCR),
Penn State University

Joel L. Sutherland, Managing Director
Center for Value Chain Research, Lehigh
University, Rauch Business Center

Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D.
Professor, Marketing & Logistics,
Central Michigan University

Richard (Rich) Young, Ph.D., FCILT
Professor of Supply Chain Management,
Penn State University

Donald Klock, Ph.D.
Professor, Supply Chain Management, Rutgers
University School of Business
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Mark Allison,
Executive Director, Logistics,
Unified Grocers

Corporate & Logistics Solutions, and VP, IT Finance & Vendor
Management. Peter reports directly to the Executive Vice
President, Chief Financial Officer. Peter will resume his position of
Senior Vice President Logistics once a new CIO has been named.
Peter came to BJ’s in November 2001 from Federated Logistics
which is a branch of Federated Department Stores. He was
responsible for Logistics and Supply Chain Operations in the
Northeast.
Peter received a Bachelor’s degree from Norwich University.

Mark Allison has 36 years of distribution and retail management
experience. He currently serves as Executive Director of Logistics
for Unified Grocers. Unified Grocers is a co-operative Grocery
Wholesaler with nearly 6 million square feet of distribution facilities, accounting for over $4 Billion in annual sales.
His responsibilities include Building and Transportation
Maintenance, Scheduling, Industrial Engineering, and Systems
Analysis.
Prior to his current role he held the positions of Vice President
Retail Operations and Vice President of Distribution for Standard
Brands Paint Inc., a regional manufacturer/retailer of paint and
decorating products for 10 Western States.

Jack Buffington,
Director of Plant Logistics,
MillerCoors Brewery

Jack Buffington is the Director of Plant Logistics for the
MillerCoors Brewery in Golden Colorado. In this role, he is
responsible for all internal logistics related to the world’s largest
single site brewery operation. In addition to this role, Jack is the
author of the book, “An Easy Out: Corporate America’s Addiction
to Outsourcing”, and the upcoming book, "The Death of
Management: Restoring Value to the US Economy". In addition,
Jack is the U.S. contributing columnist for CHaINA, the largest
supply chain magazine distributed in China (Jack can speak some
Mandarin Chinese, as well as Russian). He is currently an adjunct
professor at the University of Denver, is a Ph.D. candidate at the
Lulea Tekniska Universitet in Lulea Sweden, implementing an
Operations Research/Supply Chain Sustainability Center in
Sweden, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and serves on multiple
boards, both for profit and non-profit institutions. Along with his
wife and two young children, he lives in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado, and is active in multiple roles in the community.

Ana Lucia Alonzo,
Director - AP/INO,
Chiquita Brands International

Ms. Ana Lucia Alonzo is currently Director of Advanced Planning
and In-Market Network Optimization for Chiquita Brands
International, headquartered in Cincinnati, OH. Since joining
Chiquita and having lived in Latin America, Europe and North
America, Ms. Alonzo has lead numerous strategic initiatives that
have evaluated network design, capacity and asset management
and optimal resource allocation across the banana, salad and
healthy snacking networks. Additionally, Ana Lucia has been very
active in the support and development of environmental performance activities in Chiquita such as a joint initiative with MIT-CTL
to measure banana carbon footprint on a global basis.
Prior to joining Chiquita, Ms. Alonzo worked in one of the largest
steel construction & architectural design companies in Central
America in project management and industrial engineering. A
native of Guatemala, she joined Chiquita in 2002 as part of a fast
track global management program. Ms. Alonzo holds a BA
degree in Industrial Engineering from Universidad Rafael Landivar
in Guatemala and an MBA with emphasis in supply chain management from INCAE Business School in Costa Rica.

Anthony Chiarello,
COO & EVP,
NYK Logistics (Americas), Inc.

Anthony (Tony) Chiarello joined NYK Logistics (Americas), Inc. as
Chief Operating Officer and Executive Vice President in January
2009. Mr. Chiarello’s background in transportation and logistics
spans some 30 years. Prior to his current position with NYK, he
was Senior Vice President, Global Customer Development for
AMB Property Corporation. Chiarello most recently served as
chairman and president of Hudd Distribution Services, Inc., a
Maersk Logistics company. Previously, he served as president of
Maersk Logistics USA Inc; chairman of Maersk Customs Services;
member of the board of directors for Bridge Terminal Transport
(BTT); president of Maersk Equipment Service Company, Inc.;
and vice president for Universal Maritime Service Corporation, a
stevedoring and terminal subsidiary of Maersk Sealand. Tony also
held the position of Deputy Executive Director of the Maryland
Port Administration.
Chiarello serves on the Board of Visitors for the Northeastern
University School of Business, the university’s advisory board for
its undergraduate and graduate business school programs. Other

Peter Amalfi, SVP,
Logistics & Chief Information,
Officer (Interim),
BJs Wholesale Club
Peter is responsible for the Information Technology Division
which includes Infrastructure and Application Development &
Delivery for all BJ’s business areas including Club, Distribution
Centers, Logistics, ecommerce and Fuel Operations. Reporting to
Peter are five VP positions which include: VP, Security &
Compliance Solutions, VP, Technology Solutions & Support
Services, VP, Marketing & Merchandising Solutions, VP, Sales Ops,
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industry involvement includes leadership participation with the
Retail Industry Leaders Association; the Board of Advisors for the
United States Merchant Marine Academy; past facilitator for the
annual Terminal Management Training Program, jointly sponsored by the Association of American Port Authorities, The United
States Federal Maritime Administration and the National
Association of the Waterfront Employers. Tony is also an active
member of the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals (CSCMP).
Chiarello holds a Bachelor Degree from Villanova University and is
an alumnus of Insead Business Institute of Fontainebleau, France.\
He is domiciled at NYK (North America) headquarters in
Secaucus, NJ.

Dr. David J. Closs is the John H. McConnell Chaired Professor of
Business Administration in the Department of Marketing and
Supply Chain Management at Michigan State University. Dr.
Closs completed his MBA and Ph.D. at Michigan State in 1978
focusing on the topics of marketing, logistics and management
science.
Dr. Closs has been extensively involved in the development and
application of computer models and information systems for
logistics operations and planning. The computer models have
included applications for location analysis, inventory management, forecasting and routing. The information systems development focuses on inventory management, forecasting and transportation applications. His experience has focused on the logistics
related issues in the consumer products, medical and pharmaceutical products and parts industries. Dr. Closs actively participates
in logistics executive development seminars and has presented
sessions in North America, South America, Asia, Australia and
Eastern Europe. Dr. Closs’s primary research interests include supply chain strategy, information systems, security and planning
techniques. He was one of the principle researchers in two studies
completed by Michigan State University investigating world-class
logistics and supply chain capabilities.
Dr. Closs has authored and co-authored numerous articles and
made presentations regarding world-class logistics and supply
chain capabilities and logistics information systems applications.
Dr. Closs is an active member in the Council of Logistics
Management and was Editor of the Journal of Business Logistics.
He is Executive Editor of Logistics Quarterly.

Garland Chow, Ph.D.
University of British Columbia,
Associate Professor of Operations &
Logistics, University of British Columbia
Associate Professor of Logistics and Supply Chain Management in
the Sauder School of Business at the University of British
Columbia and Director of the Bureau of Intelligent Transportation
Systems and Freight Security.
Dr. Chow teaches and writes in the fields of supply chain, business logistics and freight transport management. He has taught
in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Brazil, China, Hong Kong, Japan,
Mexico, and Poland and is a frequent speaker before professional
associations and executive programs
Dr. Chow is a member of several editorial boards and an active
participant in the Canadian Association of Supply Chain &
Logistics Management which awarded him their Mentorship
Award in 2003 and the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals.
He is an internationally known authority on motor carrier transportation having conducted research or consulting on economic,
regulatory and managerial issues of the trucking industry. Dr.
Chow's logistics research interests include transportation collaboration, modelling the outsourcing decision for TPLs and the
impact of e commerce on supply chain management. A frequent
visitor and lecturer in Asia, he recently authored “The
Transportation and Warehousing Challenge for Multi-National
Corporations in China”. His current research includes: the growth
of the logistics services sector in China, the role of Canada in Asia
Pacific supply chains, Pacific Gateway productivity, and how to
improve security and efficiency of cross border freight movement.
Garland Chow earned his BS and MBA degrees from the
University of Maryland and doctorate from Indiana University.

Mike Cole,
Director, N.A. Transportation,
Kraft Foods

Mike Cole is Director Transportation for Kraft Foods responsible
for all NA transportation, customs and outside storage. Mike has
been with Kraft/Nabisco for ten years first joining Nabisco in
1998 prior to the Kraft acquisition as Regional Director Customer
Logistics in the Mid-Atlantic area where from there has progressed into numerous positions in distribution and now transportation. In addition to Kraft he also has a 15 year history at
Frito-Lay with positions in sales, operations and distribution. A
graduate of Temple University and an MBA from La Salle
University 1988 in Marketing Mike resides in the suburbs of
Chicago with a wife Kathy and five children.

Ben Cook,
Director of International
Transportation and B2B,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation

David Closs, Ph.D.,
Michigan State University
John H. McConnell Chaired Professor of
Business Administration, Department
Marketing /Supply Chain Management
at Michigan State University

Ben joined Kimberly-Clark in November 2006 as Director of
International Transportation. Prior to joining Kimberly-Clark, he
served as Senior Manager for Global Trade Services at The Home
Depot; Ben joined the retailer in 2003, after a 4 year stint with US
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Army Special Operations forces. During his tenure at Home
Depot, he carried out senior management roles in international
transportation & logistics, supply chain security and trade compliance. Notable accomplishments include formation of an integrated trade management department focused on total landed
cost, C-TPAT Tier Three validated status, inclusion into US
Customs’ Importer Self Assessment (ISA) program, and multimillion dollar cost reduction through carrier and inventory consolidation and increased supply chain visibility through import process
automation.
In his present position, he is responsible for international transportation, trade compliance and domestic transportation operations for KC’s B2B sector. His duties include global logistics service provider selection, management and contract negotiation of
ocean and air carriage, forwarding, brokerage and global 3PL services. In addition, he is responsible for assisting in the development of KC’s global logistics footprint.
Ben is a certified Six Sigma Green Belt and has spoken at numerous seminars on Global Supply Chain Development, Cargo
Security, Customs Compliance and Global Trade Management.
He is also a guest lecturer and the University of Tennessee, conducting lectures each semester for both undergraduate and graduate students on global business and supply chain topics.
Ben sits on the Executive Board of Directors for the Global
Institute of Logistics, a nonprofit think tank that actively fosters
and promotes collaboration amongst stakeholders in the global
logistics community, and is Chairman of the US Global Maritime
Logistics Council.
Ben is a member of the Aberdeen Research Advisory Council for
Global Trade and Supply Chain Finance.
Ben has a Bachelor of Science in International Business from
Auburn University (Magna cum Laude) and an MBA in LogisticsTransportation & Marketing from the University of Tennessee.

the U.K., France, Holland, Denmark, Switzerland, Norway,
Australia and New Zealand.
With more than 20 years of experience in the staffing industry
and a keen understanding of the U.S. workforce and the issues
that drive performance, Dean is a compelling and articulate
speaker. She has shared the findings and implications of the
Spherion Emerging Workforce® Study with numerous business
groups. Conducted by Harris Interactive on behalf of Spherion
and reflecting a decade of research, the Study provides a comprehensive look at changes in the American workforce in the context
of ongoing social and economic events.

George T. Duggan,
VP, Domestic Intermodal,
BNSF Railway

George Duggan was appointed to the position of vice president,
Domestic Intermodal, in November 2005. In this capacity, he is
responsible for BNSF's Sales and Marketing activities for the
Domestic Intermodal business unit, including truckload, less-thantruckload, parcel, intermodal marketing companies, and beneficial owners.
He began his career in the railroad industry with the MissouriKansas-Texas Railroad Company in 1978 in the management
training program. From there, he worked in various positions and
locations in the operating department, including trainmaster and
terminal superintendent.
Duggan began working for the Burlington Northern Railroad
Company as a grain specialist in 1990. He then assumed roles
with increasing responsibilities in Equipment Management,
Customer Service and Finance.
After Burlington Northern merged with Santa Fe in 1996,
Duggan served in a variety of leadership roles in the Field
Marketing, Minerals and Chemicals business units. In 1998,
Duggan was appointed vice president, Chemicals, then vice president sales, Industrial Products in March 2001.
Duggan received his Bachelor of Science in Economics from the
University of Missouri – St. Louis. In 2004, he completed the
Harvard University Advanced Management Program. He is also
an Eagle Scout with the Boy Scouts of America. Duggan and his
wife, Kay, have two children and live in Arlington, Texas.

Deborah Dean, SVP,
Strategic Accounts & Supplier Diversity,
Spherion Corporation

Deb Dean is vice president of strategic accounts for Spherion
Corporation. She has responsibility for sales and service excellence
for a portfolio of approximately 60 of Spherion’s largest account
relationships.
Dean joined Spherion two years ago from Spring Group, where
she served as VP global sales and strategic marketing. Having had
responsibility for the launch of that company’s vendor management solution, she has a unique understanding of supply chain
logistics in the recruiting and staffing environment as well as the
unique requirements of Fortune 500 employers.
Dean was previously VP of sales for TRS Staffing Solutions and
director of new business development for GRI PeopleNet, a subsidiary of Ford Motor Company. She began her career as a
recruiter, following her graduation from Alma College in
Michigan. Her career has placed her in numerous international
assignments, and she has supported clients in Canada, Mexico,

Steven C. Dunn, Ph.D. CPIM,
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, Professor
of Supply Chain & Operations
Management, University of Wisconsin
at Oshkosh
Steve Dunn is Professor and Chair of Supply Chain and
Operations Management at the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh.
Dr. Dunn received his Ph.D. from The Pennsylvania State
University in 1992, with an emphasis in Logistics and Operations
Management. He has taught courses in supply chain management, project management, business consulting, entrepreneurship, ethics, and strategy.
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In addition, he is on the faculty of Environmental Studies and
teaches environmental management at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels. He is the founder and director of the
Center for the Advancement of Sustainable Processes and
Environmental Research (CASPER) at UWO. Dr. Dunn has worked
on environmental projects with The World Resources Institute, the
US Agency for International Development and taught in the graduate environmental program at Lund University in Sweden. He is
a member of the United Nations Global Business Forum on the
Environment.
He is the author of numerous articles and has co-authored two
books. His articles have appeared in the Journal of Supply Chain
Management, the International Journal of Production and
Operations Management, the Journal of Business Logistics, the
International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics
Management, the Journal of Engineering and Technology
Management, Industrial Management, Transportation Journal,
and the International Journal of Logistics Management. He has
spoken at numerous international conferences and events.
Prior to his academic career, Dr. Dunn spent over ten years with
HJ Heinz, Inc. and John Labatt Ltd. in various managerial positions
including project manager for corporate MRP II implementation
and plant operations manager. He is a partner with The Sage
Group, a strategic management consulting firm whose clients
have included Nabisco, Con-Agra, Lockheed-Martin, Farm Bureau
Insurance and Kraft Foods. His consulting and teaching assignments have taken him to Europe, Asia and South America. Dr.
Dunn is certified in Production and Inventory Management
(CPIM) by the Educational Resource Society and is a member of
the Academy of Management, the Association of Applied Sports
Psychology and the Canadian Association of Logistics and Supply
Chain Management.
Dr. Dunn’s current research focuses on the application of environmental management in the supply chain. His most recent book,
The Green Baron: A Business Parable on Ecolution is due out in
May. He is married and the father of 3 sons. He served for 5
years on the Executive Board of United Way, served on the Fond
du Lac Blueline Association Board of Directors for 4 years and is
currently on the board of the Fond Du Lac Tennis Association.

Mike Eaton,
Principal – Transportation Practice,
Chainalytics

Mike Eaton has over 20 years of experience in supply chain and
logistics management with a focus on transportation management and the application of transportation technology. In these
roles, Mike has worked in the food and consumer products sectors for Nabisco Brands, Colgate Palmolive, The Martin-Brower
Company, and Perlman-Rocque. Mike also spent several years
with i2 Technologies working with its suite of Transportation
Management, Optimization, and Modeling tools. Prior to joining
Chainalytics, Mike was the Director, Customer Services and
Logistics, for Perlman-Rocque, a dedicated provider of customized
foodservice distribution to McDonald’s.
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Mike holds a B.A. in Geography, Certificate in Cartography, from
the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Doug Evans,
Director of Supply Chain Development,
Kraft Foods, Inc.

Doug is an experienced 27 year veteran in the CPG business. His
experience includes leadership positions in Supply Chain, Sales,
Customer Teams and Labor Contract Management with Nabisco,
Frito-Lay and Kraft.

Thomas J. Goldsby, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Supply
Chain Management,
University of Kentucky,
DBMA Board of Directors
Dr. Thomas J. Goldsby is Associate Professor of Supply Chain
Management at the University of Kentucky. He has held previous
faculty appointments at The Ohio State University and Iowa State
University. Dr. Goldsby holds a B.S. in Business Administration
from the University of Evansville, M.B.A. from the University of
Kentucky, and Ph.D. in Marketing and Logistics from Michigan
State University.
Prior to entering academe, Dr. Goldsby was a Logistics Analyst
for the Valvoline Company. He previously worked for the
Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of
Sciences in Washington, D.C. and as a research fellow at the
University of Kentucky Transportation Research Center. He has
also served as a consultant to manufacturers, retailers, logistics
service providers, government agencies, Department of Defense,
and NGO's.
Dr. Goldsby’s research interests focus on logistics customer service
and supply chain integration. He also has interest in the theory
and practice of lean and agile supply chain strategies. He has
published several articles in academic and professional journals
and serves as a frequent speaker at academic conferences, executive education seminars, and professional meetings. He is coauthor of Lean Six Sigma Logistics: Strategic Development to
Operational Success (J. Ross Publishing, 2005). Dr. Goldsby has
twice received the Accenture Award for best paper published
each year in the International Journal of Logistics Management
(1998 and 2002) and received the Bernard J. LaLonde Award
(2007) for the most impactful article published in the Journal of
Business Logistics. He has received recognitions for excellence in
teaching at Iowa State University, The Ohio State University, and
University of Kentucky and was recently recognized as one of the
twenty-five most productive researchers all-time in the field of
logistics management. Dr. Goldsby serves on the DBMA Board,
Research Strategies Committee of CSCMP, Board of Examiners for
AST&L, and as Executive Editor of Logistics Quarterly magazine,
where he also maintains a blog titled LQ Insights.
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William L. (Skip) Grenoble, Ph.D.,
Executive Director & Senior Research
Associate for the Center for Supply Chain
Research (CSCR),
Pennsylvania State University

Bruce Hancock
Director, Customer Supply Chain
Management,
The Hershey Company

William L. Grenoble is Executive Director and Senior Research
Associate for the Center for Supply Chain Research (CSCR) at
Penn State. CSCR is a pre-eminent research community of scholars and practitioners dedicated to shaping practice in logistics and
supply chain management.
Before joining the supply chain team at Penn State in 1987, Dr.
Grenoble worked extensively in the field of wholesale distribution.
His experience includes several line and staff positions in companies handling a wide variety of consumer products.
From 1971 to 1983 Dr. Grenoble was employed by McKesson
Corporation, one of the country's largest and most successful distribution businesses. He served in several positions including
Regional Vice President of the Northeast Region, Vice President,
Planning, and President of a general merchandise distribution
subsidiary. In 1983 Dr. Grenoble joined Garden America
Corporation, a leading wholesale distributor of garden supplies.
His initial role was as Vice President, Distribution, and he was later
elevated to serve as President of the company's distribution operations. Weyerhaeuser acquired this business and Dr. Grenoble
served as its President until leaving in 1987.
At Penn State, Dr. Grenoble has served as research assistant and
lecturer. He has participated as a faculty lecturer and program
director in educational programs with IBM, AT&T, Procter &
Gamble, Packard Electric, Koppers Industries, KPMG Peat
Marwick, ExxonMobil, DuPont, Pfizer, Penske Logistics, Jevic
Transportation, the General Services Administration, U.S. Marine
Corps, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and the Government Accounting
Office. He has also been involved in consulting and research with
several organizations
Primary areas of interest in research for Dr. Grenoble include customer service, benchmarking, supply chain talent management,
and the use of information technology in supply chain management. He is the co-author of articles published in the Journal of
Business Logistics, Supply Chain Management Review,
International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics
Management, Transportation Journal, and TRB Journal.
Dr. Grenoble obtained a bachelor's degree from Princeton
University, an MBA from the Columbia University Graduate
School of Business, and a Ph.D. from Penn State's Smeal College
of Business Administration. He served as an officer in the U.S.
Navy from 1964 to 1970, with tours of duty on a destroyer, in
Vietnam, and in Greece. He is a member of the Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals (having served on its Education
Strategies Committee), and the Warehousing Education and
Research Council. He is a member and advisor to the
Semiconductor Logistics Forum and is a member of the
Distribution Committee of the National Defense Transportation
Association. He has served on the Executive Board of the
International Customer Service Association, and on the
SCORBoard, the North American Leadership Team, and the
Training & Education Committee of the Supply Chain Council
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Bruce Hancock is the Director, Customer Supply Chain
Management for The Hershey Company. In this role, he is
responsible for the development, implementation, and execution
of customer supply chain strategy and customer service as well as
supporting business processes, policies, and systems. He also has
responsibility for Hershey’s Reverse Logistics function.
During his 33 years with Hershey, Bruce has held leadership positions in Supply Chain Collaboration, Marketing, and Customer
Service and had led teams on several successful business assimilations. His teams have been awarded by VICS for Best in CPFR
Implementation along with recognition for partnership excellence
by several major retailers.
He is chairman the GMA Logistics Committee, a member of the
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals, and represents Hershey on a number of industry share groups. He also is
a member of Hershey’s Transportation Advisory Board and Local
Government Review Board.
Bruce is a graduate of Babson College, Wellesley, Massachusetts
with a BS degree in Marketing. He and his wife, SueAnn, have
two children and reside in Hershey, Pennsylvania.

O. Keith Helferich, Ph.D.,
Professor, Marketing & Logistics,
Central Michigan University,
DBMA Board of Directors
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich is a consultant and university faculty
member with industry and teaching experience in environmental
engineering, environmentally responsible supply chain, process
reengineering, decision support systems, six sigma tools, incident
management, supply chain resilience design and collaboration
and continuity planning. Dr. Helferich received a BS and MS in
Environmental/Sanitary Engineering and an MBA from the
University of Michigan and doctorate in business administration
with concentrations in operations, logistics and information management from Michigan State University. Dr. Helferich experience includes public and private sector environmental engineering design and operations; nuclear, biological and chemical safety/environmental engineering for Atomic Energy Laboratories,
nuclear power plants, and nuclear weapons testing in the Pacific
and United States. During the past sixteen years Dr. Helferich has
been a senior disaster logistics volunteer for the American Red
Cross (ARC) providing onsite support as a DSHR and Critical
Response Team member. Keith has over twenty five years experience in supply chain consulting included positions as a Vice
President with Integrated Strategies, as a partner with Cleveland
Consulting Associates and as Co-Founder and Managing Director
of the Dialog Systems Business Division of AT Kearney. Dr.
Helferich was Director of the Supply Chain Management
Outreach Program at Michigan State University from 1992
through 1999.
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Jim Humrichhouse,
President,
Pinnacle Technical Resources

Greg Kaiser, VP,
Operations Strategy &
Commercial Integration,
The Hershey Company
Greg Kaiser is currently Vice President, Operations Strategy and
Commercial Integration. In this role Kaiser ensures that Hershey
develops and maintains the flexible, efficient manufacturing and
distribution resources needed to meet consumer and customer
needs.
Prior to this position, Kaiser was Vice President, Global Logistics
and Customer Service, where he was responsible for global logistics and customer service in support of both the U.S. and
International Commercial Groups.
Kaiser joined Hershey in May 1980. Over the course of his more
than 25-year career with The Hershey Company, Kaiser has held
numerous positions with increasing responsibility in a variety of
functional areas including warehousing, logistics, sales and corporate staff. In July 2005 Kaiser accepted a new assignment with
responsibility for customer service, collaboration, sales planning
and analysis and global sales strategy.
Kaiser received a bachelor’s degree in management in 1986 from
Lebanon Valley College. Kaiser and his family live in
Hummelstown, Pa.

Jim Humrichouse joined Pinnacle in 2001 and has played a critical
role in establishing and building all aspects of Pinnacle’s service
delivery model, including Pinnacle’s Managed Services practice
and numerous aspects of Progata™, Pinnacle’s proprietary, webbased vendor management solution. Mr. Humrichouse was promoted to Vice President in 2003 and to President in 2004.
Mr. Humrichouse’s background in corporate finance and strategy
has enabled him to impact Pinnacle’s growth significantly
through the establishment of strong financial controls, operating
practices, information technology infrastructure and internal organizational structuring. As a result, Pinnacle has been able to grow
its revenue base more than 100 times since mid-2002 and significantly increase its client portfolio and industry penetration.
Most recently, Mr. Humrichouse’s efforts have been focused on
the development and promotion of Progata™. During the past
year, Pinnacle’s internal implementation of this tool has been a
key factor in the firm’s ability to grow exponentially while maintaining the highest levels of customer service. Progata™ is now
being provided to Pinnacle’s clientele and has established itself as
one of the key contributors to Pinnacle’s growth trajectory. Prior
to joining Pinnacle, Mr. Humrichouse served as a strategic adviser
with McKinsey & Company, a globally recognized leader in the
field of strategy consulting.
Mr. Humrichouse also held positions with two leading investment
banks – Barclays de Zoete Wedd and Kidder, Peabody & Co.,
where he focused on mergers and acquisitions, bankruptcies, corporate reorganizations, and a variety of capital structuring transactions. Mr. Humrichouse has an MBA from Harvard and a
Bachelor’s degree in Finance from the Honors Business Program
at The University of Texas at Austin.

Conor Keane, SVP,
Global 360

Conor Keane is responsible for Global 360
Professional Services, Education, and Systems Engineering operations worldwide. Mr. Keane has more than 20 years of strategic
operational and process strategy experience. Most recently, he
served as CEO of Slipstream-BPM, a consulting firm focused on
the implementation of business process improvement projects
with emphasis on process design and analysis. Prior to that, Mr.
Keane was the Senior VP of Global Services for webMethods. He
previously served as partner in KPMG Consulting and held positions at KPMG and Price Waterhouse, managing financial audits,
due diligence and valuation work. Mr. Keane holds a Bachelor of
Business Studies degree from Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland,
and is a chartered accountant in England and Wales.

Chris Jones,
EVP Solutions & Services,
Descartes

As Executive Vice President, Solutions & Services, Chris Jones is
primarily responsible for product development, and for customer
and professional services for Descartes’ solutions.
With over 20 years of experience in the supply chain market,
Chris has held a variety of senior management positions including: Senior Vice President at The Aberdeen Group's Value Chain
Research division, Executive Vice President of Marketing and
Corporate Development for SynQuest and Vice President and
Research Director for Enterprise Resource Planning Solutions at
The Gartner Group.

Walter Kemmsies, Ph.D.,
Chief Economist,
Moffatt & Nichol

Dr. Walter Kemmsies is Moffatt & Nichol’s chief economist, where
he pioneered development of container volume forecasts by
trade lane, utilizing a blend of regional economic data with the
identified market reach of U.S. ports. Since joining Moffatt &
Nichol, Dr. Kemmsies has worked on numerous strategic business
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development plans for North, Central and South American ports
and has worked with a number of confidential clients on highprofile transactions and terminal-operator expansion decisions.
Dr. Kemmsies is a seasoned economist with a global perspective,
having lived in Europe and Latin America and traveled extensively
throughout Asia. Prior to joining Moffatt & Nichol, Dr. Kemmsies
was the European strategist at JP Morgan, London, which he
joined after heading Global Industry Strategy for UBS, where he
covered 72 industries on a worldwide basis. He is also an external
director on the board of an investment fund, a NYSE-registered
financial analyst and a member of the National Association of
Business Economists. Dr. Kemmsies frequently speaks at major
industry conferences in the US and abroad, is a regular columnist
for American Shipper, has published academic research and participates in the Federal Reserve’s Survey of Professional
Forecasters.

David is currently serving as the Vice President Field Customer
Logistics, US Kraft Foods, Inc. David joined Kraft/Nabisco in 1997.
Before joining Nabisco, he spent 11 years with Frito-Lay in a variety of sales, marketing and logistics assignments.
During his tenure at Kraft, David has held several positions of
increasing responsibility including, Region Vice President, Metro
NY/NJ; Region Vice President, Southern California; Vice President
Sales Strategy, Area Vice President East and Vice President Sales
Operations and Strategy.
As part of the Vice President Sales Operations and Strategy role,
David developed and implemented the go to market strategy for
Kraft’s Wall to Wall retail organization. Wall to Wall is one of
Kraft’s four key strategies combining the power of DSD with the
scale of the Kraft warehouse business.
Most recently, David had assumed the responsibility of the newly
formed Kraft field logistics organization in the US as Vice President
Field Customer Logistics where he is responsible for logistics operations, customer development, customer service, continuous
improvement and field fulfillment.
David and Lori have three sons, Augustine 16, Spencer 14, and
Terrance 10. They currently reside in Lake Forest, Illinois. Lori is
an accomplished interior designer and David is a graduate of
Clarkson University.

J. Michael Kilgore,
President & CEO,
Chainalytics

Prior to founding Chainalytics in 2001, Mike Kilgore served as
Vice President of Sales and Marketing at OmniSpace Technologies
where he was responsible for defining product and market strategies for the OmniSpace B2B collaboration platform. Other executive roles include serving as Vice President of Sales and Marketing
at daly.commerce, a leading provider of supply chain execution
software, and as Vice President of Planning and Marketing at
InterTrans Logistics Solutions, leading to their successful acquisition by i2 Technologies. Mike's initial role at InterTrans was as
Director of Supply Chain Planning, leading the market introduction and successful delivery of the Supply Chain Strategist network optimization software.
Mike also served as a Manager in the National Supply Chain
Practice of Ernst & Young LLP where he was the Focus Area
Leader for Supply Chain Strategy services and led the delivery of
many strategic network optimization engagements to clients
across a broad range of industries. Mike also worked in corporate
transportation & distribution at Georgia-Pacific's Pulp & Paper
Group and is a veteran of the United States Marine Corps.
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Transportation/Physical
Distribution from Auburn University and a Master of Science in
Business Logistics from The Pennsylvania State University.

Don Klock, Ph.D.,
Professor, Supply Chain Management,
Rutgers University

Professor Don Klock is a senior global procurement and supply
chain industry professor with over 30 years of international and
domestic experience with major multinational consumer products
corporations, such as Colgate Palmolive, Mars, Inc., and Reckitt
and Benckiser.
Don recently completed an 11- year career at Colgate Palmolive
where most recently he was Vice President-Chief Procurement
Officer.
Professor Klock’s areas of expertise are Global sourcing, cost saving identification, supplier innovation, supply chain systems and
processes, customer service improvement and change management.
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VP Worldwide Supply
Management & Logistics,
Deere & Company

Derek Leathers,
Chief Operating Officer,
Werner Enterprises

Derek J. Leathers is the Chief Operating Officer of Werner
Enterprises and the President of Werner Global Logistics. Derek
has worked in the international logistics industry for nearly 20
years. Mr. Leathers was one of the first foreign members of
Mexico's trucking association (CANACAR) and has successfully led
the launch of multiple new logistics products in low-cost countries. Prior to joining Werner in 1999, Mr. Leathers was Vice
President of Schneider National's Mexico operation, and was
based out of Mexico City for several years. Most recently, he
helped guide Werner’s expansion into Asia. Derek holds an
Economics degree from Princeton University.

Thomas E. Knoll is Vice President, Worldwide Supply
Management and Logistics, a position he has held since August
2007. Knoll is responsible for the leadership of all global supply
management and logistics activities for the company.
Since joining the company in 1980 as an engineer at John Deere
Harvester Works, Knoll has held positions of increasing responsibility in supply management throughout the company, including
John Deere Waterloo Works. In 1998, he was appointed Director,
Supply Management, Worldwide Construction & Forestry
Division at John Deere Dubuque Works. In 2000, he relocated to
Deere & Company’s European Headquarters in Mannheim,
Germany, as Director, Supply Management. In November 2002,
Knoll was named Director, Worldwide Supply Management
Operations, Deere & Company, and shaped global strategic
sourcing strategies. Prior to his current position, Knoll was
Operations Manager, John Deere Harvester Works.
A native of Mandan, North Dakota, Knoll received a Bachelor of
Science degree in industrial engineering from North Dakota State
University in 1980. He received his MBA from Clarke College in
1999.

Bill Leonard,
Director, Supply Chain Strategy,
The Hershey Company

As the Director, Supply Chain Strategy for The Hershey
Company, Bill has responsibility for the development of
Hershey's Global Operations / Supply Chain Strategic Plan,
ensuring alignment with the corporation's goals and objectives.
Bill joined The Hershey Company in 1979. Prior to his current
position, Bill held leadership positions in Information Services
and Logistics & Customer Service. In addition to thirty years
experience in the consumer packaged goods industry, Bill led
a four year Supply Chain process improvement initiative for
the United States Navy Supply Corps, headquartered in
Mechanicsburg, PA as a consultant for Electronic Data Systems
(now Hewlett-Packard, Co.),
Camp Hill, PA.
Bill has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business
Administration from James Madison University and a Master of
Business Administration Degree from the Pennsylvania State
University.

Douglas M. Lambert, Ph.D., Raymond E.
Mason Chair in Transportation and
Logistics, Professor of Marketing &
Logistics and Director, the Global Supply
Chain Forum, The Ohio State University
Professor Lambert’s research interests include supply chain management, the role of partnerships in achieving a competitive
advantage, and measuring and selling the value in financial
terms. Dr. Lambert is editor of Supply Chain Management:
Processes, Partnerships, Performance, and co-author of Building
High-Performance Business Relationships, Fundamentals of
Logistics Management, Strategic Logistics Management and
Management in Marketing Channels.
He has published more than 100 articles in numerous management and logistics journals, including Harvard Business Review,
Journal of Business Logistics, Journal of Retailing and
Transportation Journal, and was the co-founder and co-editor of
the International Journal of Logistics Management 1989 – 2007.
Dr. Lambert has made more than 100 presentations to professional organizations and has served as a faculty member for more
than 500 executive development programs in North and South
America, Europe, Asia, Australia and New Zealand, for both academic institutions and major international business organizations.
He speaks on such topics as supply chain management, building
collaborative relationships with key customers and suppliers to cocreate value, measuring and selling value in financial terms,
assessing the profitability of business segments, integrating customer service and marketing strategy, implementing cost tradeoffs in logistics, and logistics management.
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President, Transportation Division,
NYK Logistics (Americas) Inc.

Sanjiv Malhotra, Ph.D.,
Founder, President & CEO,
Oorja Protronics, Inc.

John Lucas is President of the Transportation Division at NYK
Logistics (Americas) Inc. and is based in Jacksonville. John joined
NYK from the Florida East Coast Railway (FEC) where he was Vice
President and General Manager of Intermodal Marketing and
Sales. He has a respected reputation in the transportation industry with vast experience working in international, domestic, truckload, parcel /LTL, motor carriers and retail shipper venues. John’s
transportation career began in 1970 with Lee Way Motor Freight
and by 1987 he was Vice President of Marketing/Administration
for Mistletoe Companies. He moved to the BNSF Railway in
1989 where he held numerous executive level positions. He
joined FEC in 2003. John is a graduate of the University of
Oklahoma with a BBA and received his MBA from Oklahoma City
University in 1978.

Dr. Malhotra has extensive technical and business understanding
of fuel cells and alternative energy technologies. Dr. Malhotra's
professional experience includes more than 15 years in the
design, development and commercialization of a variety of fuel
cell technologies. Aside from heading Product Development
teams, Dr. Malhotra has been the VP of Sales, Marketing &
Business Development at pioneering Fuel Cell companies such as
DCH Technology and H-Power, where he created and managed
large sales and business development teams. While at H-Power he
was instrumental in leading its IPO in Aug 2000. Dr. Malhotra
worked at the renowned Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
and led research on design and development of Zinc-Air Batteries
with a leading battery manufacturer. Dr. Malhotra has been an
advisor to leading VC firms such as Kleiner Perkins Caufield &
Byers where he assisted its venture partners with due diligence of
several energy related investment opportunities. Dr. Malhotra has
served on many technical committees, panels and boards and
has been a keynote and invited speaker at several international
energy forums and events.

D.G. MacPherson,
SVP Supply Chain,
W.W. Grainger

Jim Malvaso, President & CEO,
Toyota Material Handling North America,
The Raymond Corporation

D.G. Macpherson, who joined Grainger in February 2008, heads
Grainger’s Global Supply Chain operations. He is responsible for
the company’s Supply Chain operations including the performance of Grainger’s distribution centers, its product offering and
availability. He also provides global planning, coordination and
specialized expertise to the supply chain organizations in all of
Grainger's business units, including global supply chain architecture and procurement. D.G. was promoted to his current post in
October 2008.
D.G. comes to Grainger from the Boston Consulting Group
(BCG), where he was Partner and Managing Director since 2002.
In that capacity, he has been a strategic consultant at Grainger
and led BCG’s relationship with Grainger since 2001. His guidance has helped Grainger shape and execute many Supply Chain
initiatives that have been foundational to our growth including
product availability improvements and product line expansion.
At BCG, D.G. was a member of the Industrial Goods Leadership
Team with strong experience in production systems and continuous improvement methodologies. Early in his career, D.G. was
an operations manager for Rain Bird Sprinkler Manufacturing
Company and a test engineer with the U.S. Air Force.
D.G. holds a bachelor’s degree from Stanford University and an
MBA from Northwestern’s Kellogg Graduate School of
Management.

James J. Malvaso is President and CEO of The Raymond
Corporation and Chairman of the Board of G.N. Johnston, the
wholly owned Raymond Distributor in Canada. He has held these
positions since July 1997. Mr. Malvaso is also a member of the
Management Committee for the Toyota Material Handling
Group, a business segment within Toyota Industries Corporation.
The Raymond Corporation Board of Directors elected Mr.
Malvaso president and COO in August 1995. In this position, he
had operations responsibility for Raymond, including facilities in
Greene, NY, Syracuse, NY and Brantford, Ontario, Canada.
Further, he was responsible for National Accounts, Sales
Administration and the Dealer Network.
Mr. Malvaso joined the company as vice president of Greene
Operations in July of 1993, focusing on modernizing the Greene
manufacturing plant and bringing new information technology
infrastructures to the company. Process improvements at all facilities have led to world-class quality and manufacturing standards
in a period of significant growth for Raymond.
Mr. Malvaso holds an MBA from the University of Rochester’s
Simon School, and a Bachelor's degree from LeMoyne College in
Syracuse.
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Mr. Malvaso is Chairman of the Board for eleven of Raymond's
Dealerships. He is a member of the Board of Directors for Graham
Corporation of Batavia, NY, holding positions on the Audit
Committee, Chairman of the Compensation Committee and the
Nominating Committee, and is a member of the Advisory Board
for JP Morgan Chase in Rochester. Mr. Malvaso is also a member
of the Board of Trustees for LeMoyne College.
Active in the Material Handling Industry, Mr. Malvaso is a member of the Board of Directors for the Industrial Truck Association
(ITA) and served as its president from 2004 to 2007.

Ron Marotta,
EVP, Int’l. Network,
NYK Logistics (Amerias), Inc.

Ronald M. Marotta is the Executive Vice President of NYK
Logistics (Americas) Inc., International Network Solutions Division
based in Secaucus, NJ. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science
in Marketing Management from St. Peter’s College.
Ron began his career at NYK over eighteen years ago, and has
proudly served NYK in the international area of their logistics business. NYK is also an industry leading global service provider of
transportation services on sea, land and air. NYK’s highly trained
logistics staff and management use advanced technology to support safe cargo operations, and to properly monitor all of the key
supply chain functions as cargo moves through the global supply
chain.
Ron has served as a Board Member of the International Cargo
Security Council, is an ASIS International member, a member of
the Retail Industry Leaders Association, and member of the
Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics. In 2005, Ron
received the highest civilian award from the ICSC, the National
Industry Leadership Award, for global supply chain security management.
Ron started his career in the shipping industry as an executive
trainee at Kerr Steamship in 1981, and then worked in liner shipping for 9 years. Ron began his involvement in logistics at Direct
Line Cargo Management Services, and then joined NYK in 1991.
Ron lives in Cranford, NJ with his wife and three daughters. He is
very active in his community serving as a Director of the Cranford
Senior Housing Board, a member of the local zoning board, and
is serving his Township fire department for more than 32 years
holding the position of Lieutenant, and also serving as the president of the local firemen’s relief association.
As an Eagle Scout since 1974, Ron has been active in Scouting as
a long time leader and has assisted with the development of new
Police and Fire Explorer Posts in his community.
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Mr. Marous is Vice President, Supply Chain for Staples, the
world’s largest office products company and is based in the firm’s
headquarters in Framingham, MA. Staples conducts retail and
B2B operations in 27 countries in North and South America,
Europe and Asia.
Mr. Marous’s areas of responsibility include leading the third party
delivery operations team, overseeing furniture delivery and installation operations, Staples Technology Solutions operations, managing the PMO and deploying the lean six sigma program.
While at Staples, Mr. Marous held a variety of positions including
VP General Merchandising Manager, VP of Inventory
Management and Director of Logistics’ Planning and
Engineering. Prior to Staples, Mr. Marous spent 5 years in the
Financial Development program at Proctor & Gamble.
Mr. Marous holds a MBA from Harvard University and a BS in
Finance from Miami University, Oxford Ohio. He has been a
guest speaker at Harvard, Wharton and the University of
Chicago’s Graduate School of Business. Mr. Marous is a member
of the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals, the
Supply Chain Executive Board and the Distribution Business
Management Association.

Deverl Maserang,
VP, Logistics NA,
Chiquita Brands International

Mr. Deverl Maserang is currently Vice President, NA Product
Supply & Logistics for Chiquita Brands International, headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Maserang is responsible for operations at all Chiquita U.S. Ports and Warehousing Distribution
Centers, as well as Logistics Planning and the North America
banana and salad Transportation Network. He recently assumed
responsibility for all global supply chain operations for the
Chiquita Fruit Ingredients Division in Central and South America.
Prior to joining Chiquita, Mr. Maserang held a number of increasingly responsible positions at United Parcel Service, Pepsi Bottling
Group, and various start-ups in the area of Industrial Engineering,
Operations, and Supply Chain Management. A native of Texas,
he joined Chiquita in 2003 post restructuring to assist in the
transformation of the business. Mr. Maserang holds a degree
from Texas Tech University, Lubbock, in Industrial Engineering.
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Peter Thompson Chair in Port Logistics,
University of Hull

Deb Miller,
Director, Market Development,
Global 360

Deb Miller is Director of Market Development for Global 360. Her
work with the Global 360 solutions team focuses on industry strategies for business process improvement. Her career includes more
than 20 years of global industry experience with GE. Since 2002,
she has been a study group contributor to the President’s National
Infrastructure Advisory Council. Ms. Miller is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Syracuse University with a degree in Mathematics and a
dual Masters in Education and Mathematics. She has attended GE’s
Management Development Institute and is a Six Sigma Green Belt.
You can read more of Deb’s writing @DebsG360 on Twitter.

David Menachof is the Peter Thompson Chair in Port Logistics at
The University of Hull and former Director of the MSc in Logistics,
Trade and Finance degree at City University’s Cass Business
School in London, England. Prof. Menachof received his doctorate from the University of Tennessee, and was the recipient of the
Council of Logistics Management's Doctoral Dissertation Award in
1993. He has previously taught at the University of Charleston,
South Carolina, and the University of Plymouth, England. In
addition, he is a Fulbright Scholar, having spent an academic year
in Odessa, Ukraine as part of the grant and was on the roster of
the Fulbright Senior Specialist Candidates list, as an expert in
Logistics and Distribution.
In addition to his role at Hull, David is also a visiting professor at
Copenhagen Business School.
Most recently, Professor Menachof was the recipient of a
£500,000 research grant on Cargo Screening sponsored by the
UK’s Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.
He is also involved with Cargo Security International, a new company focused on Supply Chain Security solutions, acting as project manager during the product development phase.
Prof. Menachof’s work has been published and presented in journals and conferences around the world. His current research
interests include supply chain security, risk and visibility, global
sustainable supply chain issues, liner shipping and containerisation, and financial techniques applicable to logistics.

Jim Moore
VP, Supply Chain Solutions,
Ryder Systems, Inc.

Mr. Moore is the Vice President, Supply Chain Solution for Ryder.
Mr. Moore, Ryder’s corporate sponsor for Supply Chain Leaders in
Action, is responsible for sales and business development for Ryder’s
Supply Chain business unit. He has more than thirty years experience in supply chain operations, sales and consulting. This experience includes executive positions with Leaseway and US
Freightways and strategy consulting experience with Accenture.
Mr. Moore has a Masters in Applied Mathematics and has been a
frequent speaker at many global supply chain conferences.

Paul Neurauter,
Director, Transportation
Commercialization North America,
Kraft Foods

Tim McAreavey,
Director of Logistics/Supply Chain,
Cabela’s

Paul Neurauter was appointed to the position of Director
Transportation Commercialization in March 2010. In this role, he
is responsible to lead the strategic vision, design and implementation of the commercialization platform for North America.
He began his career in the healthcare industry with Baxter
Healthcare in 1993. At Baxter, Paul held various headquarter and
field based supply chain positions including Inventory Control
Manager, Distribution Supervisor and Midwest Customer
Fulfillment Manager.
In 1999, Paul joined Kraft Foods and has advanced through a
series of leadership roles within Procurement and Product Supply
including Director Logistics Procurement North America,
Associate Director Logistics Procurement, Senior Category Buyer,
Program Manager SMI, Manager Procurement Operations and
Category Logistics Manager.
Paul has a Bachelor of Economics degree from Northern Illinois
University, and obtained his MBA from Marquette University.
Paul, his wife, Amy, and their two children reside in the Chicago
area.

Timothy D. McAreavey joined the Cabela’s team in April 2002 as
Corporate Logistics Manager. He is currently the Director of
Logistics/Supply Chain for Cabela’s where his primary role is
insuring the development, implementation and effective execution of worldwide logistics, supply chain services and vendor
compliance/outreach strategies that support Cabela’s business
model, supply chain strategies and customer requirements.
Tim is a member of CSCMP and has served on the CSCMP
Membership Committee. Prior to joining Cabela’s, Tim worked
for United Parcel Service, Inc., where he spent 19 years. His most
recent capacity with United Parcel Service was serving as Strategic
Accounts Manager, developing and selling supply chain strategies
to Fortune 500 companies in support of their supply chain goals
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Futurist & Managing Partner,
Future-In-Sight, LLC

Loretta Penn,
President,
Spherion Staffing Services Group

Amy Oberg is a strategist and futurist who specializes in helping
organizations better understand the emerging competitive environment and respond with effective, proactive strategies. With
over 25 years of cumulative experience in strategic development,
competitive, management, and market analyses, her insights
regarding emerging trends, threats and opportunities, market
conditions, and technology disruptions have been sought out by
a organizations in a wide variety of industries including aerospace,
energy, telecommunications, transportation, consumer goods,
retail, bio/pharma, real estate and finance.
Ms. Oberg has been the invited keynote speaker at professional
conferences, a guest lecturer at universities, and a quoted source
for national and international media. She has provided insights to
organizations such as the National Association of Purchasing
Managers, American Society for Quality, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Distributed Business Managers Associated,
Center for Retailing Excellence, and many others on topics ranging from emerging global trends and issues, to new technologies,
the future of life, and the future of retail. She has also lectured to
business students and faculty on the future of business and business ethics.
Ms. Oberg has also provided programming input to the British
Broadcasting Company (BBC) on life in the future after an ecological disaster and the future of marriage. In addition, she has
lead special projects for NASA related to the design of an interplanetary communications system, the future design of operations aboard the International Space Station, and the future of
Mission Control; and provided input to DARPA regarding future
designs for submarines. Ms. Oberg was the creator and writer of
the Boston radio program Speaking of the Future; and has also
served in a research capacity for the United Nations Millennial
Project publication, State of the Future 2003. Her most recent
publication can be found in the Nov-Dec 2008 Futurist magazine: an article written with colleagues entitled The Globalization
of Crime. Ms Oberg is also one of 100 experts from around the
world participating in TechCast, an emerging technologies forecasting project now resulting in a book entitled Technology’s
Promise; and has recently been invited to join as an advisor to
Lifeboat, a think tank focusing on the future of humanity. She also
serves on the business advisory board for Vodia Capital, a private
investment firm.
Ms. Oberg holds a Masters degree in Studies of the Future; a
Bachelors degree in Communications; and has completed the
Program for Managers at Rice University’s Jones Graduate School
of Management. She is also a formally trained competitive intelligence analyst.
Ms. Oberg has served on national and local steering committees
and boards for the World Future Society and the Society of
Competitive Intelligence Professionals. She is currently a member
of the World Future Society, Association of Professional Futurists,
and World Affairs Council.
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Loretta Penn is president of Spherion Staffing Services, a division
of Spherion Corporation (NYSE:SFN). Founded in 1946,
Spherion® is the leading recruiting and staffing company that
provides seamless, integrated solutions to meet the evolving
needs of companies and job candidates through a strong commitment to service excellence. Employing 215,000 people annually through its network of approximately 630 offices, Spherion is
one of North America’s largest employers. Penn was promoted to
her current role in December 2008.
As president of Spherion Staffing Services, Penn leads the company’s largest business and is responsible for service delivery, sales
and operations across hundreds of company-owned, licensed and
franchised offices across the U.S. With 1,000+ recruiters, Spherion
Staffing Services focuses on addressing client needs for direct hire
and flexible workforce solutions for administrative, clerical, light
industrial and call center positions.
Penn most recently served in an innovative role as Spherion’s
chief service excellence officer, directly responsible to the CEO for
advancing a culture of service excellence throughout the enterprise. Key elements included measuring and leading the drive to
ensure high customer satisfaction; promoting best practices
across the company; leading initiatives focused on candidate and
client retention; ensuring Spherion’s position through effective
marketing and public relations; and effectively communicating
Spherion’s service excellence differentiation to clients and candidates.
Previously, Penn was vice president of national accounts where
she managed some of Spherion’s largest client relationships.
During her 18 years with the organization, she has also held field
leadership positions in the commercial staffing business and was
the executive in charge of Spherion’s legal staffing division.
Prior to joining Spherion, Penn spent nine years in the recruiting
and staffing industry with Olsten Services and with Temporaries,
Incorporated, where she served as vice president of East Coast
operations. Penn was previously associated with IBM for 10 years
in sales and marketing and regional executive management.
Penn holds a Bachelor of Science degree from North Texas
University and a Certificate of Studies from Harvard University.
She currently serves on the Board of Directors for TECO Energy
and the Institute for a Competitive Workforce, a division of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
With 25 years of experience in the staffing industry and a keen
understanding of the U.S. workforce and the issues that drive performance, Penn is a compelling and articulate speaker. She has
shared the findings and implications of the Spherion Emerging
Workforce® Study with numerous business groups. Conducted
by Harris Interactive on behalf of Spherion and reflecting a
decade of research, the Study provides a comprehensive look at
changes in the American workforce in the context of ongoing
social and economic events.
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Tom Perdue, CEO,
Vision Logistics Corporation

Tom Perdue is Chief Executive Officer and Board of Directors
member of Vision Logistics Holding Corporation. Before joining
Vision, Mr. Perdue was Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer of NYK Logistics (Americas). Prior to that he
was NYK subsidiary GST Corporation’s Chief Operating Officer,
and previously had led that company’s logistics division as Senior
Vice President Logistics. Prior to joining NYK, he was Vice
President Intermodal of CH Robinson Worldwide managing all
aspects of Robinson’s multimodal services including marketing,
sales, operations, and equipment management. Before joining
Robinson, Mr. Perdue held key operations and marketing positions at Conrail and the Burlington Northern Railroad.
Mr. Perdue has served as a member of the Intermodal Association
of North America’s Board of Directors, and also was a member of
the American Trucking Associations’ executive policy committee.
He also served as a member of the Eno Transportation
Foundation’s Board of Directors.

John Phillips,
VP, Customer Supply Chain & Logistics,
PepsiCo

John is Vice President, Customer Supply Chain and Logistics for
PepsiCo, Inc. He has been with PepsiCo for over 23 years and
has worked in a number of different sales and field operations
roles since joining the company as a route salesperson with FritoLay. Prior to his current role, John was Vice President of Customer
Delivery Systems for Frito-Lay North America where he led the
development and implementation of new DSD delivery systems
and the development of the next generation of frontline handheld computers for the DSD sales force.
John serves on the Board of Directors for the Global Data
Synchronization Network (GDSN). He is also a member of the
Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) DSD and Logistics
Committees and The Consumer Goods Forum Supply Chain
Committee.
Prior to joining PepsiCo, John spent ten years in retail store operations with Jewel Food Stores in Chicago and was also a Territory
Sales Representative for Procter & Gamble. John attended
Western Michigan University where he received a Bachelor of
Science in Food Distribution in 1986.

Jim Pleiman,
VP, CHC Supply Chain,
Merck/Schering-Plough

Jim Pleiman joined Schering-Plough in 1988 as a Manager,
Finance. He has had various positions with increasing responsibil-
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ity in Planning/Financial Analysis, Customer Service, and
Distribution. In September 1998 he was promoted to his current
position of Vice President, CHC Supply Chain, responsible for consumer business activities, which include Demand Planning, Supply
Planning, Distribution, Transportation, Customer Logistics,
Customer Service, and Business Technology. Prior to joining
Schering-Plough, Mr. Pleiman worked for nine years at S.C.
Johnson (Johnson Wax). He is a graduate of Indiana University and
is headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee.
Mr. Pleiman currently serves on the National Association of Chain
Drug Stores (NACDS) Logistics Steering Committee and recently
completed a two-year term as Chairman of the Consumer
Healthcare Products Association (CHPA) Logistics Steering
Committee. He is also a Board Member for the United Way of the
Mid-South and chairs their Public Policy Committee.

Terry Pohlen, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Logistics,
University of North Texas

Terrance L. Pohlen is currently an associate professor of logistics and
the director, Center for Logistics Education and Research (CLER) at
the University of North Texas. Prior to accepting his faculty position, he completed twenty years of military service in logistics management with the U.S. Air Force. His previous faculty assignments
were with the University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida as an
assistant professor of logistics and the Graduate School of Logistics
and Acquisition Management, Air Force Institute of Technology,
Dayton, Ohio, as an assistant professor in logistics management
and the program director for graduate inventory management. He
has also taught several logistics courses as an adjunct professor with
The Ohio State University. In his last position in the Air Force, Dr.
Pohlen was the deputy comptroller for the Defense Supply Center,
Columbus managing an annual budget exceeding $1.8 billion,
affecting over 1.8 million items, and controlling the activities performed by over 2,500 personnel.
Dr. Pohlen's research interests include the application of activitybased costing to logistics, supply chain metrics, the distribution and
processing of recycled material, inventory management, forecasting
and logistics planning. His current research focuses on supply
chain costing.
Dr. Pohlen received his Air Force commission in 1980 through
Officers Training School, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. He has
held a wide range of logistics positions He was promoted belowthe-zone to major and retired as a lieutenant colonel.
He received a Bachelor of Science in Marketing from Moorhead
State University in 1979, a Masters of Science in Logistics
Management from the Air Force Institute of Technology in 1983
(Distinguished Graduate), and a Master of Arts in 1992 and a
Doctorate in Business Administration in 1993 from The Ohio State
University. He holds a professional certification in transportation
and logistics (CTL) from the American Society of Transportation and
Logistics (AST&L). He is a graduate of the Air Force Squadron
Officers School, Air Command and Staff College, and Marine Corps
Command and Staff College.
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Rahquel Purcell,
Director, Product Supply Operations - NA,
Procter & Gamble

Rahquel Purcell manages the distribution operations of
~$33Billion of finished product across 22 locations via an organization of ~1250 people in North America. Her 17 year career
with P&G spans multiple GBU assignments in Fabric Care,
FemCare, Baby Care, etc. with the last 3 years residing in the NA
MDO. From 2004-2007, Rahquel and her family lived in Geneva
Switzerland where she led P&G’s Western and Central Eastern
European Purchases organization for the FemCare business category. In this role, she managed a dispersed, global team with
resources in Cincinnati, Ohio; Caracas, Venezuela; Kobe, Japan
and Geneva, Switzerland. In her current assignment, Rahquel
expands beyond a traditional career in Purchases by joining the
SNO discipline as the Director of NA Operations. She is a champion of diversity both internally and externally with active leadership roles in African-American affinity groups and strong advocacy
of P&G’s Supplier Diversity Program.

Donald F. Ralph,
SVP, Supply Chain & Logistics,
Staples, Inc.

Administration Board of Advisors, its Supply Chain Advisory Board
and is a member of the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals. He is a former Director of Filene’s Federal Credit
Union and the Massachusetts Bay Community College
Foundation. Mr. Ralph holds a BLS in Economics from Boston
University. He has been a guest lecturer at Dartmouth’s Amos
Tuck School of Business, Boston University and Northeastern
University.

Rick Sather,
VP, Customer Supply Chain,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Rick Sather is Vice President – Customer Supply Chain for North
America Consumer Products. In this role Rick is responsible for
Customer Service, Distribution Operations, Supply Chain Analysis,
and Customer Supply Chain Strategy.
Rick joined Kimberly-Clark in 1985 and he has held a variety of
supply chain positions in distribution, planning, manufacturing
and supply chain leadership.
Rick is originally from Wisconsin, and received a Bachelor of
Science degree in Manufacturing Engineering from the University
Wisconsin – Stout. Rick lives in Appleton, Wisconsin and is based
at Kimberly-Clark’s operations headquarters in Neenah. He and
his wife, Kris, have two children.

Walter E. Shill,
Managing Director-Strategy,
Accenture

Mr. Ralph is Senior Vice President of Supply Chain & Logistics for
Staples, the world’s largest office products company and is based
in the firm’s headquarters in Framingham, MA. Staples conducts
retail and B2B operations in 27 countries in North and South
America, Europe, Asia and Australia.
Mr. Ralph’s responsibilities include providing the thought leadership and development of Staples’ Supply Chain and Logistics
strategy and the execution of operations including its Fulfillment,
Delivery, Transportation, Inventory Management, Wholesaler, and
Merchandising Operations areas, as well as, its Planning &
Engineering, Logistics Strategy and Project Management Office.
Staples logistics network currently comprises over 29 million
square feet of infrastructure.
At Staples, Mr. Ralph has led the restructuring of both the
Delivery and Retail logistics networks and developed a supply
chain team that many consider best in the office products industry. He has also provided the leadership to make Staples supply
chain a competitive differentiator.
Prior to joining Staples, Mr. Ralph developed an extensive operating background while spending 27 years in the Department Store
business, sixteen (16) with Federated Department Stores and
eleven (11) with The May Department Stores Company. His
positions included Vice President of Logistics and Senior Vice
President of Operations.
Mr. Ralph is Chairman of the Corporate Advisory Board of the
Distribution Business Management Association. He is also a
member of Northeastern University’s College of Business

Walter (Walt) E. Shill is the managing director of the Strategy
group for Accenture. In this role, he collaborates with clients to
help them improve operational effectiveness and organizational
performance. He recently led the Accenture High Performance
Business R&D initiative. With more than 20 years of cross-industry
experience, Mr. Shill has guided clients on a wide range of business issues including organization design and transformation,
strategic planning, mergers and acquisitions, change management and corporate governance.
Before joining Accenture in May 2004, Mr. Shill was president
and CEO of Return Buy. Prior, he was with McKinsey for 12 years,
where he led the Global Post-Merger Management practice. He
also spent eight years in Japan serving global clients on strategic
and operational issues in Asia. He has a Bachelor of Science
degree in mechanical engineering from Virginia Tech, a master of
business administration degree from The Darden School and a
Master of Arts degree in East Asian studies from the University of
Virginia. He is a Batten Fellow at the Darden School.
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Mahender Singh, Ph.D.,
Research Director,
MIT Supply Chain 2020 Project,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. Mahender Singh is a Research Director for the MIT Supply
Chain 2020 Project, a multi-year research effort looking into the
future of logistics and supply chain management. His research
and teaching focus on operations and supply chain management,
with particular interest in exploring the underlying structure of
complex supply chains.
Dr. Singh has over ten years of experience in the field of supply
chain management and has worked on multiple global supply
chain projects to analyze and redesign planning systems. He has
taught Operations Management at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, where he received his Ph.D.; he is also a graduate of
MIT-CTL’s Master of Engineering in Logistics Program.

Kevin Smith, Retired,
SVP of Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS

of Rhode Island Transportation Center. He is past Chairman of the
Board of Managers for Agentrics, an international retail consortium, and past Chairman of the Supply Chain & Logistics
Committee of the National Association of Chain Drug Stores
(NACDS).
Additionally, Kevin is the vice chair of the Distribution Business
Management Association (DBMA) Supply Chain Leaders in Action
Executive Committee. He has been a frequent contributor to the
MIT Center for Transportation & Logistics, a participant in the
MIT Efficient Healthcare Delivery Research Group (MEHD) and a
guest lecturer in the MIT Masters in Engineering & Logistics program.
Kevin and his wife, Janet, live in North Kingstown, RI and
Windermere, FL.

Tim Stratman,
President,
Timbre Executive Coaching, Inc.

Tim Stratman, 48, is founder and President of Timbre Executive
Coaching, Inc. a Chicago-based coaching firm focusing on helping C-Level executives become more effective leaders. He is
retained by senior executives to provide both one-on-one, confidential business coaching and executive team development and
facilitation.
Mr. Stratman has worked with executives across a diverse set of
industry verticals covering both private and publicly held companies. In addition to his C-Level practice, he has a sub-specialty
practice focused on helping senior supply chain executives
improve their enterprise-wide effectiveness.
Mr. Stratman developed his core belief in the power of senior
level executive coaching during his twenty year career in the
Fortune 500. Emerging from practical experience, his coaching
expertise evolved during a career that progressed through a series
of diverse roles and challenges. These included P&L responsibility, global senior sales and marketing leadership, and supply chain
management.
For over twenty years, Mr. Stratman held increasingly responsible
positions with RR Donnelley. As President of RRD Direct, he lead
a business serving one of Donnelley’s fastest growing segments:
consumer and business based direct marketers. During his tenure
as SVP of Supply Chain Management, Mr. Stratman played a critical leadership role in bringing industry-wide standardization to an
extremely dysfunctional supply chain. His leadership was cited in
James Champy’s book, X-Engineering the Corporation to illustrate
the power of extending strategic business processes across traditional boundaries. While SVP of Information Services, Mr.
Stratman’s organization marketed integrated, innovative services
to global clients.
Mr. Stratman is a member of The Chicago Club, United Way
Tocqueville Society and several professional associations. He was
a panelist on the Supply Chain Review Webcast: “Putting Supply
Chain on the CEO’s Agenda.” Mr. Stratman has spoken to many
organizations including the 2008 Material Handling & Logistics
Conference, the American Association of Healthcare Consultants,

Kevin Smith is a career supply chain practitioner and the
President and CEO of Sustainable Supply Chain Consulting, headquartered in North Kingstown, RI.
In December 2008, Kevin retired as Senior Vice President and
Corporate Sustainability Officer for CVS Caremark, Americans #1
pharmacy and healthcare services provider. CVS Caremark generates in excess of $80B in revenue and dispenses over 1 billion
prescriptions by mail and in more than 6300 stores in 44 states.
As Corporate Sustainability Officer, he was responsible for developing and implementing a program of environmental sustainability for the entire enterprise.
For the eight years prior to assuming that position, Kevin was
Senior Vice President of Supply Chain & Logistics for CVS/pharmacy, the retail arm of CVS Caremark. Kevin’s role at CVS had
been to facilitate changes in the overall Supply Chain and create
a highly responsive end-to-end fulfillment process for the drug
class of trade. This became increasingly important as CVS/pharmacy expands rapidly throughout the United States over the past
decade.
Prior to joining CVS Caremark, Kevin, a University of
Massachusetts graduate, spent 27 years in the CPG food manufacturing arena; most notably as Vice President of Logistics and
Customer Support at H.J. Heinz; and at Kraft Foods where he
held numerous positions, including Director of Network Design
and Implementation.
Kevin currently serves as a Special Advisor to Supply Chain 50
and is a member of the board of directors of rfXcel Corporation.
He has been a longtime member and contributor to the Council
of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) and the
Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA). He is Chairman of the
Board of Directors for the American Red Cross of Rhode Island.
Kevin is also a member of the Executive Board for the University
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the National Association of Executive Recruiters, the Executive
Recruiters Roundtable, the Institute of Supply Management, and
the Council for Supply Chain Management Professionals. Mr.
Stratman has published various articles including a collaboration
which appeared in “Supply Chain Review”.
Mr. Stratman received a BA in Marketing from Michigan State
University. He is married with three children and resides in the
Chicago area.

Enterprise Solutions Group, a division of YRC Worldwide.
Tallman holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science from
the University of Iowa. He has completed executive education
programs at Northwestern University and Case Western Reserve
University. He is a member of the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals.

Donna Tellam,
Director, User Experience,
Global 360

Joel L. Sutherland, Managing Director,
Center for Value Chain Research,
Lehigh University, Rauch Business Center

Donna Tellam is responsible for managing Global 360’s viewpoint
Assessment program as well as the usability practice for the
Professional Services organization. She has over 15 years experience in software user experience design. Prior to coming to
Global 360, Ms. Tellam served as Director of User Experience for
webMethods / Software AG. She also held senior user experience
and product management roles at Corporate Express, and
NetDelivery, and has worked as a user experience and technical
communications consultant to Fortune 500 companies including
IBM, American Express, and USWest.

Performance-driven senior executive offering over 30 years’ comprehensive achievements within Logistics, Supply Chain
Management, and General Management. Financially oriented
with international, multi-industry experience. Effective at creating,
growing, and leading operations for both private and Fortune
100 companies. Solid history of applying out-of-the box
approaches, adapting to new business environments, utilizing
leading edge technology, and negotiating win-win agreements.
Recognized for ability to incorporate innovative management
techniques resulting in enhanced practices, increased productivity, and improved profits. Forges strong collaborative relationships
to improve service levels and reduce total supply chain costs. In
recent years supported a variety of university research efforts,
served as a guest lecturer at a number of universities, made
industry presentations around the world, wrote a number of
trade articles/papers, assisted in developing, organizing, and executing a number of conferences/symposiums, and led one of the
premier worldwide professional associations.

Robert J. Thomas, Ph.D.,
Executive Director,
Accenture
Robert J. Thomas is Executive Director of the Accenture Institute
for High Performance and Professor of Leadership at the Brandeis
University International Business School and chair of the advisory
panel for the Perlmutter Institute for Global Leadership. He
writes, teaches and consults about leadership and transformational change.
His newest book, Crucibles of Leadership: How to Learn from
Experience to Be a Great Leader, has been hailed by Harvard’s
Rosabeth Kanter as “a guide for aspiring leaders in all walks of
life” and by Wharton’s Mike Useem as “an organizational playbook for transforming managers into leaders.” In 2002, he coauthored with Warren Bennis a book, entitled Geeks and Geezers:
How Era, Values, and Defining Moments Shape Leader that
explores the motivations and aspirations of leaders in their under
the age of 35 and over the age of 70. A BusinessWeek best seller
and translated into 11 languages, the book was recently reissued
with a new introduction as Leading for Lifetime. Bob has also
published articles on leadership and change in the Harvard
Business Review, Harvard Management Update, the Wall Street
Journal and BusinessWeek.com. He is the co-author with Peter
Cheese and Elizabeth Craig of The Talent Powered Organization,
one of the first systematic efforts to chart a strategy for talent
management in the global enterprise. He is also co-author with
Rob Cross of the first management book that applies network
theory to leadership and organizational performance, Driving
Results Through Social Networks, (2009 with Jossey-Bass) and a
companion volume of case studies entitled the Organizational
Networks Fieldbook (2010). His first major book, What Machines
Can’t Do: Politics and Technology in the Industrial Enterprise,

Craig Tallman,
SVP – YRC Sales,
YRC Worldwide Inc.

As Senior Vice President -YRC Sales, Craig B. Tallman is responsible for execution, direction and leadership of sales teams that
leverage the capabilities of YRC’s national services network to
meet the complex transportation needs of its customers. He has
led efforts at YRC to organize its sales structures to support marketplace supply chain opportunities. He has served as senior vice
president since 2008.
Tallman joined Roadway in 1977 at the Rock Island, IL, service
center, where he worked in long-distance driver relay operations.
Between 1977 and 1996 he held a variety of positions in sales
and operations, including sales representative in Denver, CO, and
terminal manager in Independence, MO. He also served two
assignments as district sales manager, one in Rock Island and the
other in Chicago Heights, IL. Between 1996 and 2002, Tallman
was vice president of sales for the company’s Midwest Division. In
2002 he became vice president of sales for Roadway. From 2004
until 2007, he served as vice president of corporate accounts for
Roadway. In 2007, he was named group vice president for the
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won the 1994 C. Wright Mills Award of the Society for the Study
of Social Problems. Bob has been a featured speaker at dozens of
corporate and NGO events, including those sponsored by
Business Week, Harvard Business Review, MIT-Sloan School,
Conference Board, Society for Human Resource Management,
PBS, McGraw-Hill corporate learning, the Young Presidents
Organization, the Treasury Executive Institute and NASA.
Bob leads the Accenture Institute for High Performance is
Accenture’s global “think and act tank” with professional
researchers based in Boston, Beijing, Chicago, Delhi and London.
The Institute provides Accenture with original research and
actionable insights on the global political economy and on the
latest developments in business practice. In addition to producing proprietary insights, Institute researchers regularly publish
their ideas in Tier 1 media and also serve as subject matter
experts in some of Accenture’s largest and most important consulting engagements.
In his role as a senior executive in Accenture, Bob has worked
with top executive groups in Fortune 100 companies to help
them become more effective as leadership teams. He has
designed and led leader development programs based on
Crucibles of Leadership in organizations as diverse as a global
software developer, a national electrical utility, a major research
university, and a transnational media company.
In his role as a professor at Brandeis University’s International
Business School, Bob teaches courses on the personal and organizational dimensions of leadership to mid-career executives from
all over the world and from business, government, the armed
forces, and NGOs. He also maintains his affiliation to MIT
through his participation in the Sloan Fellows, the Leaders for
Manufacturing, and the Greater Boston Executive programs. In
addition, he periodically teaches in executive sessions for the
Harvard Business Review, the Center for Management Research,
and the International Consortium for Executive Development
Research.
An Eagle Scout whose upbringing in Central California left him
with a lifelong passion for fast cars and fresh vegetables, he lives
in Brookline, Massachusetts, with his wife Rosanna, chair of the
Women’s Studies Department at Wellesley College, and their
daughter, Alyssa.

Administration from the University of Phoenix
Rod is an active participant in several professional associations and
civic organizations, including the Food Marketing Institute, the
California Grocers Association, and the Los Angeles Area Chamber
of Commerce. He also serves on the Board of Managers for the
Fullerton branch of the North Orange County YMCA.
Rod resides with his wife Judy in Fullerton, California. They have
five grown children and eight grandchildren.

Brian Walker,
Director of Logistics,
Darden Restaurants

Brian Walker is the Director of Logistics for Darden. Darden operates over 1,800 restaurants in the US and Canada, and is one of
the top 30 employers with over 180,000 employees. As Director
of Logistics, Brian and his team are accountable for network
design and 3PL / 4PL operator development, and is currently
leading the 3PL / 4PLsupplier groups in the execution of Darden’s
Supply Chain Transformation. Brian has been with Darden for
over 15 years, working in a variety of supply chain roles since
joining the company in an accounting & finance function.
Brian serves on the technical board for the National Fisheries
Institute (NFI).
Prior to joining Darden in 1995, Brian worked in restaurant operations for another large casual dining company for eight years.
He attended the University of Central Florida, receiving Bachelor
of Science degrees in Accounting and Finance.

Don Walker,
SVP, Distribution Operations,
McKesson,
2010 SCLA Executive Committee Chair,
Don is the Senior Vice President of Distribution Operations for
McKesson Pharmaceutical responsible for 31 distribution facilities
nationwide. Along with field operations teams he directs staff
functions in Engineering, Facilities Transportation and Regulatory
Affairs.
With over 30 years in wholesale distribution including 22 years at
McKesson Don has directed functions at every level in the organization. Prior to his current role he led McKesson’s Business
Process Improvement Six Sigma group and is a trained Blackbelt.

Rod Van Bebber,
SVP, Operations,
Unified Grocers

Lance Whitacre,
Director of Logistics,
Andersen Corporation

Rod Van Bebber is Senior Vice President of Operations for Unified
Grocers. In this capacity, Rod is responsible for all logistics and
customer care activities at the company’s seven distribution centers in California, Oregon, and Washington, as well as bakery and
dairy operations in Los Angeles.
With more than 30 years of logistics and supply chain management, Rod has a unique blend of experience, having served in
positions ranging from operations to industrial engineering with
some of the nation’s leading common carriers and food distributors. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Business

Lance Whitacre is Director of Order Management and Logistics
for Andersen Windows, Inc. in Bayport, MN. In his role, he is
responsible for Customer Service, Transportation, Distribution
Operations, Logistics Strategy, Customer Quality, and Project
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Management. Lance is also the business unit leader for Andersen
Logistics, Inc. and serves as an Operating Committee member for
the New Traditional Division.
Before joining Andersen, Lance spent nine years at EMCO
Enterprises, Inc. in progressively responsible positions in the
Logistics organization and as Managing Director of EMCO’s Luray
Operations. Prior to EMCO Enterprises, Lance worked for
Jacobson Warehouse Company in Des Moines, IA and Shell
Chemical Company in Deer Park, TX.
Lance is a member of the Warehousing Education and Research
Council (WERC) and a member of Distribution Business
Management Association’s Supply Chain Leaders in Action
Program. Lance is a board member of the St. Croix Valley YMCA,
a board member of the Hudson Basketball Association, and a
youth basketball coach. Lance holds a B.A. in Marketing from
Iowa State University and a M.B.A. from Drake University.

Richard (Rich) Young, Ph.D., FCILT,
Professor of Supply Chain Management,
Penn State University
Richard R. Young holds a B.S. in Operations
Management from Rider University, M.B.A. from the State
University of New York at Albany and Ph.D. in Business Logistics
from the Pennsylvania State University.
Prior to joining academia, Dr. Young was a Materials Handling
Engineer for the Thatcher Glass Company, Corporate Purchasing
Manager at the Sprague Electric Company, held supply management positions at American Hoechst Corporation, and was
Director of International Distribution for the Specialty Chemicals
Group of Hoechst Celanese where he also chaired a post-merger
integration team.
Dr. Young's research interests lie in the continuing refinement of
benchmarking methodologies, strategic supply management,
and international supply chain complexity specifically regarding
the problems of supply chain security. Dr. Young is a member of
the Institute of Supply Management, National Defense
Transportation Association, North American Case Research
Association, American Society for Transportation and Logistics,
and the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (United
Kingdom), which appointed him to fellow status. His biography
appears in Who's Who in the East, Who’s Who in Education,
Who’s Who in the World, Who’s Who Among American Teachers,
and Who's Who in Finance and Industry. He has also been
accepted to practice before the U. S. Federal Maritime
Commission.
Dr. Young has spoken before audiences, worldwide including
Belgium, Canada, Germany, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and
Switzerland. His consulting experience includes firms in the chemicals and plastics, steel and coke, telecommunications, industrial
and automotive components, international airlines, railroad transportation, building products, and consumer goods industries as
well as state government, and the U.S. military.
Working on behalf of the Penn State’s Center for Supply Chain
Research, he has been principal investigator for several industry
consortia benchmarking import processes, export logistics
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practices, private railcar fleet operations, and transportation
management.
Dr. Young is a member of the editorial boards of the Journal of
Supply Chain Management, Journal of Purchasing and Supply
Management, South African Journal of Supply Chain and Logistics
Management, and Transportation Journal. In 2002 Dr. Young
participated as an academic member of a team investigating integrated logistics across the military services for the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; in 2003 was a Fulbright German Research Seminar participant; in 2005 was named a Senior Research Fellow by the
Institute for Supply Management; and in 2008 received the
Distinguished Educator Award from the National Defense
Transportation Association.

Waheed Zaman,
SVP Product Supply,
Chiquita Brands International

Waheed Zaman is the Senior Vice President Global Supply Chain
& Procurement and joined Chiquita Brands International in
February 2004 as chief information officer, later assuming
increased responsibilities for global procurement and supply chain
functions. He reports to CEO Fernando Aguirre and is a member
of the Chiquita Management Committee.
In November 2004 Zaman added responsibility for global procurement with the challenge of expanding the reach and impact
of the procurement function across all of Chiquita’s business
units. In December 2005, Zaman assumed additional responsibilities for Chiquita’s global supply chain, including logistics and
commercial back-haul services. When the company announced
its new vision and mission and objectives in September 2006,
superior cold-chain management was cited as critical to the company’s success, and Zaman was asked to focus totally on leading
Chiquita’s global supply chain operations and procurement activities. His responsibilities include in-market transportation and logistics; network capacity and planning in both North America and
Europe; and leading a co-manufacturing network.
I October 2007, Zaman added global product supply to responsibilities. In this expanded role, Zaman is also responsible for manufacturing, banana production and sourcing (including Chiquita's
Central American farms) and raw product sourcing for salads.
Before joining Chiquita, Zaman held a variety of senior-level information technology positions during his 15 years with Procter &
Gamble. Among his achievements were: setting up the information technology department in the Arabian Peninsula; leading the
manufacturing resource planning program and implementing a
fully integrated enterprise resource planning system for a $600
million business; heading the IT program of a $1 billion business
in Mexico and Central America; leading P&G's worldwide IT
knowledge management program; serving as IT architect for ebusiness in the North America and supply chain business units;
and leading the IT supply chain implementation and service management organization across North America and Latin America.
Zaman is a graduate of Dartmouth College with majors in policy
studies and computer science.

Industry Article:

You Can Never
be Too Rich or
Too Thin
Confessions of a Lean Supply Chain
By Deb Miller, Director, Market Development, Global 360, Inc.
s your company obsessed
with being rich and thin? You
bet. It’s as top-of-mind for
today’s supply chain leaders as
it was for international jet setters
back when the Duchess of
Windsor first coined her iconic
phrase. To prove the point, consider McKinsey ‘s executive survey1 where results reveal the top
two steps companies are taking
to manage through the global
economic turmoil are: (1) reduce
operating costs and (2) increase
productivity – in essence, to
become richer and thinner. So
how do you effectively make
changes to your operation to
improve costs and productivity?
And, how do you ensure your
lean supply chain will continue to
deliver business value? BPM business process management is worth considering.
Here are three proven BPM
practices to help you succeed:

I

• Go “Where the wild things are”
• Tear down those fences
• Put a CAP on it
Go Where the Wild
Things Are
As those who pursue the “perfect order” know far too well,
supply chain processes can be
difficult to control. Consider supplier management and the procure-to-pay cycle. Cost and control challenges span from the
point where a purchase order, or
1

From the McKinsey Economic Conditions survey conducted in 2009, generated responses
from 1,820 executives from around the world.

other demand signal, is submitted
to a supplier for fulfillment,
through the eventual receipt, verification, and put-away of the
product, to payment for goods or
services received. These challenges are heightened by the
“new normal” economy that
restricts credit and increases
supply risk.
The previous decade saw
improvements in supply chain
control using tools like EDI
(Electronic Document
Interchange), SCM, ERP and
other packaged applications.
However, these tools do not significantly help where documents
and decision-making must span
system and organizational silos,
and straight-through processing
is not possible or practical. In
those circumstances, untamed
processes form to fill gaps along
the primary end-to-end business
processes and act as bridges
between the silos.
For example, most invoices
start life in order management
applications and end up in
accounts payable systems, yet
many invoices still exist as paper
in between, as do supporting
documents like supplier SLAs or
Trade Promotion deal sheets.
Many of the tasks and decisions
taken along the way are still
dependent upon relatively slow
and error-prone human beings.
Companies have negotiated
favorable terms and prompt payment discounts from their vendors, but lack the worker guidance necessary to prioritize and
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process the invoices within the
designated time period and qualify for the discount. Estimates
from the US Institute of
Management and Administration
Survey indicate that on average,
10 percent of invoices are
processed too late to be paid
within discounting terms and
nearly 2 percent contain errors.
This and other untamed
process areas are a perfect target for applying Lean disciplines
along with BPM to focus on
delivering value to the business.
With this approach, you can
combine relevant document content and intelligent workflow to
create an effective decision-making environment that is “fit for
purpose.”
Case Study: Using BPM for
improvements in the accounts
payable process itself, and better integration across functions
in procure-to-pay, helped CIBA
Vision achieve a much higher
degree of reliability and confidence in supply decisions, as
well as lower costs and better
service delivery. CIBA Vision
deployed their BPM solution to
integrate with their SAP/AP
systems to improve overall
cycle times for AP invoice processing and provide visibility
and control to prioritize
payables as well as track organizational performance. They
increased their AP invoice processing yield 37 percent,
improved document turnaround from five days to less
than 24 hours, and are now
able to process 6,000 to 8,000
vouchers per month. Perhaps
most importantly, their solution
provides users with self-service
for their inquiry requests.
Tear Down Those Fences
We’ve all heard that good
fences make good neighbors.
That may be. But when it comes
to your customers and your supply chain, you need to remove
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barriers; you need to tear down
the fences. The outcome can
significantly impact cost and productivity while improving service
delivery. Case in point is the
claims dispute and settlement
process between consumer
goods companies and their retail
customers.
Case Study: Before applying
BPM to its accounts receivable
claims process, Revlon struggled to keep up with the workload of its high claims volume
(more than 1,000 per day). The
financial impact was significant
with chargebacks amounting to
fully 20 percent of gross revenue. Credit-claims processors
were over-burdened and were
often unable to review clams
or contest them if appropriate.
The document collection
process by itself averaged 30
minutes per claim. To address
this challenge, Revlon used a
Lean process and documentmanagement BPM tool to convert paper documents and
automate knowledge-worker
access to critical customer
information. By implementing
their BPM solution, Revlon
reduced processing time by
two-thirds, giving the company
the opportunity to process all
claims at a net reduction of
employee time of more than
50 percent. Breaking down
silos of customer information
helped increase resource efficiency. Focusing on metrics
that would benefit both Revlon
and the customer led to
streamlined business processes that could meet inquiry turnaround commitment times.
Process improvement that
adds value for customers is fundamental to Lean. With BPM you
can effectively include your customers in your business process
management improvement initiatives. Looking ahead, BPM tool
providers will integrate more

social media capabilities that will
present new and innovative ways
to tear down fences and bring
the customer voice into the
process improvement. Initially,
social media are proving most
useful in customer facing
processes, allowing all the stakeholders to have better visibility
on processes across organizational boundaries. Improving the
transparency of process for
these constituencies will improve
collaboration and the likelihood
of process acceptance, increasing the rate of success.
Put a CAP on It
Acceptance of process
improvement is the fundamental
principal underlying CAP (Change
Acceleration Process). CAP is a
discipline we used extensively at
General Electric to drive operational efficiency and productivity
improvements in the business. It
is a set of principles designed to
increase the success and accelerate the implementation of
change efforts by emphasizing
not just the quality of the technical solution, but also the role that
stakeholders play in process
change. CAP centers on the
need to consider how people will
embrace, accept and adopt
change resulting from your
process-improvement efforts.
Being user-centric and attuned to
your stakeholder motivations and
solution needs will enable faster
time to business value with
change that is also sustainable.
Supply chains can perhaps take a
recent lesson learned in this case
from the insurance industry value
chain.
Case Study: Irish Life, one of
Ireland’s largest and most successful financial organizations,
was faced with excessive turnaround times in managing more
than half a million policies.
There was no visibility of where
work was in the process and
the No. 1 customer complaint
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was response time. Irish Life’s
BPM solution removed paper
from its processes and integrated the policy and supporting
documents into the process
flow, resulting in improved customer turnaround time and consistency, management visibility
into all work statuses, and a 35
percent improvement in productivity. In order to accomplish
these improvements, Irish Life
included their process participants and stakeholders in the
improvement initiative. By
focusing on the user, Irish Life
changed “how the work gets
done.” In effect, they improved
the worker experience, rather
than merely adding speed to
old and potentially ineffective
ways of working. From a people
perspective, the system has
made a huge impact. While its
environment is now more controlled, employees recognize
and appreciate the discipline
and improvements driven by
the BPM solution. They see the
changes both in the way they
accomplish work and in work
results. “Problem cases” are
one key improvement area:
Team members now have the
correct information and the necessary time to process those
cases within the SLAs. Now,
with BPM implemented
throughout the business, Irish
Life’s motto is, “Today’s work
done today.”
Lean BPM clearly provides
tremendous opportunities to
focus on your value chain and
efficiently improve strategic supply chain processes. While being
richer and thinner may be overrated in daily life — who among
us hasn’t given in to the occasional ice cream sundae splurge?
— the pursuit of rich and thin
has shown its worth for the supply chain in today’s economy.
That’s why this lean BPM-aholic
is hooked on a steady diet of
business process improvements.

Thought Leadership Editorial:

Chain Gangs
and Boardrooms
How Working Together can Benefit Everyone
By Thomas Dolan
ollaboration in the supply
chain has been widely discussed and a wealth of concepts exists about how best to collaborate. This article addresses why
collaboration is necessary, and provides some examples of its effects
when put into practice.
“The next big domain in supply
chain management is innovation
through collaboration," says Tom
Goldsby, Ph.D., associate professor
of supply chain management, Gatton
College of Business and Economics,
University of Kentucky at Lexington.
"Traditionally, supply chain management has been looked upon as an
area of competition, but it's no longer
one company against another competing head-to-head. A company may
have great internal resources, but it’s
not enough. Now, about half of all
the new innovations are coming from
outside the company.
“Instead of simply depending upon
internal research to generate new
ideas, companies are now reaching
out to others, such as marketing
research firms, universities, and think
tanks,” Goldsby says. But more
importantly, companies are working
to achieve a much closer cooperation
with suppliers and customers.
A company relying upon its own
inner resources, as was the practice
in the past, is no longer sufficient. A
company has to reach beyond itself
and work with others. The many
potential partners in collaboration
include suppliers, customers, and, to
some extent, competitors.
"However," says Goldsby, "one has
to be careful about competitors. The
Department of Justice may very well
call certain forms of collaboration as
collusion. Yet, on the other hand,”
Goldsby says, “There are still many
ways that competitors can cooperate
for their mutual advantage and still
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stay well within the law.”
For instance, Goldsby explains, just
as different manufacturers, chocolate- and cosmetics-makers, for
example, can share warehousing and
trucking through a third party
provider, so too, in some ways can
direct competitors. Take two makers
of chocolates, who, instead of paying
for a full truck to ship a half load, pool
their wares with a third party trucker
for a full load and only pay for a half
truck load each. This can cut cost,
increase efficiency and shorten delivery time for both manufacturers’ supply chains.
There are two main aspects of the
supplier collaboration. The first, hardly new, involves eliminating redundancies and increasing efficiencies.
The second, which is newer,
demands the exchange of ideas, with
the best people in both companies
working together. These ideas are not
necessarily limited to logistics, but
Goldsby offers a clear, real-life case
demonstrating the logistical benefits.
“An example of using collaboration
to increase logistics efficiencies
would be how Procter & Gamble and
Wal-Mart have capitalized on distribution channels,” he says. “P&G, for
instance, would own and house its
goods in the Wal-Mart distribution
centers. This allowed for large shipments at discounted rates for Procter
& Gamble, and virtually eliminated
long-distance trucking costs for WalMart, since the goods it wanted were
always right at hand in its distribution
centers.”
As a case of idea-sharing, which
goes far beyond logistics, Goldsby
cites the recent collaboration
between Coca-Cola and its raw material supplier, Cargill. For decades,
Cargill had been a critical supplier of
the corn-based sweetener for Coke’s
soft drinks. One might not think of an
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agribusiness as a fount of marketing
innovations for individual consumers,
but Cargill, through its own research,
saw a definite trend among consumers toward healthier foods. They
created a product, Truvia, a natural
sweetener with far fewer calories
than corn syrup. Coca-Cola now has
an exclusive arrangement with Cargill
for this new product.
"For Coca-Cola, this meant the
opening up of a whole new consumer market," Goldsby says. "And
Cargill enhanced its reputation as an
innovator of money-making ideas for
its customers."
Other examples of collaboration in
action can be found at Kraft Foods,
Inc. David Klavsons, Kraft’s vice president of field customer service and
logistics, reports that, traditionally,
"Transportation has been one of our
largest expenses, at a cost of about
$1.2 billion a year." So Kraft worked
with its major retail customers, such
as Safeway, to identify areas where
transportation collaboration would
save money, especially having to do
with reverse shipping lanes. "We
looked at our transportation networks
with an eye to utilizing loops and
reducing empty miles," says
Klavsons. "We worked to share our
fleet assets with those of our retail
customers to get the maximum use
of both fleets while reducing costs."
Kraft's transportation business
model was historically focused on
outbound, finished-goods freight
while leaving the transport management of inbound materials to their
suppliers and vendors. Their supply
chain management processes
became synchronized for finishedgoods movements, but were substandard for raw materials and packaging shipments.
Therefore, explains Werner
Enterprises COO Derek Leathers,
Werner and Kraft launched their
Inbound Freight Management program. Kraft’s inbound cost was about
$130 million, with an estimate of prepaid freight of about $150 million
largely managed by its supplier community.
"Then Werner Enterprises was
selected as Kraft's 3PL to provide
inbound transportation management
services," says Leathers. "The main
goal for this relationship was to

accelerate Kraft's ability to control,
manage and optimize its inbound
transportation network to reduce
costs, while at the same time, laying
the groundwork for a more cooperative approach to inbound freight
strategies. This collaborative strategy
allowed Kraft to reap the benefits of
Werner's logistics talent, proprietary
logistics systems and capacity solutions.” This is a clear example of how
collaborative outsourcing can be used
to create an environment of joint
value creation between a 3PL and
customer. It’s a win/win situation
where Kraft is transformed into an
industry leader in transportation supply chain management, and Werner is
able to leverage their relationship with
Kraft to further expand their logistics
service offerings and capabilities with
this prestigious anchor client.
Klavsons says thousands of empty
miles have been identified for elimination from Kraft's transportation network, with anticipated savings of millions to Kraft and its partners.
"Moreover, says Klavsons, About one
third of our savings is through sustainability.” "By reducing empty miles,
we also reduce carbon emissions. So,
by collaborating, we've been able to
be both environmentally conscious
and cut costs."
Klavsons continued, "If we were to
start all over again with any given category or industry, what would it look
like? It would be different from the
past. We would have to take off our
own company's blinders and create
networks with our partners and customers. We're all pressured for productivity and need to look at innovative
ways to drive it. I believe the way to do
that is through collaboration. That's the
next frontier. This is an exciting and liberating time for companies as we
become less concerned with hoarding
our secrets than with opening our
books and capabilities to others."
Brian Walker, director of logistics for
Darden Restaurants, agrees that collaboration is a great tool for creating
supply chain value. "Through the use
of technology and Darden's dedicated
supply chain, Darden is creating and
executing a collaborative product supply model that is unique to the industry.” Typical food-service supply
chains forecast at a macro level and
then are monitored for restaurant-
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level orders, not point-of-sale
demand. Darden will use technology
that links restaurants, distributors, finished goods warehouses and suppliers in a single platform that captures
forecasting information, as well as
real-time demand. This will allow suppliers to optimize raw material procurement and production scheduling.
A 4PL will manage the execution of
finished goods movement from production facility to PFW (Production
Forward Warehouses), to last-mile distribution centers.
"The 4PL will share, through the
shared platform, demand variability
that requires any party in the supply
chain to deviate from the planned
flow of goods. This end-to-end
vis¬ibility, sharing of information and
execution by a common party will
reduce overall inventory by eliminating pockets of individual safety stock,
maximize production runs and optimize the flow of all goods through the
system."
All of these examples speak to four
overriding principles of effective collaboration.
John S. Phillips, PepsiCo’s vice
president, customer supply chain,
presented a concise elucidation of the
four strategic choices,”“New Ways of
Working Together.”
1. Focus on the Consumer
“Satisfying the consumer delivers
value to both the manufacturer and
the retailer. Placing the consumer at
the center of the business process
impacts the way we think about the
business, the strategies we choose,
the goals we set, and the measures
we use to evaluate our results.” The
goal, according to Phillips, "is making
sure our products are truly integrated
through the supply chain so that our
products are 100 percent available to
our customers.”
2. Prepare our People
The efficacy of New Ways of
Working Together is limited only by
the effectiveness of organizations. An
obvious aspect of this is to enable
cross-functional work between trading partners by establishing new connections between supply resources
and IT resources. Enabling people to
more effectively impact the
bus¬iness will include exploring work
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process redesign and reward systems. To this Phillips adds, "We have
to prepare our people for this new
world, which means significantly
investing in them so they will have
the skill sets necessary to succeed.
One way to do this is to bring in outside experts as guests to help us collaborate with our retail partners."
Phillips also says that it is vital that
the best people in manufacturing talk
to the best people in retail. "In the
past, it was one sales rep talking to
one buyer," Phillips says. "There were
all sorts of questions that were lost in
the translation. Now logistics specialists [can] talk to logistics specialists,
EDI folks to EDI, warehousing to
warehousing. This makes for a much
richer and deeper discussion than
was possible in the past."
3. Connect our Business
Information
Our business operations are
increasingly reliant on information as
a strategic asset. The New Ways of
Working Together approach establishes connections between trading partners through sharing information to
eliminate disruptions and foster
growth. Standards-based information
initiatives such as accurate data synchronization and the Electronic
Product Code (EPS), are in scope, but
so are more basic types of information, such as Point of Sale (POS) data
and inventory figures.
To Phillips, this means "global synchronization where we leverage data
across the supply chain to identify
everything from store performance to
point-of-sales information. We're able
to get 'one version of the truth' in joint
score cards, in order to maximize the
efficiencies of ordering, having products in stock, prompt deliveries."
Phillips says that these prior three
strategies represent to him "pillars or
foundation, upon which rests the
fourth."
4. Share our Supply Chains
Trading partners should aspire to
operate their supply chains as if they
were one company. This means that
sharing information will become the
standard way of operating. This
shared supply chain will be more efficient, with fewer disruptions and
greater consumer satisfaction.

Refereed Article:

Sustainability The Long View:
The Importance for Your Company,
Your Children, Their Children and
Our Planet
Omar Keith Helferich, PhD, Logistics & Sustainability Professor,
Central Michigan University
M. Douglas Voss, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Central Arkansas
Zachary Williams, PhD, Assistant Professor,
Central Michigan University
Jim Moore, Vice President Supply Chain Solutions, Ryder System Inc.

Global Risk Management Achieving a Sustainable
Enterprise
Leading companies continuously
improve performance though best
practice strategy and operational efficiency. A trend that has grown in
interest that has shown to impact
strategy and operations is sustainability. As a result, an embedded
desire to achieve a more sustainable
enterprise has developed for a variety of corporations. While sustainability initiatives have numerous benefits, many are intended to reduce
waste, differentiate products or services by making them more “green”,
improve employee morale, ensure
adequate working environments, or
some combination of the above.
Despite its potential benefits, little
is known about the extent to which
firms engage in sustainability initiatives and the actual cost/benefit of
these initiatives. Knowledge gained
from a study conducted by Michigan
State University (MSU) and Griggs
and Associates, LLC, which was
funded by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the
National Center for Food Protection
and Defense (NCFPD) can provide
assistance in achieving a more sustainable enterprise through risk mitigation. In this context sustainability
applies to the Triple Bottom Line concept that considers economics, envi-
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ronment, and social responsibilities
of an enterprise.
The focus of the MSU-led research
was assessing and benchmarking
security best practices in the U.S.
food supply chain with additional

research addressing pharmaceutical,
chemicals, and electronics. As
research progressed it became
apparent that many of the same
issues and solutions critical to security also applied to other domains
such as safety, quality and sustainability.
The experience referenced above
provided the basis to design a longitudinal sustainability benchmarking
project for the Distribution Business
Management Association (DBMA),
which consists of 50 major corporations. This article explains the concept of sustainability, the development of the sustainability benchmarking initiative, followed by objectives, design, and preliminary findings for the sustainability research
initiative.
Sustainability Overview
Supply chain managers are tasked
with finding new solutions to existing and possibly unknown problems.
These problems could often be

Exhibit 1: Key Elements of an EMS: A Snapshot
• Environmental policy - Develop a statement of your organization’s commitment to the environment.
Use this policy as a framework for planning and action.
• Environmental aspects - Identify environmental attributes of your products, activities and services.
Determine those that could have significant impacts on the environment.
• Legal and other requirements - Identify and ensure access to relevant laws and regulations, as well
as other requirements to which your organization adheres.
• Objectives and targets - Establish environmental goals for your organization, in line with your policy,
environmental impacts, the views of interested parties and other factors.
• Environmental management program - Plan actions necessary to achieve your objectives and targets.
• Structure and responsibility - Establish roles and responsibilities for environmental management
and provide appropriate resources.
• Training, awareness and competence - Ensure that your employees are trained and capable of
carrying out their environmental responsibilities.
• Communication - Establish processes for internal and external communications on environmental
management issues.
• EMS documentation - Maintain information on your EMS and related documents.
• Document control - Ensure effective management of procedures and other system documents.
• Operational control - Identify, plan and manage your operations and activities in line with your policy,
objectives and targets.
• Emergency preparedness and response - Identify potential emergencies and develop procedures for
preventing and responding to them.
• Monitoring and measurement - Monitor key activities and track performance. Conduct periodic
assessments of compliance with legal requirements.
• Nonconformance and corrective and preventive action - Identify and correct problems and prevent
their recurrence.
• Records - Maintain and manage records of EMS performance.
• EMS audit - Periodically verify that your EMS is operating as intended.
• Management review - Periodically review your EMS with an eye to continual improvement.
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described as wasteful practices that
are engrained in a process. For
example, consider a firm that has
historically utilized motor carriers to
transport goods. If this firm were to
analyze its customers’ service
requirements as well as their own
inventory carrying costs, it may be
beneficial to switch to intermodal.
This firm would not recognize the
benefits of switching transportation
modes unless it was to re-analyze its
current process to find a net-new
solution to an unknown problem.
While relatively simplistic, this underscores the notion that firms are
often trapped in “the way we have
always done it.”
“The way we have always done it”
has often not been very sustainable.
Take, for example, Interface, Inc.
While growing his business,
Founder turned CEO, Ray Andersen,
never considered the un-sustainable
practices that his firm conducted. In
the mid-1990’s Anderson became
engaged in the idea of sustainability
and led his firm in a manner which
leaves little-to-no impact on the
earth.
Since the 1980’s, business leaders
used the word sustainability to
mean a company’s ability to steadily
increase its earnings over time.
However, currently sustainability is a
broader concept that takes into
account every dimension of the
business, including: cultural, economical, environmental, and social/
natural. A true sustainability program might be considered to have
four components:
• Cultural, to protect and value
the diversity through which
communities manifest their
identity and cultivate traditions
across generations
• Economical, to help people and
businesses meet their economic
needs; for people: securing
food, water, shelter, and creature
comforts; for businesses:
making a profit
• Environmental, to protect and
restore the earth- for example
conserving resources such as
energy, water, and mineral; and
preventing waste

Exhibit 2: Description of Survey by Section
• Section 1: Respondent Profile plus general questions related to the use of existing
sustainability standards e.g. ISO 14001 and industry participation in sustainability trade
associations and coalitions.
• Section 2: Plan- Address mission/strategy, cross-functional teams, project charters
for active initiatives, status of operational plans.
• Section 3: Do- Address status metrics, benchmarking, assessment, standards and
initiatives for the five activities. The environmental issues of interest within the activities
could include: air/climate, energy, water, land use, toxic materials, pollution, waste
management, oceans/lakes, and social/ community.
• Section 4: Check- Address status of use of technology for collection of audits and
other data to develop analysis, trends, non compliance reports (NCR), outcomes (cost,
revenue, intangible and risk mitigation impacts). The survey will provide questions to
assist in the assessment of each stage of the following four stages of sustainability:
1. pollution prevention, 2. product stewardship, 3. clean technology, and
4. sustainability vision.
• Section 5: Act (Proactive Improvement) - Report and Assess the outcomes and
recommend changes to continue the improvement process.
• Section 6: Outcomes- Reporting of outcomes of the completed sustainability
initiatives in terms of one or more of the following: cost reduction, revenue
nhancement, intangible benefits, and/or risk mitigation.
• Social, to address conditions
that affect us all, including
poverty, violence, injustice, edu
cation, public health, and labor
and human rights plus enhance
our community and working
conditions.
The growing number of publications, consultant offerings, university programs, and industry coalitions is testament to the interest
in sustainability. One of the popular references, “Green to Gold”,
provides a practical definition of
the targets of sustainability corporate initiatives in terms of cost
reduction, revenue enhancement,
achieving intangibles, and/or risk
mitigation.
Objectives of the DBMA
Sustainability Initiative
The purpose of this DBMA
effort is to produce quality
research that will positively influence the Association and promote
a working, collaborative environment among Association members and participating universities.
The outcome of the annual
Sustainability Longitudinal Study is
to provide a benchmark and
assess best practices with a focus
on the tradeoffs of economical
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and environmental opportunities.
Given the breath of sustainability,
the initial focus of the study will be
on the macro level, which will be
repeated to achieve a longitudinal
perspective over several years.
After this first year, additional
sustainability topics might be
added with approval of the SCLA
corporate members and the
research team. Although the
emphasis is on the environmental
domain of sustainability the survey
will also cover the basics of corporate social responsibility. DBMA
and its members will benefit
through recognition of their sustainability related contributions.
While individual responses will be
kept strictly confidential, aggregated results will be shared with corporate members, presented at
conferences, and published in
both academic and managerially
oriented outlets.
Sustainability Initiative
Design
The ISO 14001 standard serves
as the framework around which
the Sustainability Longitudinal
Study is designed. ISO 14001 is
recognized as one of the most
important Environmental

Exhibit 3: Pilot Survey Insights – Plan, Do, Check and Act
Improvement
Stage

Performance Scores with
Relatively Lower Variance
Across Survey Responses

Areas of Lower Performance Scores with Higher
Variance Across Survey Responses

Plan

* General Planning Stage Questions
medium to high

* Coverage beyond the enterprise to include the total supply chain
* Availability of sustainability metrics
* State of sustainability documentation

Do

* General Do Stage questions medium
to high

* Integrated sustainability with general corporate training
* Communications across company
* Update of sustainability programs and progress
* Availability of emergency plans for response to sustainability incidents
* Training programs coordinated with overall training
* Areas considered critical to the corporate product lines and markets

Check

* General Check Stage questions are
similar to Plan and Do Stages or one
level lower than a Corporation’s Plan
and Do Stages

* Monitoring and tools used to assess suppliers sustainability status
* Integration of monitoring with overall assessment
* Definition and use of sustainability metrics
* Monitoring with hardware and software
* Coverage of total sustainability versus limited to e.g. environmental
* Measurement of impact of sustainability programs on costs, revenue,
intangibles and risk level

Act

General Act Stage questions are similar
to Plan and Do Stages or one level lower
than a Corporation’s Plan and Do Stages

* Audit of suppliers for sustainability
* Use of state of the art technology software and hardware for
assessment
* Use of formal risk analysis
* Formal process to implement Courses of Action (COA)

Management System references
(EMS). An EMS is a continual
cycle of planning, implementing,
reviewing and improving the
processes and actions an organization undertakes to meet its environmental obligations. A complete
EMS consists of descriptions,
objectives, and specific performance metrics for a series of
defined steps. Implementation of
the process would involve documenting courses of action in preparation for, and response to, incidents of different severity as well
as the timing of audits and benchmarking assessments. The key elements of a basic EMS are presented as Exhibit 1. An effective EMS
is built on Total Quality
Management (TQM) concepts. An
organization that currently utilizes
an ISO 9001 quality management
approach usually finds significant
synergy when developing an EMS
for ISO 14001. To improve environmental management, an organization needs to not only focus on
what things happen but also why
they happen. Over time, the systematic identification and correction
of system deficiencies leads to
improved environmental (and
potentially organizational) perfor-
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mance. Many EMS’s are built on
the “Plan, Do, Check, Act” model,
which incorporates the concept of
continual improvement. The
Sustainability Longitudinal Study
incorporated the Plan, Do, Check,
Act model in as much as it is
important to first ascertain sustainability related plans, activities undertaken to fulfill sustainability plan
requirements, the process of
assessing the program, and then
acting upon assessment results to
improve the program.
The research team designed the
Sustainability Longitudinal Survey
based on input from DBMA leadership and several of its member
organizations. The survey is
designed to maximize benefits
while minimizing the time required
of participating DBMA members.
The focus of the current survey is
on the economic and environmental sustainability aspects. While the
cultural and social aspects are
important, keeping the survey to a
manageable length necessitated
their exclusion. The survey utilizes
7-point “Strongly Agree”, “Strongly
Disagree” scales to simplify question responses, but DBMA members are given the option to participate in post-survey interviews if
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they wish to dive deeper into certain subjects. Questions are
grouped by “Plan”, “Do”, “Check”,
and “Act” activities, as previously
described. A description of the
scope by section is presented as
Exhibit 2.
Current Findings and Plans
A pilot test of the survey was
conducted as well as follow-up
interviews with several DBMA
members primarily engaged in the
consumer goods, industrial goods,
and service provider segments.
The pilot test provided suggestions
to refine the survey instrument to
be used for the full distribution as
follows:
1. Organization of the survey
by Plan, Do, Check and Act
was easily understood and
valuable, but requires further
definitions and explanation.
2. Provide additional focus on
status of use of ISO 14001
guidelines in sustainability
programs.
3. Provide capability to gain
additional information regarding member involvement with
trade associations and coalition sustainability initiatives.
4. Continue primary focus on
initial macro level survey
followed by repeat of the
macro annually with additional
micro sections beginning with
the second year survey. The
priority for the areas of micro
focus would be based on an
analysis of the year one results.
5. Given the early status of
corporate focus on measurement of the outcomes of sustainability initiatives the goal in
the macro survey will be to
identify only general cost/
benefits. Focus should be on
general level of benefits and
the degree to which the
benefits and costs are tracked.
Pilot survey results also indicate
that there should be additional
focus on coordinated sustainability
programs with key suppliers. This
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Exhibit 4: Solutions Requirements Overview - Supply
Chain Monitoring and Response
Requirement Area

Requirement Examples

Comprehensive Supplier Profiles

Comprehensive profile data, entered directly or via integration, maintained in a
central repository.

Flexible Risk Assessment Calculations

Risk scores calculated using defined categories and algorithms, with risk categories weighted by critical areas and assessments calculated differently by focus
(e.g. value - social - environmental).

Inspection/Audit Strategy Based upon
Risk Assessment

Supplier risk and performance combine to drive actions and focus resources
appropriately.

Supplier Audits

Built-In supplier audit program management with both audit/inspection configuration flexibility and optional In-field audit software tools.

Supplier Certifications

Ability to track certification, store certification documents and inspection results,
and disseminate information to the right person with the appropriate information
in a variety of ways.

Nonconformance Records (NCRs)

Optional data entry modes, each with restricted/authorized monitoring of NCRs

Corrective and Preventive Actions (CAPA)

Full documentation and the ability to manually launch investigation audits.

Online Supplier Interactivity

Secure online supplier access with defined access/read/write authorizations.

Sampling and Product Testing

A risk-based approach to testing, with the ability to request (schedule) random
sampling with define lab delivery instructions.

Consolidates Supplier Performance Data

Current information available… Online – Anywhere - Anytime

Core Decision Support Tools

Online dashboards & scorecards, reports, notification systems

is based on the increased liability
to the supply chain from the tiered
supply base. The above suggestions are being considered to
improve the final release of longitudinal survey design.
The survey pilot also provided
insights on the current profile of
sustainability programs. The
insights are presented relative to
the four improvement stages- Plan,
Do, Check and Act as Exhibit 3.
The combined results of the pilot
survey and interviews suggest that
the pilot firms are more advanced
in the Plan and Do stages compared to the Check and Act stages.
The pilot outcomes are also consistent with the authors’ research in
security where the results indicated that even the best performing
firms were not as advanced in
application of existing technology
to monitor, assess and respond to
required formal independent audits
of key tiered suppliers.
The pilot results suggest that the
more advanced corporations utilize
web based electronic outcomes of
the independent audits of suppliers
to report noncompliance incidents
across critical domains (e.g. security, safety, and quality) to a corporate dashboard control monitoring

and control center with suggested
Course of Actions (COA). The pilot
test findings also indicate basically
similar results for the sustainability
domain with only the most
advanced corporations using the
existing web based technology
within their Emergency
Management System (EMS) to
achieve the potential for risk mitigation of their critical supply base.
The pilot outcomes also suggest
sustainability programs internal to
the corporations are more
advanced than those implemented
vertically to include supply chain
partners. A statement of overall
requirements believed necessary
for implementing an effective riskbased supply chain monitoring and
event response system is presented in Exhibit 4, Solutions
Requirements Overview – Supply
Chain Monitoring and Response.
Summary
The macro sustainability survey
plus future micro additions will
allow a firm to follow their own
progress as well as to compare
their results to those of other
DBMA member firms. The survey
could also be applied in both horizontal dimension (e.g. product or
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service divisions inside the firm)
and/or vertical dimensions incorporating supplier or customer tiers.
The results of this longitudinal survey are anticipated to benefit
DBMA and its members from both
an operational and promotional
standpoint. Sustainability can no
longer be viewed simply as a
method used by niche firms to differentiate their products and services. The future of sustainability
holds opportunities for organizations of all sizes to reduce their
environmental impact while simultaneously improving the bottom
line. The first step in beginning a
sustainability program is ascertaining those actions that are of greatest benefit.
1 Michigan State University (MSU) and Griggs and
Associates LLC conducted its Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) sponsored research on
global food supply chain security from 2004 through
2007 under a grant awarded by the National Center
for Food Protection and Defense (NCFPD). NCFPD
is a DHS Center of Excellence lead by the University
of Minnesota.
2This research was supported by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (Grant number N00014-04-1-0659), through a grant awarded to the
National Center for Food Protection and Defense at
the University of Minnesota. Any opinions, findings,
conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this
publication are those of the author (s) and do not
represent the policy or position of the Department of
Homeland Security.
3Helferich, Omar K., Doug Voss, and John E. Griggs,
Environmental Health Profession All-Hazards Needs
and Challenges-Statistical Results of the 2007 Joint
NEHA and Michigan State University National
Survey, presented June 25, 2008. jadian enterprise
Inc. provides global solutions for compliance management, www.jadian.com
Helferich, Omar K. , Sustainability Courses in
College of Business Administration, Central Michigan
University
4Esty, Daniel C. and Andrew S. Winston, Green to
Gold; Yale Press, 2006.
5Distribution Business Management Association provides educational forums and knowledge between
business and academics
6Interfaceglobal inc sustainability- www.interface.com
7International Standards for Business, Government
and Society ... ISO 14001: 2004 provides the
requirements for an EMS and ISO 14004
8NSF International –www.nsf.org

9The Deming Cycle- Plan, Do, Check and Act for
continuous quality improvement. (1986). Out of the
Crisis. MIT Center for Advanced Engineering Study.
ISBN 0-911379-01-0.
10Research by Supply Chain Sustainability LLC;
www. supplychainsustainability.com

Industry Article:

A Battle for
Hearts and Minds:
Getting CEOs to
Think ’Supply
Chain’
By Richard Thompson, Donald Eisenstein,
and Timothy Stratman
t’s late in the afternoon and the
meeting started at 7:00 a.m.
Energy has ebbed and flowed
throughout the day. But the CEO’s
challenge, put on the table before
everyone finished their first cup of
coffee, has kept the senior team
focused: “Our mission is growth.
We need to grow our effectiveness as leaders, grow our ability
to collaborate across all areas of
the business, and most importantly, grow our top line profitably.”
This may sound like an overwhelming challenge, but discussions like this one are occurring
every day in businesses throughout the world. In fact, this multidimensional approach to growth is
how the very best companies win.
Growth for them is a comprehensive concept, permeating all
aspects of their business.
As a senior supply chain leader,
what does the growth challenge
mean to you? How can you
embrace the CEO’s growth agenda and increase your value? How
can you make a significant contribution to the business and capture the heart and mind of your
CEO? How does a typical chief
executive view your role and the
role of supply chain management
today? And is it a perception that
needs to be changed?
To become contributing players
to the growth agenda, we believe
that supply chain leaders need to
focus on three over-arching areas:
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1. Think beyond cost. 2. Develop
world-class collaboration skills. 3.
Aggressively grow your personal
leadership capabilities. Each of
these imperatives is discussed
below, augmented and clarified by
a recent survey of CEOs that we
conducted. To better understand
how chief executives currently
perceive the challenge of growing
their business profitably, we surveyed Chicago-based CEOs of
leading companies ranging in size
from $50 million to more than $20
billion in sales and representing a
variety of industries. In addition to
the survey questionnaire, we conducted follow-up interviews with a
number of the CEOs to better
understand and interpret the survey results. Our aim was to obtain
their personal insights — their
color commentary if you will.
This article is based on that
research, coupled with the
authors’ combined 65-plus years
of industry, academic, and consulting experience.
Getting to Growth: Think
Beyond Cost
The survey results highlight the
challenge of profitable growth.
After years of focusing on cost
reduction and improved efficiencies, the corporate agenda has
clearly shifted. The name of the
game for most CEOs these days
is profitable growth. In fact, three
out of four CEOs surveyed indicat82

ed their top priority is profitably
growing the top line.
But here’s the rub. Fully 82 percent of the same CEOs viewed
supply chain management initiatives as primarily focused on cost
reduction. Clearly, revenue growth
and supply chain expertise are not
linked in the minds of most chief
executives. Yet does this also
mean that SCM is no longer perceived as a key driver of business
success? Certainly not. Ninetythree percent of CEOs identified
supply chain management as
either “critical” or “very critical” to
their overall business strategy.
So what needs to change for
CEOs to start thinking about supply chain management more in
growth terms than cost reduction?
And how do you, as a supply
chain executive, become a key
player on the growth agenda
rather than just a cost of doing
business?
A necessary first step in the
process is to communicate the
relationship between supply chain
competency and growth. A recent
study conducted by the MIT
Center for Transportation &
Logistics did this effectively, finding that “focusing supply chains
on achieving customer objectives
rather than reducing near-term
costs and inventories can have a
greater impact on a company’s
financial performance. Leading
enterprises integrate elements of
supply chain management with
customer-facing and revenue-generating capabilities.”
As proof positive, you only need
to look at leading companies such
as Wal-Mart and Procter &
Gamble. They have captured
large, profitable shares of their
markets by integrating supply
chain management into their
growth initiatives.
For these market leaders, the
supply chain is front and center in
the enterprise, rather than an overlooked back office function. These
companies have embraced supply
chain management as a competitive differentiator that helps to
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enable profitable growth.
In a similar vein, supply chain
executives must move beyond a
mindset focused solely on delivering the “right product, at the right
place, at the right time, at the lowest cost” to one more oriented
toward growth. Certainly, driving
improvements in supply chain efficiency (cost) and effectiveness
(service) are necessary and important to the business. But to profitably grow share, acquire new
customers and expand into new
markets, a broader mindset is
needed.
In many cases, in fact, that new
mindset may be long overdue. The
CEOs in our survey told us that
they have already spent considerable time and energy squeezing
out costs. For example, the head
of one consumer products company reported that an aggressive
cost focus had reduced the company to a “skeleton”; there simply
weren’t any cost reduction opportunities left. Consequently, his
team aggressively turned to revenue growth. After all, he reasoned, a great way to reduce
costs is to sell more! Another
CEO put it his way: “You can’t
save your way to prosperity.”
Growth was the obvious option for
this executive.
Top-line growth alone isn’t
enough, though. One CEO said
that his team falsely assumed that
revenue growth alone would grow
the bottom line. But the pure
focus on revenue growth drove
many “bad” behaviors including
price reductions designed to stimulate demand. When these kinds
of behaviors take over, revenues
do grow but profits do not. This
CEO took appropriate corrective
action. “Now no one cares solely
about revenue growth,” he said.
“The focus is on earnings growth.”
The Traditional Supply
Chain Role
Changing the traditional mindset
is a necessary task for supply
chain professionals—but it’s not
necessarily an easy one. Supply

chain managers typically have
strong analytical orientations and
process management experience.
They are linear thinkers, trained to
identify and drive out inefficiencies
in a process.
Thinking with an “inside-out”
perspective, many supply chain
practitioners have been historically
trained to evaluate the process
starting with the flow of raw materials and ending with the customer.
Even those who say that they start
with the customer, or the demand
signal, remain trapped in a linear
thinking model as they work to
optimize the existing supply chain
network.
We found that CEOs often reinforce this approach, which makes
breaking out of the traditional
mindset all the more difficult.
There clearly exists a strong cultural adherence to linear processes:
marketing promotes, sales sells,
and supply chain/ operations come
in at the back end ensuring that
the product or service is delivered
on time and at the lowest cost.
Adopt an “Outside-In”
Approach
Supply chain professionals need
to start thinking outside the four
walls of the organization. Such
“outside-in” thinking truly starts
with the customer or end user.
And it doesn’t necessarily proceed
along a linear pathway. Outside-in
thinking requires an intimate
understanding of what the customer values. In addition to price,
what are the five major reasons
your customers prefer you? How
should the supply chain align to
meet these preferences? Does
everyone in the supply chain
understand what the customer values? Who are all the contributing
companies in the supply chain—
and are their share of profits equitable given the level of value they
provide?
When the CEO asked one of his
major customers how his company could obtain more business,
the client quickly responded by
saying, “You tell me!” While the
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CEO under- stood the power of
“outside-in” thinking, he was struggling with how and particularly
who in the organization could help
develop objective answers to this
question. In other words, who
could identify and define the value
they could provide the customer?
The sales force might have been
the obvious first choice, but the
CEO was concerned that his sales
people were not trained to
methodically address the challenges and opportunities represented by this customer. The CEO
wanted instead to turn to his supply chain people because, in theory anyway, they were perfectly
positioned to understand and
uncover value that could be provided to the customer.
Unfortunately, however, his supply chain people had not been well
trained or experienced in customer
interaction. They had simply not
positioned themselves to know
the end customers. As this example illustrates, there is a substantial
opportunity for supply chain management executives to not only
enhance the marketing effort with
their process prowess, but also to
play a key role in driving the
growth agenda.
Supply chain leaders are, in fact,
clearly well positioned to leverage
their knowledge of the extended
supply chain to help build offerings
that provide measurable value.
What could those offerings be?
What should they be? How does
the customer measure value?
What components of the supply
chain deliver that value? How
much is invested in the supply
chain to deliver that value? Is our
company receiving the appropriate
level of return given the amount of
value we create and deliver to the
customer? Answering these questions requires an outside-in perspective.
Develop World Class
Collaboration Skills
The second key to being a
growth contributor is to develop
world class collaboration skills.

Webster’s defines collaboration as
“working jointly with others or
together especially in an intellectual endeavor.” Sounds simple, right?
But in reality, collaboration is a skill
that takes hard work and practice
to master. It isn’t something you
take out of your tool box when and
as needed. In successful businesses, collaboration is a way of life.
It’s evident across all levels and
functions of the organization.
Collaboration extends into supplier networks, communities, and
other entities that in one way or
another, are touched by the business. Industry leaders recognize
that business today is just too
complex to “go it alone.” Our survey results confirm this. When the
CEOs were asked about their most
critical supply chain challenges,
the top response, by far, was the
need for collaboration with customers and suppliers. As one CEO
put it, “Improved supply chain collaboration up and down the chain,
driving top line, reducing costs,
improving margins.”
While many CEOs we interviewed believed that supply chain
collaboration was central to fostering growth, they also identified it
as one of the greatest challenges.
One respondent stated: “The sentiment among CEOs is that collaboration with partners does not
come in ‘big wins.’ It is earned
slowly over time.” Another CEO,
an avid chess player, provided the
following insight: “Building on little
advantages will have you ten steps
ahead of the other guy. Slight
advantages built one on top of
another can make the difference
between winners and losers.”
While the CEOs uniformly pointed to the benefits of improved
collaboration in the supply chain,
they acknowledged that they
sometimes had difficulty actually
making it happen. Digging further
into their responses and through
follow-up interviews, we identified
these success factors to making
collaboration work:
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1. Define the Benefits.
Both parties need to be aware
of how they will benefit from
collaboration. Incentives must be
aligned and activities coordinated to make the supply chain as
profitable as possible. And with
a bigger supply chain profit pie,
the parties can divide the pie so
that everyone is better off. The
benefits must be clearly defined
and quantifiable — complete
with good examples to reinforce
the point. In some cases this will
require one partner to educate
less sophisticated partners on
the economics of collaboration.
Issues that typically need to be
addressed here include, “What
will I save in inventory costs?”
Or “How much will this collaboration improve my profitability?”
2. Make the Investment.
The supply chain partners
must be willing to invest to
make collaboration a reality. This
goes beyond spending on technology or resources that focus
just on your own operation.
Rather, it needs to extend to
mutually beneficial investments
that will increase the share of
the profit pie. This might include,
for example, appropriate investments in logistics, packaging, or
forecast-sharing capabilities. Or
it might mean a new revenuesharing contract.
3. Earn Trust and Create
Mutual Ownership.
Collaboration is based on a
foundation of trust. Building and
fostering such trust happens over
time. Several CEOs told us that
trust often comes through the
accumulation of small victories.
Both partners need to become
vested in the collaboration efforts
and develop a sense of ownership in the initiative. This is particularly important for the “weaker”
partner in the relationship. Note
that this sense of ownership
goes beyond any contractual
agreements. Contracts between
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companies do not ensure successful collaboration; in fact, they
can even deter it. Sometimes,
sticking to the letter of the contract (for instance, deliveries will
be made within X days) can hinder incentives for more progressive collaboration like sharing
forecasts or product development information.
4. Dedicate “A” Players.
One CEO from a $1.5 billion
division of a Fortune 500 company believes that the biggest barrier to successful collaboration
relates to people. For collaboration to really happen, he said, the
effort has to be led by your “A”
players — your best and brightest
with boots on the ground.
Anything less will not produce
the desired results. This is true in
the supply chain or in any other
part of the business where collaboration is critical, they emphasized. Furthermore, a cross-functional team is typically required
since a successful collaboration
may ultimately involve many functions of your business.
Several of the CEOs spoke
pointedly to this people factor.
“You only collaborate with those
people who want to collaborate,”
one said. “It does not work for
everyone. You must reallocate
resources to interested partners.”
There is inherent conflict that
exists between partners in a supply chain, he added. These conflicts must be overcome for the
benefit of the supply chain, and
ultimately both parties.
Business people have been
trained traditionally to maximize
their self interest. Successful collaboration requires analytical and
business savvy—but as important, psychologi- cal savvy. It is
the people or emotional side of
the equation that is most difficult
and fragile. The good news for
supply chain leaders is that from
a people and process standpoint,
they are in a great position to get
the collaboration ball moving.
And the CEO will be watching.

Grow Your Leadership
Capabilities
The last component in getting
on the CEO’s agenda is to aggressively develop your leadership
skills. Leadership is the mortar
between the bricks of business
that makes success possible. In
fact, strong leadership is often
the single most important factor
driving the fortunes of a business.
Without it, growth is elusive or
non-existent.
The best business leaders view
leadership development as a lifelong pursuit. Much like star athletes who don’t stop practicing
when they reach the top of their
game, the best- performing executives continually develop and
refine their leadership skills. This
commitment to continuous
growth is crucial for the supply
chain executive aiming to play a
major role on the growth agenda.
Traditionally, organizations have
looked to their sales and marketing executives for future leaders.
These individuals were typically
viewed as the most engaging,
persuasive, visible, and customerfocused members of the executive team. Supply chain managers, on the other hand, often
were seen as behind-the-scenes
specialists with limited involvement in the sales and marketing
process and even less involvement with direct customer interaction. What can supply chain
professionals do to change this
perception?
• Get out of your office and
opportunistically interact with customers. Join sales executives on
customer visits, facility tours, and
other activities where customer
inter- action occurs. Raising your
profile and maintaining a high visibility in this way is critical to gaining support and cooperation for
your ideas.
• Be a great listener. Try to
spend 90 percent of your communication time listening. As you listen to customers, prospects and
partners, demonstrate sincere
interest by frequently seeking
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clarification, listening closely for
unmet needs, and not interrupting. When you have the opportunity to meet with customers in
particular, demonstrating strong
listening skills will greatly
enhance your credibility with your
sales and marketing executives.
At the same time it allows you to
gain valuable insight into your
customer’s priorities and concerns. Ultimately, your ears will
become your strongest asset.
• Rely on influence. As a supply
chain leader, your expertise can
significantly accelerate the growth
agenda. However, you need to
ensure that your voice is heard
and people feel compelled to
implement your suggestions.
Strong influencing skills makes
this possible.
Many of us learned early in life
that position power is an efficient
way to get others to listen and
follow our lead. “I am your parent
and you will do as I say!” Yet the
real skill is learning how to influence through commitment, loyalty and trust, rather than through
mere compliance or, at worst,
coercion. This reality is especially
true for supply chain leaders
because many of their most
important constituencies lie outside of their formal position
power. Understanding the motivation, priorities and concerns of
these individuals will help you
connect with them and build influential relationships.
• Develop your personal leadership brand. Your brand is really
about how others perceive you.
Much like powerful consumer
brands, a personal leadership
brand defines your values; it
arrives before you do and lingers
after you are gone. By making
sure your leadership brand
reflects a strong growth bias, you
reduce barriers to your ideas and
eliminate the perception that you
are strictly a one-dimensional
executive.
Here is how one senior supply
chain officer of a Fortune 200
company (for the purpose of this
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article we’ll call her Jane Smith)
put these core leadership traits
into action:
Jane Smith was moving from a
consumer products company
where she had a wealth of relationship equity to a manufacturing
firm that primarily sold to businesses. Coming in, she had little
internal credibility other than the
inherent endorsement of being
hired. So why was she pursued?
Simply put, she had something
that the CEO wanted badly: She
understood the power of marketing. CPG companies and this
executive’s firm in particular, are
highly regarded for their marketing prowess. And becoming a
“marketing driven” company was
a key element of his new CEO’s
growth strategy.
How was Smith, an outsider
with little credibility, going to
redefine how SCM was viewed in
her new company and become a
key player in the CEOs growth
strategy? The executive spent the
first 90 days listening intently to
key constituencies within the
organization. She identified the
key stakeholders, asked many
open-ended questions and listened to what was said—and
what wasn’t. She spent only
about 15 percent of her interpersonal communication time speaking. As she reviewed her copious
notes to identify the challenges
and opportunities of her new
assignment, the questions significantly outnumbered the answers.
While some within the organization branded her as being unqualified, she received positive feedback regarding the quality of her
questions, leaving people
impressed with her approach.
More than anything, however,
Smith needed to overtly establish
her leadership brand within the
organization. While she couldn’t
realistically become a manufacturing expert overnight, she could be
seen as an astute growth-oriented
leader. She carefully thought
about what her leadership brand
should be. What images should

come to mind when someone
hears her name? How would her
brand reflect her values, expectations, and objectives? She decided to forge a brand reflecting
three key elements: a passion for
customers, a strong belief in the
power of retaining and developing
talent, and a belief that SCM can
be a major growth driver. She
emphasized these elements in
every interaction and was vigilant
about “walking the talk.” This
branding paid off as she methodically built effective relationships
and began making things happen.
The executive also implemented
some important initiatives to
ensure that her organization
aligned to these key brand values.
In doing so, she broke the mold
that narrowly defined supply
chain management as a specialty,
separating it from other parts of
the organization. She launched
these initiatives to sustain the
momentum:
• Cross Fertilize. Jane Smith
provided top marketing people
with experiences in the sup- ply
chain organization, and visa versa.
In creating these integrated experiences, she aimed to embed a
common growth mentality, break
down stereotypes about who
could do what, and build a
stronger talent pipeline for the
organization overall.
• Create the Right Skill Sets.
Smith compared the existing position specifications for leaders in
the supply chain organization to
those of general managers. What
she found were some significant
differences. While supply chain
management clearly requires
some unique skill sets and experiences, it also calls for strong general management skills such as
excellent interpersonal and communication capabilities with the
ability to organize, direct, and
motivate people.
• Invest in Leaders. To build
stronger generalist skills, she sent
the company’s supply chain leaders to well-regarded executive
education programs and offered
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them coaching to accelerate
development.
• Recruit Top Talent. Having
established growth as her brand,
she needed to make recruiting
people with the skills necessary to
play and win a top priority. To
achieve this, she brought in talent
from outside her new firm’s industry in the belief that a diversity of
perspectives was essential to significantly change the culture.
Actions Going Forward
As the meeting mentioned at
the very beginning of this article
was coming to a close, the CEO
reiterated his charge to his executive team: Establish a plan for
profitable growth within a month.
As the senior supply chain executive on this team, what competencies and points of view would
you bring to the assignment? Put
another way, what would you do
to position
yourself front and center on the
CEO’s growth agenda? As we’ve
suggested in this article, you
should proceed with a three-part
course of action. First, you need
to think beyond cost. What do
your customers value? How do
they use your product? What
value can you, the supply chain
executive, add to the relationship?
To answer these questions, you
must begin to expand your reach
to interface with the customer.
(Remember, this is not the sole
domain of the sales or marketing
functions.) You need to think with
a customer-centric focus and
adopt an outside-in approach that
goes beyond the mental confines
of cost.
Next, you need to further develop your collaboration skills. Begin
by working closely with the sales
and marketing organization. What
can you learn from them about
your customers and how they
view the effectiveness of your
supply chain? You must also learn
to interface directly with your customers and suppliers. Effective
collaboration requires people
interaction. There is no substitute.
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What services or product changes
will add value? Recognize that
successful collaboration—both
within your own company and
with your suppliers and customers—is a significant area of
opportunity that remains largely
untapped in many companies.
Finally, your efforts must be
coupled with a commitment to
grow your leadership capabilities.
You must be viewed as being able
to add value to, and thus have a
major influence on, the growth
agenda. Improvements in the supply chain are more than just incremental advances to increase efficiency or lower costs. They must
also include value-generating initiatives based on your improved
customer interface and collaboration efforts.
This is not an easy assignment.
In fact, it represents a new role
for you and your organization.
And it will have to be backed up
by better hiring and training of
your people. But successfully
tackling this task is the way of
getting on, or back on, the CEO’s
growth agenda.
Supply chain management can
and should be leveraged to drive
revenue growth. Well-managed
supply chains clearly support integration within the four walls of a
company. But even more importantly, they represent the connection point with the outside world
of customers and suppliers.
Supply chain leaders focused on
customer value creation will help
to shape the growth agenda for
their businesses.
Richard H. Thompson (rich.thompson@staubach. com) is the Global
Leader of Supply Chain Consulting
for The Staubach Company. Dr.
Donald D. Eisenstein (don.eisenstein@ChicagoGSB.edu.) is on the
faculty at the Graduate School of
Business at the University of
Chicago, where he teaches courses
in Operations Management. Timothy
M. Stratman (tstratman@timbrecoaching.com) is founder and president of Timbre Executive Coaching,
Inc.

Coming in September 2010:

The Supply Chain of
the Future Lab:
A New Part of the
SCLA’s Annual
Threefold Educational
Program

I

n a collaborative effort,
DBM Association and
the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals
(CSCMP) have designed a
100,000 square foot educational
lab that will showcase the future
of supply chain innovation. The
Supply Chain of the Future, or
SCF, will make its world premiere at CSCMP’s Annual Global
Conference, to be held in San
Diego this September. The SCF
will be a real-time, fully-integrated functional supply chain lab
that will take attendees into a
world of automated innovation
and new technologies in several
areas, including product design
and development, sourcing and
procurement, demand planning
and inventory management,
manufacturing and materials
handling, transportation, fulfillment, and reverse logistics.
The SCF will offer attendees a
unique educational setting and
opportunity to learn about the
best practices and future trends
involved in the lifecycle of a
product, from creation to consumption. “It will feature the
people, processes, and technologies that are vital throughout the life of an order,” said
Amy Thorn, executive director of
DBMA. “As they walk through
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the lab, attendees will receive
an in-depth view of the parts
that make up a world-class supply chain today and in the
future,” Thorn added. Technical
experts within the exhibit will
answer questions and special
educational sessions will be
integrated into the CSCMP education tracks.
Some of the educational sessions included in the Supply
Chain of the Future lab, “The
Great Debate: Inventory
Optimization & Replenishment in
the Finished Goods Supply
Chain”, “Cost, Value & Flexibility
in your Global Supply Chain”,
“Technology and Tools to
Enhance Productivity”, and
“Smart Strategies: Cost, Risk,
and ROI” in addition to many
others.
According to Rick Blasgen,
CSCMP president and CEO,
“The exhibit will give attendees
a first-hand look at the technologies, processes, and solutions
provided by high-performing
supply chains and a revealing
look into future enhancements.
This is no movie but a hands-on,
real-time operating supply
chain.” Blasgen also added,
“This new initiative will take our
attendees’ educational experience to the next level”.
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According to Jack Thorn,
Chairman, DBM Association,
"New for 2010 is a three part
corporate package that is included with the three year SCLA corporate membership. It's the
Supply Chain of the Future Lab:
The final program in the SCLA’s
Annual Tri-Educational Event.
Over the next three years 2010 2012, all member corporations
of the SCLA will have the opportunity to send their company
members to the Supply Chain of
the Future September educational activity as part of their
SCLA membership. SCLA members will get a special Lab
admittance badge that will entitle them to the Sunday grand
reception and the Monday and
Tuesday night networking receptions. In addition, SCLA members can walk through the Lab,
as well as attend any sessions
in the Lab that interest them on
Monday and Tuesday.”
This year, CSCMP’s Annual
Global Conference will be held in
San Diego, CA on September 26 –
29, 2010 at the San Diego
Convention Center. For more information, call DBMA at +1 717 295
0033 or e-mail ayoder@dbmassoc.com. To find out more about
the SCF, please visit www.dcenter
or www.supplychainlab.org.

